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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Tom Duncan, Gene Mathis, Tom Kessler, 
117".-- •.•. ">::. '. 
Willard Stanley and Dave Zegeer of Lexington are servin~ on 
~:.· _;;. 
the Advisory Committee of Morehead State University's mining 
_technology and reclamation studies program. 
"}fembers of the committee offer invalu~j.ble expertise from 
their experiences in the mining industry," ·says Forrest· Cameron, 
coordinator of MSU's mining technology program. "They give us 
the perspective of industry and government and help us communicate 
·outside the University." 
The committee includes representatives of mining and related·:··_ · 
industries and government agencies. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Six Morehead State Unive~sity faculty members 
have received research grants totaling more than $10,000. 
The awards for special research include: 
>~$4, 190 to Dr. James Gotsick, professor of psychology, for 
"Dopominergic Influences on Stereotyped Motor Responses and 
Spontaneous Activity." 
*$733 to Dr. John Hanrahan, professor of history, for "Decline 
of a Presidency: the Wilson Administration and the High Cost of 
Living Controversy, 1919-1920." 
*$1,105 to Adrianne Slaymaker, assistant professor of accounting, 
for "Federal Income Taxation of the Two Income Family." 
*$1,975 to Dr. David C. Rand, associate professor of education, 
for "An Examination of Selection Techniques and Selection Criteria 
for Faculty in Teacher Education Programs." 
*$608 to Dr. Ronald Mersky, associate professor of education, 
for "Teacher Stress in Eastern Kentucky." 
>~$1,176 to Dr. David Magrane, associate professor of biology, 
for "Characterization of Steroid Receptor Binding by the Synthetic 
Steroid; Danazol, to Mammary Cells in Various Physiological States." 
Institutionally-funded researcli grants are available- ·to-:l-'JSU -"! 
- -
.faculty members whose project meets the criteria established 
-----"-- - - -- ------ -- - -- - -- -
by _!:qe U]J.iversi1;:y Research Committee-.------
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A special exhibition and sale of original 
oriental art is scheduled at Morehead State University's Claypool-Young 
Art Gallery on Tuesday, Jan.:l9, from 10 a.m. until 5 p.m. 
The collection, presented by Marson Ltd. of Baltimore, Md., includes 
800 pieces from Japan, China, India, Tibet and Thailand. 
Prints, some dating back to the 18th century, include Japanese 
woodcuts, Indian miniature paintings and manuscripts. Modern works 
include etchings, lithographs, serigraphs and mezzotints by contemporaries 
such as Saito, Azechi, Mori and Maki. 
A representative will be available to answer questions. 
For additional information, contact Dr. Bill Booth at (606) 
783-3232. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Carolyn K. Sizemore of Greenup has been 
.commiCJioned_a~ a second lieutenant in the U.S. Army through the ROTC 
.program· at Morehead State University. 
---\21 
Lt: Sizemore, who majored in dietetics at MSU, reports to the 
U.S. Army Administration Schopl at Fort Benjamin Harrison, Ind., in 
February. 
She is married to U.S. Navy Petty. Officer Glenn- Sizemore who is 
stationed at Norfplk, Va. The new officer is the daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. Homer Caldwell of Romeo, Mich. 
fJ 11111111 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- "The weather is mild in America, and the women 
are pretty," said Hassan ElSheikh, one of ten senior-level Egyptian 
government officials visiting Morehead State University.as part of the 
Egyptian Training Program. 
The program is sponsored by the United States Agency for International 
Development (AID) and the Organization for the Reconstruction and 
Development of Egyptian Villages (ORDEV). 
ORDEV is an agency comparable to the Area Development Districts· 
(ADD's) in Kentucky. 
"Like the ADD's, ORDEV initiates and administers economic development 
in rural areas,',' explained Michael H. Diehl of the Bluegrass ADD. Diehl' 
is working with MSU and Eastern Kentpcky University to train the 
Egyptians in accounting, finance and administration. 
While the hills of Eastern Kentucky are much different from rural 
Egypt, technics the officials are learning here will help them in their 
work when they return home. 
"This program is very useful for all of us," said Mohamed Kayed. 
"Our teachers here are giving us many new ideas." 
Kayed, the executive official of Kena, one of Egypt's 26 regional 
governments, came to the United Stares last year to visit poultry, turkey 
and dairy farms. Through ORDEV, he has creat~d similar farms and 
factories in his area. 
(more) 
Egyptian Training Program 
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The education he receives at MSU will help him in follow-ups and 
evaluations of projects when he returns to Egypt. 
In addition, the visitors are comparing the Egyptian and American 
methods of rural development. 
After leaving MSU, they will go to EKU for five weeks of more 
advanced training in economics and administration. They will then spend 
two weeks working with Diehl at the Bluegrass ADD office in Lexington. 
Before leaving Kentucky, the visitors will tour the state capitol, 
meeting with Lieutenant Governor Martha Layne Collins, and be named 
Kentucky Colonels. 
fflllf fill 
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Morehead State University is hosting a reception for Louisville 
area high school and community college students and parents ~n_ 
Wednesday, Feb. 10, from 7 p.m. until 9:30 p.m. in the Canterbury 
Room o£ the Executive Inn East. 
Representatives of MSU' s academic, ·social, athletic and student 
activities will be present for information, counseling and advising. 
Additional information is available from area high school 
guidance counselors or MSU's Division of Admissions, MSU, Morehead KY 
40351. The toll-free telephone number in Kentucky is 800-262-7474. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky._ --- The 1982 Bass Fishing Institute scheduled this 
spring at Morehead State University .w;i.;ll .feature se:ver!ll of the nation's 
most knowledgeable sportsmen. 
The roster::.includes Bas;i.l Bacon, Cha;r.lie. Campb~;Ll ,. Pa1.1l Chamblee, 
Rick ~lunn, Bill Dance, Dick Kotis·, AI Lindner, Tom Mann, Jerry. 
McKinnis, Roger Moore,. B;i.;L1y _Murray:;, Bobby :Murray, Bob Muss~lman, Dave 
Myers, Hank. Parker, Chuck "Roberts,_ Jim Rogers, Shag Shahid, ·Kim 
Whitaker and Forrest Wood. 
At least six of these professional fishermen. w_i;Ll be teaching 
classes and presenting demonstra-tions at MSU on Apr;i.l". 17 and. 18. 
The two-day event, sponsored by Indiana State University and the 
American Institute of Bass Fishing, consists of_16 hours of instruction!il 
and informational presentations for fishermen of _!i;ll ages and. levels. 
The registration fee for one ad1.1lt is· $40. ·A spous·e may _emr9ll for 
an additional $20. Each enr9;Lled adult may reg:lster one· youth 
(ages 10-15) without cost. Additional youth may enro;Ll for $20 each. 
Additional".information is available from Harry Ry~n, Coordinator of 
Campus Events, MSU, Morehead, KY 40351.. 'The t~lephone number is (606) 
783-5171. 
llf!flllll 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Colleen Bromagen of Sharpsburg has been awarded 
a ~1,000 scholarship by the Kentucky Arthritis Foundation. 
Bromagen, a sophomore nursing major at Morehead State University, 
was~chosen from among statewide applicants on the basis of a personal 
portfolio. 
The award wasJpresented during the interim board meeting of the 
Kentucky Federation of Business and Professional Women by Patty Davis 
of the Arthritis Foundation. 
Ms. Bromagen is the daughter of Mr. and Nrs. James Bromagen of 
Sharpsburg. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Three Rowan County residents have been 
named to .. key staff positions on Morehead State University's student 
newspaper, "Tne Trail Blazer." 
Joe Adams, a sophomore journalism major, will serve as editor 
-for the 1982 spring semester. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Carl 
E. Adams of Norehead and is married to the former Sheila Stephens 
of Sandy Hook. 
Virginia White, a junior journalism major, will hold the 
position of managing editor. She is the daughter of Victor R. 
White of Norehead. 
Business manager for the weekly publication will be Pamela 
Russell of Farmers. 
"The Trail Blazer" is published each Thursday during the 
school year as a laboratory experience in journalism. ' 
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January 12, 1982 
Dear Editor: 
As of March 1, 1982, MSU's weekly environmental series by Dr. Jerry Howell, 
"Our Fragile Earth," will shift to a periodic distribution schedule. 
We feel this change will provide your readers with more detailed analysis 
of specific environmental issues on a timely basis. Future columns will 
address such concerns as toxic waste disposal, oil shale, reclamation of 
surface mined land and acid rain. 
Your publication of "Our Fragile Earth" over the last five years is 
sincerely appreciated. Your use of Dr. Howell's material has helped to 
inform the people of Eastern Kentucky about environmental issues. 
You will remain on our mailing list for "Our Fragile Earth" and your 
comments on the articles will be most welcome. 
Thank you for your interest in this and other services of Morehead State 
University. 
Sincerely, 
~~~J~ 
Sharon Crouch-Farmer 
Coordinator of News Services 
SCF /wlj 
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(Special to The Morehead News) 
Construction contracts tot.aling $372,772 are expected to be 
awarded~ Morehead contractor_for work at Morehead State 
University_. 
, Packs' , . Inc. was the low bidder la:;;t week in Frankfort 
-· 
when state officials opened bids on the interior renovation of 
Button Auditorium and on the installation of passenger elevators 
in Baird Music Hall and the.Howell-McDowell Administration 
Buildiqg. 
The apparent low bid on_,the Button project was $234,886 
and the elevator projects, combined for bidd~ng purposes, drew 
a low of $137,886. 
Funds for the projects were appropriated nearly two years 
ago but bids were delayed by a statewide freeze on capitol 
construqtion, and, 'in the case of the Button renovation, for 
two design changes aimed ~t reducing the. cost of the project. 
The elevators.will be financed out of a fund established by 
the General Assembly to assist state agencies in providing 
handicapped p~rsons with access-to public facilities. 
"We are optimistic that contracts will be awarded in the near 
future and that work will begin shortly thereafter," said MSU 
President Morris L. Norfleet.· "These projects rep_:resent ·the · 
largest construction allocation on campus to be assigned to a 
local contractor and we a~e pleased that local workmen and their 
families will benefit." 
Keith Pack, president of Packs', Inc., said the projects 
will involve mostly indoor work and that will mean winter employment 
for some of his employees who might have been furloughed for the 
winter months. 
(more) 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's Camden-Carroll 
Library has been chosen to receive a. live sat~llite transmission 
of the American Library Association's midwinter· conference. 
Originating in Denver, the program, entitled "Marketing: A 
Key to Surviving and Thriving,':' w;i.ll be aired at the . .library on 
Tuesday, Jan. 26, at 11 a.m. 
Dr. Jack Ellis, MSU's director of libraries, says the program 
whould be of special interest to area librarians. 
"Local viewers wi;L1 meet at Camden-Carroll's Learning·.:.Resource 
Center for the two-hour t~lecast, which will review the marketing 
challenges which the nation's 100,000 libraries face as they confront 
the special problems of the eighties," he stated. 
MSU is one of 50:sites in the u;s. and the only. location in 
Kentucky receiving the program. Local viewers will join the -
audience in Denver by telephone for an hour~long nationwide 
discussion following the program. 
Topics to be discussed include pub1ic sector marketing, 
marketing analysis, library promotion, research facilities, library. 
services planning and government depository libraries. 
Persons interested in watching the ALA program must make 
reservations through Dr. Jack D. Ellis 
Zh 
at (606) 783-2143. No fee 
will be charged. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky .. --- Morehead State University's Concert and 
Lecture Series resumes Thursd·ay, .. Jan. 28, with one of the. legends 
of jazz music, the Teddy W.ilson Trio. 
Wilson, best known as the pianist in the. Benny Goodman Quartet, 
was among the first discoveries of jazz impresario. John Hammond. 
In 1956, a part in "The Benny Goodman Story'~. led to his national 
tour with a trio. His rev9lutionary .Piano. style is. recognized :.··_:..:.·::· .. ::::.,: 
internation!llly and for many" year Wilson taught at .the. J"ll;Lliard 
School of Music. 
The 8 p.m. concert in Button AU:ditoriuni if free and open to 
the public. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Care for medically home-bound patients requires 
more than just medicine. 
"You have to look at a person as a total being and consider their 
mental and social as well as physical needs," says Pauline Ramey, 
assistant professor of nursing at Morehead State University. 
Preparing home health aides to provide such needs was the basis of 
60 hours of instruction throughout Kentucky in home nursing care and 
nutrition. As part of a federally-funded continuing education program 
administered by the Kentucky Department for Human Resources, Mrs. Ramey 
and Eena J. Adams, assistant professor of home economics at MSU, taught 
more than 100 aides who currently care for home-bound patients. 
Using a curriculum prepared by the National Council for Homemaker-Home 
Health Aide Services, Inc., Ramey and Adams adapted the material to teach 
student's specific needs. 
"Some of the ladies had zero experience, some had years of experience," 
Ramey says. "Some of them may not have a degree at all, but I saw more 
love and compassion than I have seen anywhere." 
The students, who Ramey says are of all ages and backgrounds, were 
awarded continuing education credits for the classes, which were counted 
as work days. 
Proper nutrition is also an important part of all health care, says 
Adams. 
"Nutrition and homemaking skills are taught so when they go into the 
home, they can help with the person's cooking and buying," she explains. 
(more) 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Music and sports highlight the February calendar 
of events at Morehead State University. 
Musical events begin with the Faculty Low Brass Trio Feb. 3; Blue 
and Gold Color Guard Competition Feb. 13; Bel Canto Trio Feb. 23; 
Musicspaznacht (Music Fun Night) Feb. 25; and the Kentucky Music, 
Education Association Solo and Ensemble Festival Feb. 26. 
A band clinic is also scheduled Feb. 18 through 21, with a Jazz 
Ensemble Concert Feb. 18; Percussion Ensemble Feb. 19; Symphony Band 
Concert with guest soloist Jerry Siruck on oboe Feb. 20; and six clinic 
band concerts on Feb. 21. 
MSU theatre students will present "Medea" Feb. 23 - 27 in the Kibbey 
Theatre, and an exhibit of contemporary calligraphy and paintings from 
the Pe9ples Republic of China will be on display in the Claypool-Young 
Art Gallery Feb. 15 - 26. 
The Mountain Heritage Series sponsored by the Appalachian Development 
Center resumes·Feb. 11 with John Gaventa. 
The ADC, along with the Kentucky Arts and Crafts Foundation will 
sponsor a Craft Workshop on Feb. 5. 
In sports, the basketball Eagles host Clinch Valley on Feb. 1, Murray 
State on Feb. 11, Austin Peay on Feb. 13 and IU-Southeast on Feb. 15. 
The Lady Eagles host Murray State on Feb. 11, Austin Peay on Feb. 13 
and Dayton on Feb. 23. 
MSU's men's and women's swimming teams open at home against 
Transylvania on Feb. 6. Also carded at home are Union on Feb. 10 and 
Berea and Transylvania on Feb. 27. 
(more) 
February Calendar 
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Otlier campus events include a meeting of the Eastern Kentucky 
Student Library Association on Feb. 24 and the Military Ball on Feb. 26. 
##### 
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MSU also provided audiovisual materials and equipment to svpplement 
the curriculum. The books, films and pamphlets were selected by Ramey 
and Adams with the special assistance of Jane Rand, coordinator of MSU's 
autotutorial lab. 
"We set up a traveling box of the materials and the equipment that 
they could take with them to the various sites," says Rand. 
Sara Hellard, who coordinated the program for the state, says she 
came to Morehead for help because, "I found the attitude and the willingness 
to cooperate so accommodating." She added that the department will hold 
similar workshops on the Morehead and Bowling Green campuses this year for 
licensed and registered nurses. 
"The home health aides developed self-confidence on the job, improved 
their personal care skills and acquired a better understanding of the 
family's position in home health care as a result of the program," Hellard 
said. "We appreciate the University's assistance and the personal 
dedication of Mrs. Ramey and Ms. Adams." 
If ffffff If 
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NEWS ~iliDIA ADVISORY -------------------------NOT FOR PUBLICATION OR BROADCAST 
EVENT: Concert and Lecture Series 
DATE/ 'l'UiE : Thursday, Jan .. 28, 8 p.m. 
SITE: Button Auditorium 
Horehead State University's Concert and Lecture Series presents 
the Teddy ·wilson Trio in concert Thursday, Jan ... 28, at 8 p.m. in Button 
Auaitorium. 
A reknowned jazz ~usi~ian, Wilson is remembered as pianist with 
the "Benny Goodman Quartet." 
LIVE BROADCAST RIGHTS: 
PRESS PARKING: 
PRESS SEATING: 
FACILITIES: 
MSU COVERAGE: 
Contact 'this office 
Available upon request 
Available upon request 
Telecopiers, telephones, electrical outlets, 
typewriters 
Black/white photographs 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- An exhibit of contemporary Chinese calligraphy 
and pai~tings is. scheduled at Morehead State University's Claypool-Young 
Art Gallery from Feb. 16 through Feb. 26. 
Sponsored by the Republic of China's National Museum of History and 
the American Association of State Colleges and Universities, the traveling 
exhibit includes selected works by eminent modern Chinese artists. 
Calligraphy, the art of handwriting Chinese characters, has increased 
in popularity throughout the twentieth century. Based on traditions 
passed down from generation to generation, many writing styles., including 
the modern formal and cursive styles, the ancient style and seal script, 
are dipicted in modern calligraphy. 
Chinese painting, an ancient art more than 3,000 years old, has been 
changing throughout this century because of the influence of Western Art. 
While continuing to follow traditional Chinese theories and methods, 
today's painters have added Western techniques to their skills. 
The"MSU gallery is open weekdays from 8 a.m. to 4:30p.m. The 
exhibit is free and open to the public. 
II If !filii 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Kentucky crafts are hot items in the marketplace. 
As a result, Morehead State University's Appalachian Development Center 
and the Kentucky Arts and Crafts Foundation are sponsoring two workshops 
to help Kentucky craftspeople develop sound methods for pricing and 
marketing crafts. 
Workshops for "Product Costing" and "Sound Business Practices';' will 
be conducted in the Riggle Room of the Adron Doran University Center on 
Friday, Feb. 5, from 9 a.m. until 4 p.m. 
Accurate costing of a craft item, determining exactly how much money 
you've invested in materials, how much time you've spent, what your time 
is worth, and what kind of profit you can reasonably expect, can mean the 
success or failure of a craft business.· These factors will ~11 be 
discussed during the morning session. 
Jamie Stone, director of the Berea Broomcraft industry, Bill Edmonds. 
of Possum Trot and Lila Bellando, president of Churchill Weavers, will be 
instructors for the morning session. 
The afternoon session, conducted by Howell Anderson, business 
manager for Churchill Weavers, will consist of the procedure for turning 
a craft into a business. Included will be information on selling, billing, 
and keeping accurate records to help craftspeople develop a sound system 
for completing a sale and getting paid. 
A fee of $3 is required for material costs. Additional information 
is available from the Appalachian Development Center at (606) 783-4731. 
#II #II# 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's Faculty Low-Brass 
Trio will perform in concert Wednesday, Feb. 3, in Duncan Recital Hall. 
Members of the trio include Milford Kuhn, associate professor of 
music and principal hornist with the Lexington Philharmonic; Dr. 
Edward Malterer, associate professor of music and principal trombonist 
with the Lexington Philharmonic; and Dr. Earle Louder, professor of 
music. 
The program of contemporary music will include works by American, 
French and Hungarian composers. 
The recital will be repeated at the Combined Kentucky-Ohio Music 
Educators Convention in Cincinnati on Friday, Feb. 5. 
The 8:15 p.m. performance is free and open to the public. 
##### 
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The "Gateway Focus on Elderly," a program providing 
volunteer assistance for Morgan County's elderly population, is on--its 
way. A pilot Menifee County project paved the way for allocation of 
-~~---
federal funds to expand services into neighboring Morgan County._ 
The program is jointly implemented by five separate agencies, 
including Morehead State University's Appalachian Development Center, 
Gateway District Health Department, the Gateway Area Development District, 
Kentucky Bureau for Manpower Services, and Kentucky Bureau for Social 
Insurance. 
Provisions are being made to establish a volunteer team to perform 
services for the elderly in a variety of areas including food, health, 
recreation and physical tasks such as shopping and laundry. 
The volunteer team is now being recruited. Any person in Morgan 
County who is 16 years or older and who has a valid driver's license and 
access to a vehicle is eligible. Volunteers will be reimbursed for "out 
of pocket" expenses with a monthly stipend of $72.50 and will receive 
travel expenses at the rate of 18 cents per mile; 
An orientation and training program, to be conducted for volunteers, 
will utilize staff training materials from each of the five participating 
agencies. 
Sessions will include training in communication skills which are 
particularly effective with the elderly, nutrition with special emphasis 
on diets for diabetics,.and emergency medical and physical therapy 
techniques. 
(more) 
Focus on Elderly 
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Applications for the Morgan County "Focus on Elderly" program 
are available at the Kennedy Library in West Liberty. 
For additional information contact Shirley Hamilton, assistant 
director for community services·, Appalachian Development Center, 
Morehead, KY 40351. The telephone number is ( 606) 783-4 731. 
II !Iff II 
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(Special to the Morehead News) 
CONTACT: Sharon Crouch-Farmer 
(606) 783-3325 
Whil;e it hasn't yet reached the level of the major television 
networks, Morehead State University's HSU-TV continues to expand 
its broadcast schedule to complement its increasing programming 
production. 
The campus station's latest addition is a noon broadcast each 
weekday. 
Since last Monday, a half-hour broadcast has been alternating 
between two different shows. 
On Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays, MSU-TV is airing ''MSU At 
Large' and on Tuesdays,and·Thursdays the noon show is 'MSU Basketball 
'82,' a talk show featuring Eagle Head Coach Wayne Martin. 
Bill Rosenberg, MSU's director of media Services, says the 
increased broadcast time and expanded audience could have a snowballing 
effect on the station's staff. 
"We are pleased that these programs are developing such a campus 
following and believe this enthusiam will inspire a continued high 
quality production effort on behalf of both our professional and student 
staffs,'·' Rosenberg said. 
Terry Blong, host of 'MSU At Large, ' talks with campus residents 
who are knowledgeable about topics of special interest to students, 
according to Rosenberg. Don Russell hosts the basketball show. 
(moil1e) 
MSU-TV 
Page 2 
The two shows are regularly seen in late afternoon on the campus 
station.and will continue in those time slots. "MSU At Large" airs 
at 5:30p.m. Monday and Tuesday at 4:30. "MSU Basketball' '82" is 
shown at 6 p.m. Monday and Wednesday. 
The noon and regular broadcasts of the two shows are part of a 
six-program format aired by MSU2.TV. 
"Dianoia," hosted by Dick Moon, is a socially-oriented half-hour 
program airing Monday at 4:30p.m. and Friday at 5:30p.m. 
"Our Appalachia," with host Phil Conn, MSU's vice president for 
university and regional services, is a twice-weekly program devoted 
to customs and traditions of E.astern Kentucky .and the Appalachian 
Mountains. The show is broadcast at 5:30p.m. Tuesday and 4:30p.m. 
"You and the Law," hosted by Fred Ba=sdale, chief of the Morehead 
Police Department, is a program of discussion of crime, law.and.law 
enforcement. The show is aired Wednesday at 5:30p.m. and Thursday at 
4:30 p.m. 
"MSU Report," with host Keith Kappes, MSU's director of public 
affairs, is a half-hour program which examines MSU's teaching, research 
and public service activities. The program is· shown at 5:30 p.m. 
~ursday and 4 p.m. Friday. 
The station also airs a weekly telecast of Eagle basketball games 
and other features on an intermittent basis. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- John Gaventa, co-author of the Appalachian --
. /1 
Regional Connnission' s "Appalachian Lan~ _ Owne~ship _ Stu~y. :· is _lect_t1ring_{__)-
Thursday, Feb. 11, at 8 p.m. in Morehead State ·Unive:;-sity'_s Reed 
Auditorium. 
The lecture, "Land Ownership in Appalachian Kentucky," is sponsored 
by MSU's Appalachian Development Center and funded by a grant from the 
Sperry and Hutchinson Foundation as the fourth of a six-part series 
entitled. "Our Mountain Heritage." 
Gaventa also is the author of "Power and Powerlessness," the study 
of the peculiar nature of the distribution of power in the cl-ear- Fork 
Valley, near the Cumberland Gap, as a result of a large portion of land 
having been owned by an absentee British corporation since the turn of 
the century. 
In his "Appalachian Land Ownership Study," Gaventa states that 
' 
"absentee corporations, -individuals, and government agencies control 'the 
wealth and destiny of Appalachia." The study concludes that land 
ownership patterns in Appalachia are basic to all other regional problems. 
For example, in Martin County, Ky., "a subsidiary of the Norfolk 
and Western Railway owns one-third of the surface and more than half of 
the below-surface rights but the company pays an annual property tax to 
the county of only 13 cents per acre." 
Another startling revelation made by the study is that "Harvard 
University, the largest private, non-profit owner of mineral rights in 
Appalachia, owns 9,720 acres of oil and gas rights and pays no tax at all 
on them." 
(more) 
John Gaventa 
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John Gaventa is a Tennessee native who has written widely on the 
Appalachian region in both academic and popular journals. He is 
currently employed at the Highlander Research Center at New Market, 
Tenn., where he works with community and labor groups in the Appalachian 
region. 
Concerning the recently published study on land ownership patterns 
in Appalachia, he says: "No one who has lived for any time in 
Appalachia can be surpri,sed .to hear that a handful of absentee 
corporations control huge portions of. the regions land and minerals and 
I ----- -
pay a pittance in local taxes." 
. " A 
"But," he continued, "the documentation of land ownership andU 
taxation in county after county establishes for the first time the 
pervasive pattern of inequity, and this factual information should 
provide the basis for long-needed changes." 
The lecture is free and open to the public. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Scoring higher than 21 other colleges, Morehead 
State University's speech team recently won the Georgetown College 
Julep Invitational. 
Coached by Chip Letzgus, instructor of speech, the MSU team had 
more first place and top novice awards than any team in the Georgetown 
competition. 
Individual results included: 
*Pentathlon -- Rachel Hol-loway, Morehead junior, second; Belinda 
Stambaugh, West Liberty junior, third; Lori Glass, Parkersburg, W. Va. 
junior, fourth. 
*Persuasion -- Glass, first; Lesly Reisenfeld, Cincinnati junior, 
second; Holloway, fifth; Helen Curtis, England freshman, top novice. 
*Informative Speaking -- Holloway, first; Keith Murphy, Grayson 
sophomore, fourth; Donna Totich, Morehead junior, fifth; Nanci Gabbard, 
Ft. Thomas senior, sixth. 
*After-Dinner Speaking Sally Ray, Frankfort junior, third; 
Curtis, top novice. 
*Rhetorical Criticism -- Stambaugh, second; Joe Hansen, Cincinnati 
senior, fourth; Totich, fifth. 
*Salesmanship -~ Glass, first; Murphy, fifth; Scott Coburn, 
Grayson freshman, top novice. 
(more) 
Speech Team 
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*Impromptu Speaking -- Holloway, third; Reisenfeld, semi-finalist; 
Millie Puckett, Elkhorn City sophomore, top novice. 
''':E'.rose Interpretation -- Stambaugh, third. 
*Poetry Interpretation -- Hansen, top novice. 
'~Dramatic Interpretation -- Stambaugh, fifth. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Flashy costumes, lively music and twirling flags 
will be part of the excitement on Saturday, Feb. 13, when Morehead State 
University's Winter Guard holds its first Blue and Gold Color Guard 
Competition. 
Winter .Guard is similar to the color guard which appears with the 
marching band and performs routines with rifles and flags. However, 
they perform indoors during the winter. 
' !'There is more to it than people realiz-e;" said Jeff Davis, Canton / 
N.C. senior, one ·of MSU's Winter Guard co-captains~ "You have to have 
everything timed perfectly. You have to know your routine so well that 
is you drop your flag or rifle, you can go right back into it." 
Davis and Larry Rebillot, Louisville, Ohio, sophomore, also 
co-captain, will help judge the event, along with member·s of the 
Kentucky Color Guard circuit. 
More than. six groups from Kentucky high schools are expected to 
take part iri the solo, duet and group· competitions scheduled to start 
at 10 a.m. at MSU's Wetherby Gymnasium. Workshops also will be held. 
The event is free and open to the public. 
Additional information is available from Kate Hawkins at (606) 
783-3339. 
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By MARY WESTHEIMER 
MSU Student Journalist 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Anyone who would paint his car like a French 
fighter must like airplanes. 
And Dennis Karwatka, associate professor of industrial education 
at Morehead State University, certainly does like airplanes. 
"I'm interested in the old airplanes, especially pre-1955," he 
says. 
But in 1979, Karwatka, who has worked for Boeing and Pratt & 
Whitney aircraft companies, turned down a job offer in aeronautics 
with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Although 
he believes in constantly evaluating himself by remaining active in the 
job market, Karwatka decided to stay at MSU where he has taught since 
1970. 
"Hey, this is a cute little town and a very nice school," says 
the second-generation American. Despite his Polish heritage, Karwatka 
says he is "no more concerned than the average American" about the 
current problems in Poland. 
Karwatka is a popular instructor at MSU although he had no formal 
background in teaching. 
"I know what the students have to know because I've worked in the 
field," he says. "Content is far more important than technique in 
college teaching." 
"I never wanted to be a teacher,"'he continues. "But one of the 
advantages of teaching is being able to work with people instead-of 
machines. And this is a University of people." 
(more) 
Karwatka 
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For the past two years, Karwatka has written a monthly column on 
the history of American technology for "School and Shop," a magazine 
for industrial education students and teachers. 
Karwatka, a mechanical engineer and one of three registered 
professional engineers on the MSU faculty, foresees a bright future 
for technology. 
"While the quantity of advancements may not increase as much in 
the future, the quality most certainly will improve," he says. 
And, as technology advances, it leaves Karwatka behind in only 
one area. 
"They just don't build my kind of airplanes anymore," he says with 
a sigh. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- David L. Holton.of 3905 Valxey Station Road, 
Louisville, has been named to the membership of Theta Tau Chapter of 
Sigma Nu social fraternity at Morehead State University. 
A graduate of Jesse Stuart High School, Holton is a sophomore 
majoring in Government. He currently is vice president of the MSU 
Student Association. 
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. David Holton, 3905 Valley Station 
Road, Louisville. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Edward G. Ramey of Bath County has been named 
I 
to the membership of Theta Tau Chapter of Sigma Nu social fraternity 
at Morehead State University. 
A 1979 graduate of Bath County High School, Ramey is a senior 
majoring in radiological technology. 
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Glen T. Ramey of Midland. 
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MOREHEAD, .Ky. ---Morehead State University's public radio station, 
WMKY, and National Public Radio celebrate Black History Month during 
February with a variety of special programming that examines the rich 
culture and myriad concerns of black Americans. 
Each Thursday in February an hour-long special will explore the black 
experience including the teachings and music of the black church, the 
short life and legendary career of jazz immortal Clifford Brown and the 
work ·and views'of poet Maya Angelou. 
NPR's weekly documentary series, "Horizons," also devotes the month 
to a special review of the present and future interests of black America. 
And finally, NPR salutes blacks who were first in their respective fields 
in a series of five-minute profiles. 
"Gospel: Preaching in Word and Song" studies the music, drama, 
dance, storytelling, interviews and excerpts from black workship services. 
The broadcast time is Thursday, Feb. 11, at 10 p.m. 
Airing Thursday, Feb. 18, at 10 p.m., is "Shades of Brown," an 
intimate protrait of the life and music of legendary jazz trumpeter 
Clifford Brown. His story unfolds through interviews with his wife, 
Larue Brown Watson, percussionist Max Roach, the Institute of Jazz Studies' 
Dan Morganstern and close friend and fellow musician, Benny Golson. 
"Black Classics: Musical Masterpieces" features musical 
contributions made by black composers and performers. The music is 
excerpted from a 1981 performance by the Buff~lo Philharmonic under the 
direction of Julius Rudel. This program will air Thursday, Feb. 25, at 
10 p.m. 
(more) 
WMKY-Black History 
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Tlie weekly series of half-hour documentaries, "Horizons" adds to the 
February salute with- four·:programs including "Afro-American Children's 
Games," "Blacks in Isreal," "Black Colleges," and "The Voting Rights 
Act." "Horizons" is heard at 6:30p.m. Tuesday. 
A series of five-minute features round out the month's celebration. 
Among those interviewed are entertainers Bill Cosby, Eubie Blake, 
Roberta Flack and Mary Lou Williams. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Cutbacks in funds to provide services for the 
elderly can pose major social problems for some se~ior· citizens and one 
solution to the problem is the use of volunteer services. 
In recognition of the needs of the elderly, the "Gateway Focus on 
Elderly" program now is expanding services to include all five counties 
of the Gateway Area Development District. 
The program was initiated as a pilot project in Menifee County and 
has expanded into Morgan, Rowan, Bath, and Montgomery counties. 
The program is jointly implemented by five agencies, including 
Morehead State University's Appalachian Development Center, Gateway 
District Health Department, the Gateway Area Development District, 
Kentucky Bureau for Manpower Services, and Kentucky Bureau of Scoial 
Insurance. 
Provisions are being made to establish a volunteer team to perform 
services for the elderly in a variety of areas, including food, health, 
recreation and with physical tasks such as shopping and laundry. 
The volunteer teams now are being recruited. Any person in Rowan, 
Bath or Montgomery Counties who is 16 years or older and who has a valid 
driver's license and access to a vehicle is eligible. Volunteers will 
be reimbursed for "out of pocket" expenses with a monthly stipend of 
$72.50 and will receive travel expenses at the rate of 18 cents per mile. 
(more) 
Elderly 
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An orientation and training program, to be conducted for 
volunteers, will utilize staff training materials from each of the 
five participating agencies. 
Sessions will include training in communication skills which 
are effective with-the elderly, nutrition with special emphasis on 
diets for diabetics, and emergency medical and physical therapy 
techniques. 
Applications for the "Focus on Elderly" program are available 
at the public libraries in Morehead, Owingsville and Mt. Sterling. 
Additional information is available from Shirley Hamilton, 
assistant director for community services, Appalachian Development 
Center, MSU, Morehead, KY 40351. The telephone is (606) 783-4731. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Chuck Archard of Daytona Beach, Fla., will 
present his senior recital on tuba and electric bass on Thursday, 
Feb. 11, at Morehead State University. 
He will perform works by Bach, Pastorius ·and Gallaher and be 
accompanied by Todd Spangler and the Jazz I Ensemble. 
A graduate of Seabreeze Senior High School, he is the son of 
Mr. and Mrs. David Archard of 714 North Wild Olive, Daytona Beach. 
The 8:15 p.m. concert in Duncan Recital Hall is free and open 
to the public. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A banquet honoring Morehead State University 
juniors and sen~ors with cumulative 4.0 grade point averages is 
scheduled Wednesday, Feb. 17, at 6 p-.!11.. in the Riggle Room of the 
Adron Doran University Center. 
The banquet, will be hosted by MSU President Morris L. Norfleet 
and will involve the selection of a topic for the annual Presidential 
Leadership Conference on March 17. 
"We want to recognize the ability,of these outstanding students 
to express meaningful suggestions in approaching the problems we face 
as a university, a society and as individuals," says Dr. John Kleber, 
professor of history and director of the MSU Honors Program. 
Additional information is available from Dr. Kleber at (606) 
783-3178. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Bassin' will once again be the talk of the town 
as fishermen invade the Morehead State University campus to attend the 
Bass Fishing·Institute (BFI) on Saturday and Sunday, April 17 and 18. 
MSU's·Academic~Athletic Center will be the center of activity for 
a two-day program geared to all ages of anglers and conservationists. 
BFI, a product of Indiana State University and the American Institute 
of Bass Fishing, is a comprehensive course of instruction. Some of the 
nation's finest fishermen reveal techniques acquired through years of 
work. Many of the nation's leading tackle manufacturers also will be on 
hand to provide each student with current information and individualized 
instruction. 
Although dubbed "Bass Fishing Institute," the course of instruction 
is designed to make better anglers of all who attend no matter what their 
favorite species. A special feature of the Institute is the "family plan" 
which enables an adult to register any youngster (aged 10-15) free. In 
addition, the spouse of a regular paying adult may enroll for half the 
regular fee, qualifying an additional free registration for a youngster. 
Registrations are now being accepted and should be sent to: Bass 
Fishing Institute, Office of Campus Events, MSU, Morehead, KY 40351. 
The contact person is Harry Ryan and his telephone number is (606) 
783-5171. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's academic program in 
social work has been reaccredited by the National Council on Social 
Work Education. 
The SCWE Commission of Accreditation commended the MSU program 
for its continued development and success in recruiting and retaining 
students. 
"This is the highest compliment we could receive concerning our 
efforts because we have been accredited for the maximum period of 
seven years," said Ted Marshall, coordinator of the social work 
program. 
The program will be reviewed again for continued accreditation in 
January, ·1989. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University .~lasses w~~l be 
dismissed and offices closed for Washington's Birthday on Monday, 
Feb. 15. 
Offices will reopen and classes resume at 8 a.m. on Tuesday, 
Feb. 16. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Louise Rickard of Prospect, Ky. will be the 
guest instructor for Morehead State University's Equestrian Club 
Hunt Seat Clinic on Saturday and Sunday, Feb. 20 and 21, at the 
Derrickson Agricultural Complex. 
Rickard, who has experience in hunt seat, dressage and eventing, 
owns and manages a public training and lesson barn near-Louisville. 
The clinic is open to MSU students enrolled in riding classes 
at a fee of $5 for both days. The public is invited to attend as 
spectators for an admission fee of $1. 
Rickard will also speak to the Equestrian Club Saturday at 7 p.m. 
in Reed Hall Auditorium. 
Additional information is available from Tammy Adye or Mary 
Eckerle at (606) 783-5100. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Faye Belcher, associate director of libraries at 
Morehead State University, is working with other Kentucky librarians to 
form a statewide coal information network. 
Representating MSU, Ms. Belcher recently participated in the first 
Kentucky Coal Information Ne1twork "think tank" meeting. 
As a member institution, MSU's Camden-Carroll Library is developing 
a coal and energy bibliography to be distributed to coal operators, 
miners, libraries, and environmentalists. MSU's Energy Research 
Laboratory and Appalachian Development Center will finance the project. 
"Written in layman's terms, the bibliography won't be approached in 
a s.cholarly fashion," Belcher says. "This will help bridge the gap 
between reading levels from eighth grade to college level." 
A section on legal aspects regarding coal, such as mineral rights, 
will be included in the bibliography. Jim Ramsey, a Pikeville attorney, 
affilliated with Coal Industry Technical Assistance (CITAC), will assist 
in preparing this section. 
' An Interlibrary Loan and a Bibliographical Retrieval Service (BRS), 
with 50 data bases by computer terminal will also be used in the CIN. 
Ms. Belcher has been elected to the network's seven-member steering 
committee, whose purpose is to establish ?uidelines, a constitution and 
by-laws. 
Additional information is available from Ms. Belcher at (606) 
783-2142. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's Bel Canto Trio will 
perform in concert Tuesday, Feb. 23, in Duncan Recital Hall .. 
The trio includes Dr. William Bigham, head, department of music, 
clarinet; Leo Blair, assistant professor of music, violin and viola; 
and Lucretia Stetler, assistant professor of music, piano. 
The program will include works by Vanhal, Franzk, Lutoslawski and 
Uhl and is free and open to the public. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Glenn M. Blackburn of Betsy Layne has been 
elected president of the Morehead State University Geology Club, 
Mu Gamma Sigma, for the 1982 Spring semester. 
The new president is a senior geology major. 
Other elected officers, all geology majors,aare: 
*Richard E. Klee, Flemingsburg junior, vice president. 
*Wayne Hough, Morehead senior, secretary. 
*John S. Roberts, Farmers junior, treasurer. 
*Jeffrey G. Sanders, Liberty sophomore, field trip coordinator. 
The Geology Club is an academic organization which brings outside 
speakers, lecturers and former geology students to the campus to share 
expertise with MSU students. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Representatives from business, industry, 
government and education will visit Morehead State University for 
the 1982 Career Day on Wednesday, March 3. 
Activities are scheduled in the Crager Room of the Adron Doran 
University Cent.er from 10 a.m. until 3 p.m. 
MSU students will have an opportunity to visit with the 
representatives, receive career information concerning opportunities 
and possibilities in the job market and view various exhibits and 
displays. 
Additional information on Career Day is available from Dr. 
Margaret Shepherd at (606) 783-2233. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Disco isn't the only dance on the Morehead State 
University campus these days. 
Through the hard work and dedication of a dozen volunteers and 
faculty sponsor Kate Hawkins, MSU now boasts a dance squad called the 
"Golden Girls." 
"They are a very live wire and hard working group," Ms. Hawkins 
says.of the dancers. 
The squad has already performed at two events and will appear next 
at MSU's annual band clinic in February. 
"rf people want to sparkle up their meetings, conferences or 
sporting events, the girls are eager to perform," says Ms. Hawkins. 
The Golden Girls are led by squad captain Kimberly Dye, Reynoldsburg, 
Ohio, sophomore. Other members are Kathy Barnett, Muncie, Ind., 
freshman; Angela Bolton, Louisville freshman; Tammie Lynn Bunyard, Fuget 
t' 
sophomore; Melissa Clark, Olive Hill junior; Dawn Deeter, Tipp City, Ohio, 
junior; Susan Ellis, ·sardinia, Ohio, senior; Deborah Ison, Enon, Ohio, 
..-~- .·~ ~ 
sophomore; Wendy (Langner, '\Cincinnati freshman; Catherine McMurtry, 
~~-,-,:_/ 
Russellville, Ohio, fresh~an; Leah Ann Miller, Kingston, Ohio, freshman; 
Susan Mowder, Westerville, Ohio, freshman. 
For more information on MSU's "Golden Girls," contact Kate Hawkins 
at (606) 783-3339. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Dr. J. E. Duncan, dean emeritus of .Morehead 
State University's School of Humanities, has been named chairman of 
MSU's 1982 Founders Day Committee. 
Appointed by MSU President Morris L. Norfleet, the committee w~~l 
plan activities.for Thursday, March 18, to mark the 60th anniversary 
of the founding of the institution in 1922. 
Dr. Duncan served as dean of the School of Humanities for 15 years 
until relinquishing the post in 1981 to return to the music faculty on 
a part-time basis. 
Also representing the faculty on the 12-member committee is Dr. 
M. E. Pryor, professor of biology. Staff members include Virginia 
Caudill, director of payrolls; Keith Kappes, director of public affairs; 
and Jack Henson, director of,university center services. 
Student members include Todd Holdren, Chillicothe, Ohio, junior; 
Jennifer Noland, Irvine sophomore; Mark Johnson, Owingsville graduate 
student and Sandra Spurlock, Morehead sophomore. Lorene S. Day, 
assistant professor emeritus, represents retired faculty and staff 
members. Serving from the community is Dr. Byron Wentz. 
Morehead State and Murray State universities were created by an 
·act of the Kentucky General Assembly which was signed into law by 
Gov. Edwin Morrow on March 8, 1922. The institutions were established 
as state normal schools and evolved into state teachers colleges in 
1930. Both became state colleges in 1948 and regional universities 
in 1966. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- How do you spell relief? 
In the wintertime_at Morehead State University, students spell it 
"C-A-U-D-I-L-L H-E-A-L-T-H C-L-I-N-I-C." 
Frequent trips between campus bu±ldings in the cold winter weather 
turn the clinic into a popular gathering place for students. 
The clinic's waiting room fills quickly each weekday morning as 
students seek relief from colds, sore throats, flu. viruses and other 
ailments. 
MSU students make about 15,000 patient visits each year to the 
health care facility in Allie Young Hall. But the pace picks up in_cold 
weather, according to Milton Wright, MSU's director of student health 
services. 
"February always is our busiest month because of the flu season," 
says Wright, a physician's assistant who is employed jointly by MSU and 
the Morehead Clinic, the group medical practice which supplies physicians 
to the campus facility under a contract with the University. 
The daily patient load at the Caudill Health Clinic jumps from 75 
to 80 in December to as many as 125 per day in·-February .. · The load 
fluctuates depending on "what is going around," according to Wright. 
"Students go to class together, eat together and live in a group setting 
and the close contact makes it easy for these ailments to make the rounds." 
"Usually, we are dealing with healthy yourig people with common upp~r.. 
respiratory diseases," Wright added. "But the month of February often. 
brings 40 to 50 students each day with temperatures above 102 degrees." 
(more) 
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Winter ailments aren't the only concern at the clinic. Examinations, 
treatment and emergency first aid are included in the clinic's services. 
"Other than surgery and broken bones, we can handle most things 
that happen to our students," Wright explains. 
The cost of the clinic's services are included in each semester's 
regular fees and students pay nothing for individual visits. 
Wright and_~wo other physician's assistants· see most of the clinic's 
patients. Dr. Ewell Scott of the-Morehead Clinic is the medical 
director of the campus clinic and is available to students by appointment. 
Other staff members include five registered nurses, three MSU 
nursing students, secretary, stenographer and a laboratory technician. 
Sherry Crouch Howard of Bath County is the clinic's lab technician 
and she runs a full range of lab tests from blood tests for anemia to 
strep throat cultures. 
"We can handle 99 percent of the lab work needed by our patients," 
Wright concluded. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Did you ever try to play a musical instrument 
you know nothing about? 
Morehead State University's Department of Music has challenged 
its faculty members to do just that at a "Musikspaznacht," music fun 
night, on Thursday, Feb. 25. 
The program will feature faculty members performing on instruments 
they normally do not utilize. 
The event is sponsored by Sinfonia, the men's honorary music 
fraternity, and Sigma Alpha Iota, women's music fraternity, as a fund 
raising benefit for music scholarships. 
The 8:15 p.m. event is scheduled in Duncan Recital Hall. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Allan Boggs, Ocoee, Fla., junior at Morehead 
State University, has been elected president of the 1982 University 
Chorus. 
Other officers elected include Keith Cordle: Ashland freshman, 
vice president; and Teresa Campbell, Hazard junior, secretary 
treasurer. 
The first concert by the 46-member chorus is scheduled Sunday, 
April 18. The 8:15 p.m. program in Duncan Recital Hall is free and 
open to the public. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- More than 500 high school musicians from Kentucky 
and surrounding states are expected to participate in Morehead State 
University's annual band clinic, Feb. 18-21. 
Highlighting the clinic will be concerts by MSU music groups and 
the clinic bands. 
The MSU"Jazz Ensemble opens the clinic with a concert, Thursday, 
Feb. 18. The MSU Percussion Ensemble will perform the following night. 
The MSU Symphony Band concert, featuring oboe solos by Jerry Sirucek and 
James Grisheimer of Indiana University, is set for Saturday, Feb. 20. 
All concerts begin at 8:15 p.m. in MSU's Duncan Recital Hall. 
In addition, clinic bands will perform Sunday, Feb. 21, between 
1 p.m ... and 4 p.m. 
·' 
Six clinic directors will guide participants and MSU faculty members 
will conduct workshops in individual instrument techniques. 
Directing the clinic bands will be Dr. William Revelli of the 
University of Michigan, Mark Hindsley of the.University of Illinois, John 
Kincaid of Western State College in Colorado, Charles Martyn of the West 
Virginia Institute of Technology, Judy Grimes of Indiana State University 
and Gladys Wright of Harrison High School in Indiana. 
All concerts are free and open to the public. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The fifth annual Regional Junior High Math Bowl, 
sponsored by the Kentucky Council of Teachers of Mathematics, is 
scheduled Saturday, Feb. 27, at Morehead State University. 
Competing this year will be teams from Russell Middle School, 
Paintsville, Maysville Junior High, Wrigley Middle School in Morgan 
County, Warfield Middle in Martin County, Cales-Putman Middle School 
in Ashland, Powell County Middle School and Louisa Middle School. 
"Student selection is determined in th.e district playoffs and is 
handled totally by the teachers," said Dr. Ben Flora, regional math 
bowl director and professor of mathematics at MSU. 
The eleven regional winners will advance to the state Junior High 
Math Bowl, also to be held at MSU on April 2 and 3. 
"The competition is like a college academic bowl and the dnly~~~-. 
-::~··_;. ..... ~-::;,.._~ 
questions will be in math on the seventh and eighth levels," Dr'>..,Flora(i 
added. 
The ~ay-long competition begins in Reed Auditorium at 9 a.m. 
It is free and open to the public. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's 1981-82 theatre 
season continues Tuesday, Feb. 23, with the opening of the classic 
by Euripides, "Medea." 
"Hedea," who helped her husband "Jason" get the golden fleece, 
seeks revenge against him and uses her supernatural powers to bring 
about a m9st lasting revenge. 
Pam Hammonds, Scuddy junior, will portray "Medea" and Billy 
Nichols, Elizabethtown junior, has been cast as "Jason." Also 
starring are Jan Simon, Toledo, Ohio, junior as the nurse, and Bryan 
Dotson, Phelps junior, as the attendant. 
Harvin Philips, coordinator of MSU's theatre program, is directing 
the production. 
"Medea is scheduled through lfeb. 27 in MSU'·s,·Kibbey Theatre at 
8 p.m. 
Ticket information and reservations are available from the MSU 
Theatre Box Office at (606) 783-2170. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A special exhibition and sale of original 
oriental art is scheduled at Morehead State University's Claypool-Young 
Art Gallery on Monday, March 1, from 10 a.m. until 5 p.m. 
The collection, presented by Marson Ltd. of Baltimore, Md., 
includes 500 pieces from Japan, China, India, Tibet and Thailand. 
Prints, some dating back to the 18th century, include Chinese 
woodcuts, Indian miniature paintings and manuscripts. Modern works 
include etchings, lithographs, serigraphs and mezzotints by 
contemporaries such a Saito, Azechi, Mori and Maki. 
A representative will be available to answer questions. 
Additional information is availalbe from Dr. Bill Booth at 
(606) 783-3232. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Eighteen Morehead State University graduate 
students have been awarded tuition scholarships for a course in 
economic education for teachers. 
Recipients include Greg Dowdy, Mark Renfroe, Jerry Umberger, 
Vic Marsh, Paul D. Harris, Patricia F. Scarbnough, David A. Shattles, 
Sharon Blankenship, Tima Hill Johnson, Wanda Riddle, Linda Bryan 
and Judy Miller, all of Ashland; Laura Elswick of Flatwoods; 
Kathy Felty of Rush; William L. Winston of Morehead; Debra W. 
Caudill of Louisa; Judith B. Seelhorst of South Shore; and Geraldine 
Pyles of Fairmont, W.Va. 
Scholarship awards are made by the MSU Center for Economic 
Education for the course which is being offered at Ashland Community 
College. 
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MEMORANDUM MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351 
DA~: Feb. 19, 1982 
TO: News Media 
Director of Public Affair~ FROM: Keith Kappes, 
RE: Notice of Meeting of Board of Regents 
Please be advised that the Morehead State University Board of Regents 
will meet Friday, Feb. 26, at 4:30 p.m. in the Riggle Room of the 
Adron Doran University Center. 
If your organization is planning to cover the meeting, please 
contact our Office of News Services (606/783-3325) so that 
we can prepare sufficient copies of the agenda and related 
documents. 
Your cooperation is appreciated. 
KK:phf 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Six 
vying for the 1982 Queen's 
Morehead 
crown at 
Military Ball on Friday, Feb. 26. 
State 
MSU's 
The queen' s coronation will highlight 
CONTACT: Sharon Crouch-Farmer 
(606) 783-3325 
University coeds will be 
14th annual Army ROTC 
the traditional event 
scheduled in the Crager Room of the Adron Doran University Center, 
beginning at 8 p.m. 
Queen candidates include: 
*Stephanie Lynn McDaniel, Garrison freshman and pre-nursing 
major. 
~'Joan Patrick, Wheelersburg, Ohio, sophomo·re and English major. 
~'Ginger Bell, Denton, Texas, junior and environmental science 
major. 
*Micki Ferguson, West Liberty junior and physical education 
major. 
*Kelly Michele Holdren, Chillicothe, Ohio,· sophomore and fashion 
merchandising major. 
*Kimberly Harris, Wurtland graduate student and home economics 
major. 
Music will be provided by Xanthus. Ticket information is 
available from Capt. Jay Troy, assistant professor of military 
science, at (606) 783-3251. 
The Military Ball is open to all MSU military science students 
and the general public. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Rippin', flippin', flutterin', bussin'. 
That's a sampling of the jargon that will be tossed around by 
students and instructors during the Bass Fishing Institute (BFI) at 
Morehead State University's Academic Athletic Center on Saturday, ~pril 
17, and Sunday, April 18. 
This language may be alien to some but to serious fishermen, it is 
important terminology describing successful techniques for catching 
fish. 
Instructors at BFI help participants develop a positive attitude 
and become aware of the prey and what is going on both above and below 
the surface of the water. 
The weekend workshops teach proper use of tools and technique, 
presenting the lure to the fish and how to maintain solid contact with 
the fish after it is hooked. 
One of the main objectives of the Institute is to broaden the 
fishing knowledge of sportsmen of all ages who like to fish as well as 
those who want to learn how to fish. 
Additional information is available from the Office of Campus 
Events, Morehead State University, Morehead, KY 40351. The telephone 
number is (606) 783-5171. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- "Tubists are a special breed," _ac~o~di!lg -~o _K~:~ _ 
Hawkins, instructor of English and music at Morehead State University 
and author of a soon-to-be-released booklet, "Welcome, Music Lovers," 
honoring tubist Bill Bell. 
"The work is appropriately titled because the deep-voiced Bill 
Bell, considered the best tuba player in the world, opened all his 
concerts with· that line, and was always sure to get a big laugh," said 
Mrs. Hawkins. "He was fun loving and a real personality and this writing 
was my labor- of love." 
Since Bell's death 10 years ago, tubists have pilgrimaged from 
across the nation to gather in "mass tuba choirs" at his gravesite in 
Perry, Iowa. 
"Bell has inspired many humorous stories through his life and music 
and I wanted to collect those stories and retell them to the delight 
of the younger generation," Mrs. Hawkins added." 
Bell played"with the New York Philharmonic Orchestra, under the 
direction of Arturo Toscanini. 
"He attracted people," Mrs. Hii.wkins.said, "and it wasn't his fancy 
red car. He was a kind person, _genex:Qus. an individualist, definitely 
one of a kind." 
-
This year's William Bell Memorial Concert will honor Floyd Cooley, 
a tubist in MSU's 1967 summer music camp and now soloist for the San 
Francisco Symphony. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Phi Beta Mu, the national band honora-ry 
fraternity, recently honored the late Dr. Robert Hawkins of Morehead 
State University during the Ohio and Kentucky Music Educators 
Conference in Cincinnati. 
Eugene Norden, president of Phi Beta Mu and MSU's marching band 
director, made the posthumous award recognizing Hawkins as "Outstanding 
Musician and Distinguished Contributor to Kentucky Bands." Accepting 
on behalf of her husband was Kate Hawkins, instructor of English and 
music at MSU. 
The award cited Dr. Hawkins for more than 40 years of service 
to public schools, universities and professional music organizations 
throughout the nation. 
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HOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's Student Association 
is presenting "The Inspirations" in concert on Tuesday, March 2. 
MSU students will be admitted free with a valid identification 
card. General admission tickets are $2 and available only at the door. 
The 7:30p.m. concert is scheduled in MSU's Button Auditorium. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- "It has lifted me out of the dumps and given me 
hope." 
Rosella Tray;Lor of Salt Lick was referring to the recen.t1y. 
initiated Displaced Homemaker Program at Morehead State University's 
Appalachian Development Center. 
"It may take me a while, but I am going to get a job," she added. 
"This program has given me the courage to make the effort." 
Funded by CETA, the program h~lps women who haven't worked much 
outside the home to get into the job market through on-the-job training, 
education and job skills counseling. 
Although the program also is open to men, the definition of a 
displaced homemaker is usually limited to a woman's experience. 
Participants generally are single parents who haYe a minimum family 
income because of divorce or death. 
"This program has brought me out of a shell, says Alice Nesbitt of. 
Morehead. "It is making us aware of what we can do and is teaching us 
self esteem and self .respect." 
Much of the program relies on group discussions in· which the. 15 
women discover more about others a:ri.d, ultimately, themselves. 
"One of the most important aspects is the spirit of the women 
getting together," says Alice Mark, program coordinator. 
Serving Bath, Montgomery and Rowan counties, the program will train 
three groups of 15 participants before Oct. 1. In addition to training 
(more) 
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_Serving Bath, Montgomery and Rowan counties, the program will train 
three groups of 15 participants before Oct. 1. In addition to training 
and counseling, the program aids the participants in locating and 
maintaining employment by teaching them how to look for jobs, prepare 
resumes and cover letters and handle job interviews. 
Other program features include discussions with Morehead 
businesswomen and MSU staff and faculty members and visits to the MSU 
computer center and Camden-Carroll Library to learn about technology 
careers and information sources. 
In addition, the program helps the women acquire additional 
education and marketable skills through vocational education, adult 
education for high school equivalency tests and two-year college 
programs. 
"I feel now as if I can do anything," says Rhonda Tackett of 
Morehead, who plans to begin an associate degree program in data 
processing this summer. 
"When I was accepted into this program, I felt as though I had 
a chance," said Donna Bassfor, mother of four. She hopes eventually 
to become a nurse. 
Additional information about the Displaced Homemaker Program~. 
is available from MSU's Appalachian Development Center at (606) 783-7431. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Trombonists from Kentucky and surrounding states 
are coming to Morehead State University on Saturday, March 27, for 
Kentucky's first Trombone Workshop. 
The day-long session will feature performances and discussions by 
university music professors from three states and clinics, demonstrations 
and instrument displays. 
In addition, performances are scheduled by the Louisville Orchestra 
Low Brass Section, University of Kentucky Trombone Ensemble, MSU's 
Trombone Choir and "Jazz Bones" and MSU's faculty Trombone Ensemble. 
A new trombone choir composition by Bennie Beach,- a former faculty 
member at Western Kentucky University, will be performed for the first 
time in public. 
Sponsored by MSU and the local chapter of the International 
Trombone Association, the workshop also will include a 5:30 p.m. 
concert in Duncan Recital Hall by workshop participants. The concert 
is free to the public. 
The workshop is open to high school and college trombonists, band 
directors, university professors and trombone teachers. Housing for 
Friday, March 26, is available for participants. 
Additional information is available from Dr. Edward Malterer, MSU, 
UPO Box 763, Morehead, KY 40351. The telephone number is 
(606) 783-3375. 
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MEMORANDUM MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351 
DATE: Feb. 24, 1982 
TO: News Media 
FROM: Sharon Crouch-Farmer, Coordinator of News Services~C:~ 
RE: News Release on Displaced Homemaker Program 
Please discard the news release dated 2-23-82 which concerns 
Morehead State University's displaced homemaker program. There 
is a question about confidentiality of the persons identified 
in the release. 
We will rewrite the release and send it back to you in the 
near future. 
We regret the inconvenience. Your assistance is appreciated. 
OFFICE OF .NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE. UNIVERSITY 
317 AnLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT·: S.har.on Crouch~Farmer 
(606) 783-3325 
. ~-
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's Board of Regents 
Friday approved additional hours of visitation in MSU's men's and 
women's residence halls, effective 11ext fall. 
The policy change_extends the privilege of visiting in private 
rooms of the opposite sex from 18 to 32 hours weekly in most of 
the campus dormitories. Such visits will continue to be supervised. 
In other business, the board: 
*Appointed two academic department heads -- Dr. Andrew C. 
Boston in agriculture and Dr. Jacquelyn McCullough in home 
economics-- and Dr. Stephen Taylor as·executive assistant to 
the president. 
*Approved the elimination of two degree programs a bachelor's 
·degree in mus:ifc teaching and an associate degree in ac_c-ount;i.ng 
because of low enrollments. 
*Learned that the University's 1981-82 Annual Giving Campaign 
has exceeded last year's totals by 16 percent with four months 
remaining in the fund drive. To date, MSU has received $310,241.80 
in private gifts since last July 1. 
*Reelected its four officers -- Lloyd Cassity o'f Ashland as 
chairman, Jerry Howell Sr. of Jackson as vice chairman, Carol Johnson 
of Morehead as secretary and John Graham of Morehead as treasurer. 
Attending the session were board members Cassity, Howell, 
Cloyd McDowell o·f Williamsburg, . Judge James Richardson of Owingsville, 
- John Baird of Pikeville, Robert -Duncan of Inez, Ethel Foley of 
Maysville, Billy Joe Hall of Mt. Sterling, :-J'lt.. John Duncan<10f the 
faculty and Steve O'Connor of the student body. 
####### 
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By MARY WESTHEIMER 
MSU Student Journalist 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Omar Othman appreciates the United States but 
he still plans to go home. 
"It's not time to leave my homeland," he says. "If I were going 
to leave, I would have done it by now." 
Othman, who currently serves as a graduate assistant in English 
at Morehead State University, calls himself an Arab-Israeli. He was 
born in the Palestinian village of Deir Samit, a town torn by the 
conflict over a homeland between Israelis and Arabs. From 1948 until 
1967, the village was divided by a chain link and barbed wire fence 
that separated not only Israel and Jordan, but also members of Othman's 
family. 
"My cousins, aunts and uncles are called Palestinians," he says. 
Othman has taught for 23 years and is principal of a high school 
in Jerusalem. He has written two textbooks on learning Arabic--a 
language he has taught to foreign diplomats and high government 
officals--and is currently at work on a third. 
Othman also is a consultant for a television "docudrama" to be 
shown in the U.S. that takes place in Deir Samit at the time the fence 
was torn down in 1967. 
He came to Morehead State last fall at the invitation of MSU 
President Morris L. Norfleet. They met in 1980 when Dr. Norfleet was 
touring Israel on an educational mission with seven other university 
presidents. 
(more) 
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"This is a new challenge in life, not only for myself, but for 
my whole family," says Othman, whose wife and four children came with 
him. "It's not easy to come with a family. But I knew it was a secure 
place. President Norfleet even sent us a picture of the apartment 
where we were going to live and a map of the campus." 
At MSU, Othman teaches composition to international students of 
many nationalities. 
"They know English but I am helping them with grammar and writing," 
he says. 
Othman also teaches Hebrew and speaks English, French, German, 
Arabic and Hebrew. He now is studying Spanish. 
Othman says he finds the small town atmosphere of Morehead 
excellent for studying and he enjoys the rural countryside. 
"It's quite different," he says, adding that they do have caves 
and canyons at home, and the crops are figs, peaches and plums instead 
of tobacco and corn. 
A note of sadness creeps into Othman's voice as he speaks of his 
homeland. 
"The Jews say they have no space, that they have suffered for 
many years and Israel is the land God gave them," he said. "They tell 
us we have other Arab countries to go to. But I say it also is my 
homeland. Those who are not extremists show some sympathy." 
Othman says most of his friends are Jewish and that there are 
some attempts to break down the cultural barriers. He is on leave from 
his job as principal of an Arab school where he has been working toward 
exchange of teachers with an Israeli school. But, he says, the 
situation is difficult. 
"We try our best to live together. But what is built in three or 
\ four years can oe destlfoyed in a minute." 
--~~#~##~#~#~--~-----------------------~-
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Morehead State University .President Morris L. Norfleet has been 
elected to a two-year term as board· .chairman of the Jes~e Stuart 
Foundation~ Inc. 
Organized in 1979, the Foundation is dedicated to preserving the 
legacy of Jesse Stuart, his birthplace at W.-Ho;I.low and the· App~lachian 
way of life. 
Primary activities inplude the preservation of _the Stuart homestead 
in Greenup County and perpetuation of Mr. Stuart's. literary works. 
Dr. Nor~leet previou~ly _served as a member of the Foundation's 
Board of Directors and was among the founders of _the organization. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Dr. Sharon Lord, U.S. deputy assistant secretary 
of defense, will lecture Thursday at 8 p.m. in Morehead State 
University's Reed Auditorium on ''The Women of Appalachia." 
Dr. Lord was born and reared in Williamson, W.Va., where she 
distinguished herself as the first female president of her high school 
student council and as valedictorian of her graduating class. 
Her later achievements include a doctoral degree in educational 
psychology from Indiana University, Tennessee's "Outstanding Young 
Woman" in 1973, and the University of Tennessee Alumni Association's 
"Outstanding Teacher Award," also in 1973. 
She served as spokesperson for the National Association for \vomen 
in Psychology from 1976 to 1978 and as president of the Regional 
Appalachian Studies Association in 1978 and 1979. She developed an 
educational and management consulting firm in 1980 and was appointed 
to her current position in Washington in 1981. 
The lecture is sponsored by MSU's Appalachian Development Center 
and funded by the Sperry and Hutchinson Foundation as the fifth of a 
six-part series entitled "Our Mountain Heritage." 
The lecture is free and open to the public. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's recent decision 
to drop a bachelor's degree program in music will have no effect 
on its training of music educators, according to Dr. William 
Bigham, head of MSU's Department of Music. 
The University's Board of Regents last week approved the 
elimination of a bachelor's degree in music with a teaching 
emphasis on the secondary school level. 
"That program has been dropped because the Kentucky Department 
of Education no longer issues a teaching certificate in music 
for the secondary level," Dr. Bigham said. "Instead, music 
teachers for all grades will be certified through bachelor's 
degree programs in music education." 
Dr. Bigham described MSU's music education program as "very 
healthy" with nearly 150 majors. Students enrolled in the program 
qualify for a Bachelor of Music Education (BME) degree. 
"Because of the similarity of terms involved, we felt it 
would be helpful to clarify the situation," Dr. Bigham said. 
"All of our degree programs in music recently were reaccredited 
by the National Association of Schools of Music (NASM) and we 
are optimistic about the future." 
####### 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- How about a field trip in reverse? 
That's exactly what happens in Morehead State University's 
Executive-in-Residence series, according to Dr. Jack Peters, assistant 
professor of management. 
"Four executives from regional corporations visit our 
classrooms each semester, and they have the choice of either an informal 
'rap 'B.ession or a workshop," says Dr. Peters. "Depending on the topic, 
we've had as many as 100 students and faculty members attend." 
The program was designed to enhance each student's e·ducation. 
"We open doors for potential interviews and jobs," Dr. Peters added, 
"but that's not where our primary focus lies." 
The series was developed in 1979 by MSU's School of Business and 
Economics in cooperation with Ashland Oil, Inc., at the recommendation 
of MSU President Morris L. Norfleet. Thus far, it has produced only 
"good vibrations" from the guest speakers and participants, according to 
Dr. Peters. 
'~It helps our students better understand the field of work they 
are preparing for, what's expected of them and what the job actually 
entails," says Dr. Peters, "and they come away with a bett=er·self-image. 
It also increases ·and improves our r~lationship with various~~~ 
- ------ ----- ------ - ------- -- -
businesses in the area, a two-way street in which. we P!OViQ~ them with 
potential human resources and, at the same time, let them know what we're 
doing." 
(more) 
Executive-in-Residence Page_i __ 
Each semester, of the four executives that visit the classroom, 
there always is at least one representative from Ashland Oil and Armco 
Steel in Ashland. Other firms have included IBM, Browning Manufacturing, 
Falcon Coal, American Standard, Bache and AT and T Long Lines. 
Additional information on the Executive-in-Residence program is 
available from Dr. Peters at MSU, UPO 818, Morehead, KY 40351. The 
telephone nUmber is (606) 783-2164. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's Concert and 
Lecture Series resumes Thursday, March 25, with "The Best of Hollywood," 
a musical review. 
The cast of eight singers and dancers in full stage set and 
music from composers such as Cole Porter, Rodgers and Hammerstein and 
Irving Berlin combine for scenes from Hollywood's most notable 
musicals. 
The pro·gram includes such Academy Award winning songs as 
"Over the Rainbow," and "Talk to the Animals," as well as selections 
from film musicals including "Stormy Weather," "Ziegfeld Girl," and 
"A Star is Born." 
The 8 p.m. program in Button Auditorium is free and open 
to the public. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Founders Day, spring vacation and spring sports 
highlight the March calendar at Morehead State University. 
The 1982 Founders Day, which marks the school's 60th anniversary, 
is set for March 18. Special activities include a breakfast at 7 a.m. 
in the Adron Doran University Center cafeteria and a 10:20 convocation 
and awards ceremony in Button Auditorium. 
MSU's spring break is set for March 6-14 with classes dismissed 
and offices closed until 8 a.m. on Monday, March 15. 
Representatives of business and industry come to campus on March 
3 to discuss job opportunities at Career Day. 
The HSU Concert and Lecture series brings the "Best of Hollywood" 
to campus on March 25 at 8 p.m. in Button Auditorium to recreate some of 
the best moments of movie musicals. 
"Arts in Morehead" continues with two matinees featuring the 
Childrens Stage National Theatre Company performing "Beans" and "Feats" 
in Button Auditorium at 1 p.m. on March 10 and 11. 
Appalachian Women will be the topic of the March 4 program in 
the Our Mountain Heritage series, scheduled at 8 p.m. in Reed Auditorium. 
The MSU Student Association will present "The Inspirations" in 
concert on Tuesday, March 2, at 7:30p.m. in Button Auditorium. 
(more) 
Monthly Preview 
Page 2 
Other musical programs include a Jazz Clinic on Friday and 
Saturday, March 19 and 20; faculty recitals by Robert Prichard and Leo 
Blair on March 23, and by Larry Keenon on March 30; The Trumpet Choir 
on March 24; and the Fellowship of Christian Musicians will perform 
Gaither's "Alleluia" on March 28. 
In addition, the International Trombone Ass;ociation will meet 
for Kentucky's first Trombone Workshop-on March 27. 
Other activities include the Kentucky Federation of Women's 
Clubs on March 13; the National Association of Social Workers on 
March 16; and Alcohol Awareness program on Harch 24; and a Religious 
Vocations Workshop on March 29. 
In sports, tennis season opens at home with the men's team 
hosting Cincinnati at 2 p.m. 
Baseball season continues with the Eagles hosting West Virginia 
on March 13 and 14 at 1 p.m.; Louisville on Harch 17 at l p.m.; 
Cincinnati on March 20 at 1 p.m.; Milton College on March 21 at 2 p.m.; 
and Purdue on March 26 and 27 at 1 p.m., all at Allen Field. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- "Women have been involved in the development 
of this planet since the beginning, but they've been left out of most 
history books." Speaking was Dr. Broadus Jackson, professor of history. 
at Morehead State University, who maineains·that most people are not 
---c____.r 
aware of women's contributions. But MSU students are learning about 
their female ancestors in a class titled "Herstory: Women and America." 
The course covers American history from 1492 to the present, 
focusing on the role played by women in the settlement of the colonies, 
the Revolution, the Civil War and other major events. 
"Women helped to build our educational system and our social 
structure," Dr. Jackson says. "And they've been involved in all this 
country's wars--Harriet Tubman, a black woman, led hundreds of slaves 
north to freedom during the Civil War." 
There are many female leaders in America's past, among them 
Abigale Adams, wife of John Adams, who fought for women's rights from 
the colonial period to 1790, and Ann Hutchinson, who "took issue with 
the basic doctrine of the Puritan church and male domination," according 
to Dr. Jackson. 
Farther back in time, during most of ancient histo:r:y, "Women 
actually controlled everything; they owned the crude farms and men took 
orders from them," explains Dr. Jackson. "But all this changed when 
couples begun to pair off into families. Man begun to think of woman 
as his property; he seized control and has had it ever since." 
(more) 
Her story 
2-2-2-2-2 
Women's fight to regain control of their lives is also covered 
in the course, including such topics as the right to vote, birth 
control rights, and the struggle for ratification of the Equal Rights 
Amendment. 
Dr. Jackson says women and minorities have been neglected by 
writers of history books because they have been seen as unimportant. 
"But they are important, and what they have done for this country 
is important. To gain an understanding of our past, we need a 
knowledge of what women have been doing during the last 200 years." 
Debbie Banks, Whitesburg junior, says "Herstory" is the first 
class she has taken that concentrates on women. 
"The most important thing I have learned is how women have always 
been taken for granted as the weaker sex," she says. "And that all we 
should strive to be is a mother. It makes me feel good to know that 
women have been doing important things for years and years." 
!f!fllff!l 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. Robert Hiller of Medway, Ohio, will 
present his junior trumpet recital on Sunday, March 21. 
The program will include works by Marcel Foot, Jacques Casterede 
and Haydn. 
Miller is a member of Phi Mu Alpha, Gamma Beta Phi honor society 
------ - ----- -----~----- . ----
the Inte-rnational Trumpet Guild· and MSU Symphony Orchestra.· 
Hiller will be accompanied by Christopher Allen, Portsmouth 
graduate student. 
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. James R. Miller of Wilts Lane in 
Medway. 
The 8:15 p.m. program in Duncan Recital Hall is free and open 
to the public . 
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MEMORANDUM MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351 
DATE: March 3, 1982 
TO: Area Radio Stations 
FROM: Sharon Crouch-Farmer, Coordinator of News Services;;(;~ 
RE: Audio Releases 
In conjunction with our efforts to revitalize the services 
offered to news media by MSU, we solicit your input into our 
planning for audio news and feature material. 
Please complete the brief questionaire at the bottom of this 
sheet and return to us in the enclosed, postpaid envelope. 
Your assistance is sincerely appreciated. 
SCF:wlj 
Enclosure 
STATION ______________________________________ _ 
MAILING ADDRESS ______________________________ __ 
1. This station prefers audio material i.n the form of: 
( ) cassette ( ) reel-to-reel ( ) cartridge 
2. We ( ) would ( ) would not consider airing audio releases provided 
on a regular basis as public service announcements and/or news items. 
3. We would prefer the material on a C. ) weekly ( ) bi-weekly basis. 
4. Our preference on length of material is ( ) 30 sec. (_ ) 60 sec. 
COMMENTS _______________________________________________________ _ 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Dr. Ted.L .. Crosthwait of Frankfort, who served 
three times as Morehead State University's alumni president, will be 
honored with MSU's 1982 Founders Day Award for University Service. 
The presentation will be made during MSU's Founders Day Convocation 
and Awards Ceremony at 10:20 a.m. on Thursday, March 18, as the University 
celebrates the 60th anniversary of its establishment as a state _ 
institution. 
Dr. Crosthwait, a former school superintendent in Bardstown and 
Rowan County, also was an administrator in the Lousiville city schools. 
He served from 1970 to 1976 as executive secretary of the Kentucky 
Teachers Retirement System. 
The Morehead native served three·one-year terms as national president 
of the MSU Alumni Association and received the University's "Outstanding 
Alumnus Award" in 1968. He holds two degrees from MSU. 
Dr. Crosthwait and his brother, Harold, donated 52 acres of forested 
lakefront property at Cave Run Lake in 1975 for the establishment of 
MSU's Crosthwait_Outdoor Education Center. 
Dr. Crosthwait also served as the chairman of MSU's first 
University-wide fund raising drive during 1980-81. The campaign produced 
nearly $268,000 in private gifts. 
"The University is privileged to honor such a dedicated educator 
and longtime supporter," said MSU President Morris L. Norfleet .. "From 
his days on campus as a student to the present, Ted Crosthwait has served 
the University with distinction and unwavering devotion." 
I 
The other ~ajor event of the observance of MSU's birthday will be a 
J 
7 a.m. Fellowsnip Breakfast in the University Center Cafeteria. 
All Founders Day activities are open to the public. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Louisa Middle School captured first place in the 
Regional Junior High Math Bowl conducted recently at Morehead State 
University. 
With eight teams competing, the Lawrence County team compiled 
450 points to turn back runner-up Coles-Putnam Middle School of Ashland. 
Members of the winning team included Michael Wheeler, Ricky Hughes, 
Tony Jennings, David Boggs, Paula Adams and Tammy Castle. They were 
coached by Pam Allen. 
Louisa Middle School advances to the state finals with 10 other 
regional winners, scheduled April 2 and 3, also at MSU. 
Dr. Ben Flora, Jr., professor of mathematics at MSU, directed the 
competition under sponsorship of the Kentucky Council of Teachers of 
Mathematics. 
### 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Kentucky All-State Upward Bound Scholar Bowl 
team, led by Brian Simmons, Boyd County High School senior and representative 
of Morehead State University, finished first in regional scholar bowl 
competition recently in Winston-Salem, N.C. 
The annual competition is sponsored by the Southeastern Association 
of Edueational Opportunity Program Personnel. 
Other team members included Kurt Abrams, University of Louisville; 
Tammy Asher, Southeast Community College; Candice Hall, Eastern 
Kentucky University; Scott Hooper, Murray State University; and Cynthia 
Johnson, Kentucky State University. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Urbie Green, often described as "the most 
versatile of all top-ranking trombonists," will be the guest artist 
at Morehead State University's "Jazz Clinic '82," scheduled 
March 18-20. 
Green, recipient of the National Academy of Arts and Sciences 
"Most Valuable Player" award, has 25 albums to his credit. He toured 
with Gene Krupa and Woody Herman and has backed up such artists as 
Billie Holiday, Aretha Franklin, Louis Armstrong, Dizzy Gilliespie 
and Dionne Warwick. 
The MSU Jazz Ensemble will perform with Green at 8 p.m. in 
Duncan Recital Hall on Friday, March 19. Admission is $5 for the 
general public and $2 for MSU students with .ID cards. 
The clinic kicks off Thursday, March 18, with a concert by MSU 
jazz combos at 8 p.m. 
Activities on Friday include performances by the MSU Jazz 
Ensemble II, Percussion Ensemble, Jazz Vocal Ensemble and high school 
jazz ensembles throughout the day. 
Performances on Saturday include the MSU Guitar Ensemble, "Jazz 
Bones" and high school ensembles. 
All concerts during the three-day event will be presented in 
Duncan Recital Hall. 
Additional information is avatlable from David Anderson at 
(606) 783-3244. 
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NEHS MEDIA ADVISORY --------------------NOT FOR PUBLICATION OR BROADCAST 
EVENT: Our Mountain Heritage Series 
DATE/TIME: 
SITE: 
Thursday, March 4, 1982 
Reed Hall, Room 419 
SCHEDULE: 8 p.m. 
The "Our Mountain Heritage" series continues with the topic, 
"The Women of Appalachia," addressed by Dr. Sharon Lord, U.S. deputy 
assistant secretary of defense. 
The lecture is sponsored by MSU's Appslachian Development Center and 
funded by a grant from the Sperry and Hutchinson Foundation as the fifth 
of a six-part series entitled "Our Mountain Heritage." 
The Lecture is free and open to the nublic. 
LIVE BROADCAST RIGHTS: 
y-;,_S3'::; ~ ... 
PRESS PARKING: 
,. ' 
,, 
PRESS SEATING: 
Contact this office 
Available upon request 
Available upon request 
FACILITIES AVAILABLE AT OR NEAR SITE: Telecopiers, telephones, electrical 
outlets, typewriters 
HSU COVERAGE: Black/white photographs 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Winning by the largest margin ever in a state 
championship tournament, Morehead State Univ.ersity's individu!il events 
speech team continues to break records. 
In the recent state championships at Western Kentucky University'· 
MSU competitors finished fir.st in seven of nine. events and won second 
in the other two, giving the team the. large.st number of individual 
state champs in the tournament's history. 
Coached by Chip Letzgus, instructor of _speech,. the MSU· squad !llso 
had a record number of finalists, surpassing the other seven q>;Llege 
teams combined. 
In addition, Rachel. Hp).loway, Morehead juriior, established a 
tournament record for the. most. individual state titles won in a single 
year with five. 
Individual MSU res1.1lts included: 
*Persuasion Lori (:;lass, Parkersburg; W .. Va. juriior, second; 
Rachel Holloway, third;. B~linda Stambaugh, West Libe:tty junior, fourth. 
*Informative Speaking -- Holloway, first; Donna Totich, Morehead 
junior, second; Keith Murphy, Grayson sophomore, third. 
*After Dinner Speaking -- Daryl Slusher, Morehead sophomore, first; 
Nanci Gabbard, Ft. Thomas senior, second; Sally Ray, Frankfort junior, 
fo~rth; Helen Curtis, England freshman, fifth; Stambaugh, sixth. 
*Rhetorical Criticism Stambaugh, first; Holloway, second; Joe 
Ha~sen, Cincinnati senior, third; Totich, sixth. 
(more) 
Speech Tournament 
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*Extemporaneous Speaking -- Holloway, first; Lesly Reisenfeld, 
Cincinnati junior,. third; Murphy, fourth; Millie Puckett, Elkhorn City 
sophomore, sixth. 
*Impromptu Speaking-- Holloway, first; Glass, second; Murphy, 
fifth; Puckett, sixth. 
*Prose Interpretation -- Holloway, first; Ray, third; Stambaugh, 
fifth. 
*Poetry Interpretation -- Ray, second. 
*Dramatic Duo Interpretation -- Holloway and Ray, first. 
By finishing second in persuasive speaking, Lori Glass qualified 
to attend the most prestigious speech contest in the nation, the 109th 
annual contest of the Interstate Oratorical Association. The 
competition will be in May at Wayne State University in Detroit. 
##### 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Army Col. Leland J. Holland, a former Iranian 
hostage, will be the featured speaker for Morehead State University's 
1982 Founders Day on Thursday, March. 18. 
He will address a 10:20 a.m. Convocation and Awards Ceremony 
in Button Auditorium as part of the observance of MSU's 60th 
anniversary as a state institution of higher education. 
The program is free and open to the public. It will include the 
presentation of the 1982 Founders Day Award for University Service to 
Dr. Ted L. Crosthwait of Frankfort. 
Col. Holland, a native of Illinois and a graduate of the University 
of Nebraska, was serving as Army attache at the Anierican embas·sy in 
Tehran when he and other embassy staff members were seized by a mob on 
Nov. 4, 1979, in an incident which dominated world news for more than 
a year. They were released Jan. 20, 1981. 
He received the Army's highest peacetime award, the Distinquished 
Service Medal, for his conduct during and after the Iranian revolution. 
His captivity included nearly eight months of solitary confinement and 
the Army awarded him its Defense Meritorious Service Medal for the 
hostage ordeal. 
"Founders Day is an exciting event at Morehead State University 
and we are looking forward to sharing the observance with our special 
guests and our other friends," said MSU President Morris L. Norfleet. 
"This year's program has special significance because of the 60th 
anniversary." 
(more) 
Founders Day 
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The other major event in the day-long celebration will be a 
Fe~lowship Breakfast at 7 a.m. in the University Center Cafeteria. 
The breakfast program will recognize the religious heritage 
of MSU as described by Dr. John Ridgway of Lexington, a 1931 
graduate. His account of the school's early days is being published 
by theMSU Foundation later this month under the title of "The 
Miracle of Morehead." 
fftlllfl II 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Education on avoiding a legal crisis is one of 
the basic needs of a newly-widowed woman, ·according to Mary Brannon, 
chairperson of the Kentucky Hidow-to-Hidow Network. 
She made the comments at a recent conference sponsored by Morehead 
State University's chapter of the American Association of University 
Homen (AAUH) . 
"A widow's needs can best be met by other widows," Ms. Brannon 
said. "This is the purpose of the program, to get widows together so 
they can share their common experiences." 
Kentucky is among four states chosen by the AAUH for the program. 
MSU members are starting a network for Rowan County widows and widowers. 
"A woman who has just lost her husband needs immediate assistance 
from the time of death through the funeral," said Ms. Brannon. "She 
needs help during the emotional crisis and the readjustment period, 
which usually lasts a year or more. The network can supply this help, 
information on government programs available to widows, and the on-going 
support of others who share these problems." 
Widows also need a social outlet because, in her words, "when you 
bury your husband, you often bury your friends." 
"Our culture is couple-oriented and there just isn't a place for 
an old woman alone." 
-Although widowers share the loneliness, they do not have-the same 
readjustment problems because their life hasn't been centered on:~ 
--....c--
home and family, according to Ms. Brannon. 
(more) 
AAUW 
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"They have their jobs to go back to and they have the support of 
their co-workers," she added. 
But widowers do need a "sympathetic ear'.' which is available 
through the widow-to-widow network. 
Additional information is available from Hazel Martin at (606) 
783-3348. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- What is done for the academically gifted ch~ld 
who becomes frustrated when his abilities exceed the:ch~llenges 
presented? . ._ 
Few schools in Kentucky identify academic~lly gifted students, 
according to Dr. Wayne Braz~~l, adjunct professor of education at 
Morehead State University. 
"Only 50 school districts in the state have special personnel and 
programs designed for the gifted child," he explains. 
In response, MSU's School of Education is sponsoring "Project 
Challenge" this summer. It is designed to give academically gifted 
sixth, seventh and eighth graders an opportunity to broaden their 
scholastic and recreational experiences. 
"We want to give them a chance to expand their thoughts and ideas," 
Dr. Brazell explains, "and we hope to inspire them sufficiently-to reach 
their individual potential." 
During the two-week program, participants w~ll spend at least 90 
minutes a day in each of four academic areas, including computer 
science, natural sciences, English and creative writing and 
cinematography. 
"In addition, we have scheduled the time from 6 p.m. uritil 8 p.m. 
for students to concentrate on those areas, either recreational or 
academic, as they choose," Dr. Brazell added. 
(more) 
Gifted Students 
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The recreational component will consist of classes in swimming, 
diving, canoeing, bowling and ceramics, with field trips to Cave Run 
Lake and Carter Caves State Resort Park. 
The program is limited specifically to those junior high students 
who have been identified as gifted by their respective schools. 
The total cost of the program is $250, which includes tuition, 
room, board, instructional materials, recreation and health services 
and insurance. 
A deposit of $25 is required by May 15 with the balance due on 
May 30. 
Additional information on "Project Challenge" is available from 
Dr. Wayne Brazell, MSU, UPO 726, Morehead, KY 40351. The telephone 
number is (606) 783-2263. 
lffl!f/1 
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By FANNIE GRIDER 
MSU Student Journalist 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Karen Hammons teaches college students and 
kindergarten age children--at the same time--in Morehead State 
University's Child Development Laboratory. 
Operated as lab for students in home economics, education and 
nursing who need classroom experience to meet graduation requirements, 
the program offers "educare" to 16 three- to five-year-old children. 
"Educare is different from traditional day care in that we 
teach the children basic skills such as understanding the calendar," 
says Ms. Hammons, instructor of education at MSU, adding that she 
recently explained the concept of gravity to the children. 
"A few days later, I told them to jump up in the air and stay 
there," she explains. "They laughed and said they couldn't do that. 
When I ask why, one little boy said because of gravity. You'd be 
surprised how much little children can understand." 
In addition to teaching the children, Ms. Hammons prepares MSU 
students for their time in the classroom. 
"Kindergarten student teachers work here four hours a day for 
eight weeks," she says. "For every hour they spend with the children, 
they spend three hours with me planning what they will do in the 
classroom and getting prepared for it." 
She also conducted a "parents' night" last semester with the 
help of the students. 
(more) 
"Educare" 
2-2-2-2-2-2 
"They learn everything here they will need to know to teach 
kindergarten effectively," she added. 
Children are accepted for the program on a first-come, 
first-served basis each semester, and must make a one-semester 
committment to enroll. 
11111111 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Kimberley Jan Harris, Wurtland sophomore, has 
been named 1982 Military Ball Queen at Morehead State University. 
A graduate student in horne economics, she is a member of the MSU 
ROTC Raider Company, Phi Kappa Phi national honor society, and is a 
graduate assistant in the Department of Horne Economics. 
She is the daughter of Chester W. Harris of Wurtland. 
#### 
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Morehead State University is hosting a reception for area high 
school students and parents on Tuesday, March 30 from 7 p._m. until 
9:30p.m. in the Cannon Room of the Holiday Inn on the north Dixie 
Highway at Fort Mitchell. 
Representatives of all MSU academic, social, athletic and student 
activities will be present for info-rmation, counseling and advising. 
Add~tional information is available frbm area high school---:-gi]Tdanc~ 
' . . . I 
counselors or the Division of Admissions, MSU, Morehead, KY 40351.' 
----------.- ---- -- --.--
I 
- -The toll-free telephone number in Kentucky is 800-262'-7474. -
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's Department of 
Philosophy is sponsoring a Religious Vocations Program on Monday, 
March 29, in the Adron Doran University Center. 
The day-long sessions will include opportunities for students, 
faculty and staff members and the general public to discuss religious 
vocations with religious professionals. Information desks will be 
open throughout the day. 
Dr .. W. Ray Holdren, a certified chaplain supervisor with the 
Associad.on of Clinical Pastoral Education and pastoral counselor, 
will direct a workshop entitled "The Pure Heart: An Introduction To 
Pastoral Functioning." 
Additional information is available from Dr. Franklin Mangrum, 
Department of Philosophy, MSU, UFO 892, Morehead, KY 40351. The 
telephone number is (606) 783-3121. 
ftfl Iliff! 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- More than 500 students from 41 Eastern Kentucky 
counties will bring science projects to Morehead State University on 
Saturday, April 3, for the 19th annual Northeast Kentucky Regional 
Science Fair. 
Students from first grade through high school will be exhibiting 
displays on topics ranging from behavioral sciences to zoology, 
according to Dr. Ronald L. Fiel, fair director and associate professor 
of science education at MSU. 
Grouped in age categories, the students will be judged on scientific 
thought and creative ability in conducting their science projects. 
Exhibits will be displayed in the Laughlin Health Building and 
will be open to the public in the afternoon. 
An awards presentation will be held in Wetherby Gymnasium at 4 p.m. 
Additional information is available from Dr. Fiel at (606) 
783-3145. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's Executive-in-Residence 
series continues Monday, March 22, at 4 p.m. in Room 310 of Combs 
Building. 
·• 
Michael Bustin, personnel relations representative of ArroHo Steel 
Corp., will discuss career opportunities in the steel industry. 
The program, sponsored by MSU' s School of Business and Economics, 
is free and open to the public. 
Additional information is available from Dr. Jack Peters at 
(606) 783-2164. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Was Vietnam a "War Without Heroes"? 
"I don't think so," says Dr. John Hanrahan, professor of history 
at Morehead State University. "L think there were many heroes." 
However, "War Without Heroes" is the title of the photo exhibit 
Dr. Hanrahan helped bring to MSU's Claypool-Young Gallery and which 
.. features photographs of the Vietnam Conflict by David Douglas Duncan. 
Two lectures also will be held in conjunction with the show. 
The exhibit is on loan from the Marine Corps Historical Center. 
Douglas, who served in the Marine Corps and also photographed 
World War II and the Korean War says in the introduction to the show: 
"I wanted to show what war does to a man. I wanted to show 
something of the comradeship that binds men together when they are 
fighting a common peril." 
The show will be displayed through March 23. The gallery is open 
from 8 a.m. until 4:30p.m., Monday through Friday. 
On Tuesday, March 23, at 7 p.m. in Room 111 of Claypool-Young Art 
Building, David Bartlett, assistant professor of art, will lecture on 
"War Photography" and Dr. Hanrahan will speak on "The Vietnam Veterans 
Build Their Own \'Jar Memorial." The program is free and open to the 
public. 
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CONTACT: Sharon Crouch~Farmer 
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MSU Student Journalist 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- At age 12 he was playing trumpet at churches 
with his father. 
By the time he was in college he was a "self employed" trumpet 
instructor. 
Now he is steadily employed in a business where work comes very 
inconsistently. 
The business is professional music, and the man is Greg Wing, a 
1976 graduate of Morehead State University, who returned to the campus 
recently to instruct in a band clinic. 
The Covington native received a bachelors degree in music education 
with a major in trumpet and a minor in jazz. He then attended Indiana 
University, receiving his master's in trumpet in May, 1981. It was at 
IU that Wing met the man who would shape him into a successful musician, 
William Adam. 
Adam was Wing's instructor, and according to Wing, taught him the 
key to success. 
"Always be a gentleman and remember that the best songs have not 
been written yet," said Wing, "the world is yours to take." 
Greg Wing took that advice and has since performed with such 
notables as Elvis Presley, Crystal Gayle, Lynn Anderson, and the 
Spinners. 
He recently toured two seasons with Ringling Brothers, Barnum and 
Bailey Circus and The Ice Follies. His broadway show experience includes 
"Oklahoma," "Hello Dolly," "My Fair Lady," and "Tea for Two." 
(more) 
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But his crowning achievement came when he was engaged by the Buddy 
Rich Big Band for a stint playing lead trumpet. 
"I was thinking positive while I was at MSU," said Wing, "I always 
knew I would play professionally." Perhaps it was that positive 
atEoitude_which impressed his instructors at IU, because when "People" 
magaz~n~Dc~ntacted them about a feature on 1981 graduates, the magazine 
'-' 
was referred to Wing who was playing in Las Vegas. The feature was 
published in the July 19, 1981 issue of "People." 
"I went to Las Vegas to be a professional trumpet player and I 
will be," says Wing. 
flfl fffl If 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- "From Kitchen to Career" is the title of a 
recent best seller that also describes the focus for Morehead State 
University's Displaced Homemaker Program. 
Implemented by MSU's Appalachian Development Center and funded 
by CETA, the program provides guidance and training to help women 
bridge the gap generated by numerous years spent as mother and housewife 
without the outside experiences necessary to effectively compete in the 
job market. 
Serving Bath, Montgomery, and Rowan counties, the program is 
training three groups of 15 participants before Oct. 1. In addition to 
personal guidance, job preparedness skills and on-the-job experiences, 
the program aids participants in, locating and maintaining employment by 
teaching them how and where to look for jobs, how to prepare credentials 
and cover letters, and how to effectively handle job interviews. 
The first group of women to complete the course included Rosella 
Traylor of Salt Lick who commented that the program, in addition to 
providing her with training, also had provided her with the 
determination for an successful job search. 
"It may take me a while," she said, "but I am going to get a job, 
and I know that it takes courage to make the effort." 
Another participant, Alice Nesbitt of Morehead, remarked that the 
program had improved her self image by making her more aware of her own 
potential. 
(more) 
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"It has made us aware of the many different things we can do," 
she said . 
. The program curriculum in~ludes discussions with Morehead 
businesswomen and Morehead State University fac1.1lty and staff as well 
as visi.ts to the University's computer center and library. 
Alice Mark, program coordinator, explained that one of the most 
valuable aspects of .the program is that it provides women with an 
opportunity to share experiences and, as a res1.1lt, to discover common 
reactions to their. life situations and to· share methods of .coping with 
the stress created by their individual situation. 
In addition to the initial three-week training session, the 
program h!'!lps women acquire additional education and marketaple ski;lls 
through voca tion!ll education, ad1.1l t education and two·-year c!);Llege 
programs. 
Rhonda Tackett, another recent graduate of .the program plans to 
enter an associate degree program in data processing this summer. Donna 
Basford, mother of four, w;i.;Ll enter a nursing program. 
The program is open to any person in the three-courity area who 
qualifies as a displaced homemaker, according to CETA guid!'!lines, and 
who is financially !'!ligible. Information on CETA !'!ligib;i.lity can be 
acquired from the Kentucky Bureau For Manpower Services. 
Additional information about the Displaced Homemaker Program is 
available from MSU' s Appalachian Development Center at· (606) 783~4731. 
II 11111111 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A planetari-um show and an ora.l history seminar 
will highlight the Eastern Kentucky Student Library Association spring 
conference on March 26 at Morehead State University .. 
Featured w;i.;I.l be an art display and theatre presentation by .MSU 
students, as w~ll as art, poetry and short story contests. 
Several mini-sessions have been planned for the day, including 
"Comic Books from the Collectors Point of View;" the· year 2500 AD; 
Biographical Retrieval Service; Creative Dramatics; and Appalachian 
lore. 
R~gistration will be at 9:30 a.m. in the fourth floor lobby of. 
Reed Hall. 
The conference is free and open to the puplic. 
Additional information is availaple from Faye Belcher at .(606) 
783-2142. 
II II fJIJ /lfl 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Two Morehead State University music faculty 
members will present a recital on Tuesday, March 23. 
Robert Pritchard, assistant profess~r of music, will perform 
on flute along with Leo Blair, assistant professor of music, on 
guitar. 
The program will consist of works by Jacques !bert, Claude 
Debussy, Ingolf Dahl and Mario Giuliani. 
The 8:15 p.m. concert in Duncan Recital Hall is free and open 
to the public. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A special feature of the 1982 Miss MSU 
Scholarship Pageant at Morehead State University on April 14 and 15 
will be the crowning of the 1982 Little Miss MSU. 
Entered in this year's pageant are 12 daughters, aged 3 to 6, of 
MSU faculty and staff members and married students. 
The Little Miss crowning is scheduled for Wednesday, April 14 as 
part of the first night's activities. 
Little Miss MSU contestants include: 
'"Rona Renee Brown, 4, daughter of Gary Brown and Sonni Brown of 
Olive Hill. Rona enjoys coloring, playing with dolls and "wearing 
mommy' s makeup . " 
*Sarah Cathrine Hammons, 5, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rodger Hammons 
of Morehead. Sarah attends Miss Linda's Kindergarten and enjoys dominoes, 
checkers, playing with her dog outdoors and having friends over. 
*Laur~ Ma'Shea Isenberg, 5, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eldon Isenberg 
of Salt Lick. Laura enjoys coloring, drawing, gymnastics and saying 
the alphabet and counting in Spanish. She currently is enrolled in ballet. 
~'Sarah Raye Huffman, 4, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Martin Huffman of 
Morehead. Sarah enjoys playing duets on the piano with her grandmother. 
She attends the Methodist Church Nursery School. 
~'Anna Marie Littleton, 4, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William Littleton 
of Olive Hill. Anna enjoys animals, music and stories. 
(more) 
Little Miss MSU 
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*Tonya Michelle Mathews, 6, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Allen Mathews 
ot Morehead. Tanya is attending the Rowan County Kindergarten. She 
enjoys dancing, Uno, and singing her "Strawberry Shortcake" collection. 
"~<Olga Moore, 6, the daughter of Deborah Moore of Morehead. Olga 
is in the first grade at the University Breckinridge School and loves 
collecting sea shells, Brownies, and learning about her father's homeland 
of Austria. 
*Rana Othman, 6, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Omar Othman of 
Morehead. She is in the first grade at the University Breckinridge School 
and enjoys singing and dancing. 
'~Rebecca Kristine Shepherd, 4, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Philip 
Shepherd of Morehead. Rebecca is attending the Methodist Church Nursery 
School and enjoys music, singing and dancing. 
*Jennifer Marie Sparks, 5, the daughter of Joan Marie Sparks of 
Morehead. Her sister, Michelle Shane Sparks, was crowned Little Miss MSU 
in 1981. Jennifer enjoys coloring, gymnastics and hitting tennis balls. 
' 
*Jama Dineen Trent, 5, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jim Trent of 
Morehead. Jama is attending Rowan County Kindergarten. She enjoys Barbie 
dolls and cheerleading. 
'~Escorts for Little Miss MSU are Tracey Todd Pelfrey and Jason 
Wright. 
Michelle Shane Sparks, 1981 Little Miss MSU, will be among the 
special guests and will relinguish her crown to the 1982 Little Miss. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's Department of 
Government and Public Affairs will sponsor a lecture by David E. 
Simcox on Wednesday, March 31. 
Simcox currently is dipl·omat-in-residence at the University 
of Louisville and is a veteran of 25 years in the U.S. Foreign 
Se-rvice. He is a former director of the Office of Mexican Affairs 
~_nd, 'during 1981, headed a special State Department group on 
El Salvador. 
His topic of discussion will be "Current American Foreign 
Policy Making." 
The 4 p.m. program in Reed Auditorium is free and open to the 
public. 
/Ill /Ill If 
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SITE: Adron Doran University Center, Button Auditorium 
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Morehead State University's 1982 Founders Day kicks off with a 
Fellowship Breakfast at 7 a.m. in the University Center cafeteria, featuring 
Dr. John Ridgway's account of MSU's religious heritage. 
At 10:20 a.m., a convocation·and awards ceremony is scheduled in 
Button Auditorium. Army Col. Leland J. Holland, former Iranian hostage, 
will be the principal speaker. Dr. Ted Crosthwait of Frankfort, Morehead 
native, former superintendent of schools in Rowan County and Bardstown, and 
three-time president of MSU's Alumni Association, will receive the 1982 
Founders Day Award for University Service. 
All events are ·free and open to the pub lie. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- AFmy Col. Leland Holland, a former Iranian 
hostage, told a Morehead State University Founders Day audience here 
Thursday that former President Carter's rescue plan "would have worked." 
Noting that the hostages knew no details of the rescue attempt 
until their release, the military intelligence officer said: 
"The plan would have worked. It was a good plan. But it just 
wasn't meant to be." 
Holland recounted his 444 days of captivity, including more than 
seven months of solitary confinement. He said he occupied his time 
with physical exercise, reliving his youth and mentally "building a 
' 
house." He referred to the period of isolation as "a time when they 
thought so much of me that they gave me a private room." 
"I was moved 24 times and we were always blindfolded, handcuffed 
to either the car seat or to another person," Holland recalled. "We 
were moved all over the country but we never knew exactly where we wer.e; 
most of the time." 
-;;;;:::;- --
Concerning present conditions in Iran, Holland said the Ayatullah 
· Khomeini is "the only _pi:ce of .glue that holds it together ~·.•-
He concluded: 
"I bear no grudges against the Iranians. They're not all bad. 
And, as for the matter of hostage compensation, the American people 
don't owe me a dime." 
During the ceremony, State Rep. Clarence Noland of Irvine 
commissioned Holland as a Kentucky Colonel. 
The 1982 Founders Day Award for University Service was presented 
to Dr. Ted Crosthwait of Frankfort, 
- --~~~- ::._·=- -
Alumni Association . 
. -. 
~·· 
three-time .. president of the MSU 
~----.-......_. J 
. - -- I . 
'---------- --------
The da)Tlong event recognized the 60th anniversary of MSU's 
establishment as a state institution. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Larry Keenan, associate professor of music 
at Morehead State University will present a faculty recital on 
Tuesday, March 30. 
The program will consist of works by Liszt, Carden, Bach and 
Albeniz performed on piano and synthesizer. 
Keenan also will present this program in Memorial Hall at the 
University of Kentucky as a benefit for the National Federation of 
Music Clubs on April 1. 
The 8:15 p.m. concert in Duncan Recital Hall is free and open 
to the public. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Junior ROTC drill teams from Kentucky, Tennessee 
and Illinois high schools will be spinning rifles and performing 
precision drills at the Eagle Invitational Drill Meet on Saturday, 
l March 27, at Morehead State University. 
) 
Sponsored by MSU's Department of Military Science, the meet will 
include manual drill and exhibition drill. Five of the eight high 
schools represented will have male and female drill-te-ams competing. 
= About 300 high school ROTC students will participate in the meet 
---------
to be held in Laughlin Health Building from 7 a.m. until 5 p.m. 
l Trophies will be awarded to the winning teams.-
The meet is free and open to the public. 
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(606) 783-3325' 
By ALVIN GRIDER 
MSU Student Journalist 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The water used by thousands of Eastern 
Kentuckians goes to college each month. 
Samples are sent to Morehead State University's Water Testing 
Laboratory where tests are conducted for 30 area water systems, including 
Hazard, Jenkins, Olive Hill, Sandy Hook, Greenup, Prestonsburg and 
Owingsville, according to Dr. Ted Pass, lab director and professor of 
biology. 
"We also test the University's water and the water here in 
Morehead," he adds. 
Required by law, the tests check for bacteria which may indicate 
disease-causing organisms in public drinking water supplies. 
Although city samples account for the majority of the testing, 
MSU's state-certified lab also tests water from private sources, such 
as wells or cistern, for individuals. 
To date, the lab has processed water samples from 40 Kentucky 
counties, including a rew in Western Kentucky. 
Dr. Pass explains the test: "Basically, what we look for are 
coliforms, bacteria native to mammals' intestinal tracts." 
"While the coliforms themselves are relatively harmless, they 
show whether the water may be contaminated by human or animal wastes," 
he explains. "So, they are a useful indicator of the possible presence 
of disease-producing bacteria, such as those causing typhoid fever, 
( 
dysentery, cholera or hepatitus virus. 
(more) 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Miss Kentucky .of 19~1, Miss Texas of.19~1 and 
Miss MSU of 1981 plus a far Eastern dancer w;L;tl hea~line the_ 1982 Miss 
MSU Scholarship Pageant at Morehead State University on Apr;Ll 14 
and 15. 
Twenty MSU coeds. w;L;ll be vying for the title of Hiss MSU and_the 
right to represent the University in the Miss Kentucky !_~ge~l_l~ l_le~~-Q;.I 
summer in Louisville. 
Activities begin at 7:30 p .. ro. ea_ch evening 'in' MSU' s Button 
Auditorium with the crowning of the_ 19~1 Lit~le Miss. MSU scheduled on 
Wednesday, April_ 14, and the crowning of Miss MSU on Thursday, April 15. 
Ten of the contestants will present- talent_ on the first night 
while the others are judged in swimsui~ and: on-stage personality. The 
roles will be reversed for the second night_. 
Appearing both nights is Sheri Co;Lleen Copeland of Benton, Miss 
K(Ontucky of 1981. The 5-5, 105-pound vocalist attends Murray State 
University. She- also served as Miss Purchase District of 1978, Miss 
Paducah of 1979 and Miss Green River Valley of 1980. 
Highlighting the special guest appearances on Thursday night will 
be Sheri Ryman, Miss Texas of 1981 and fourth runner-up to Miss America 
1982. She is accomplished in gymnastics, jazz and tap dance, ballet, 
and was the preliminary talent winner at the Miss America Pageant in 
1981. Miss Texas is currently attending North Texas State University 
and majoring in Industrial Distribution. 
(more) 
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Miss MSU of 1981, Tammy Jo Worthington, will be a special guest 
both evenings and will display her talent. Miss Worthington is a 
native of Greenup. 
Also scheduled for appearances both evenings are "Forerunner" 
an HSU student musical group, and the MSU Jazz Ensemble. 
Emcee for the pageant will be Far Eastern dancer, Sher Patrick. 
Formerly the 1979 Miss Ohio and third runner-up to Miss America, Sher 
is internationally known as a speaker, dancer and entertainer. 
Admission is $3 on Wednesday evening and $3.50 on Thursday. 
Tickets go on sale on the MSU campus on April 5. Ticket information 
is available from MSU's Bureau of Student Affairs at (606) 783-3213. 
1111/llftl 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University w;i.;Ll present the 
Spinners and special guest W;i.llie Tyler and Lester in concert on 
Tuesday, March 30. 
Tickets are available to MSU students with. valid ID cards at 
$2. each. Gener11l admission ticke.ts at· $8 each are ava;i.lable in 
Morehead at Larry's Rock and Read, the Music Den and the MSU 
Student Association Office. in the Adron Doran University Center. 
The 8 p.m. concert in the Academic-Atpletic.Center is 
sponsored by MSU's Student Association. 
ffffffffff 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Debbie Zenk, Swanton, Ohio, senior at Morehead 
State University, has been named executive director of the 1982 Miss 
MSU Scholarship Pageant, scheduled April 14 and 15. 
The pageant theme .is "Visions.~· and it is a preliminary of the 
Miss Kentucky and Miss America pageants. 
Other pageant committee executives include: 
Tamala Rhena Crabtree, Louisa junior, executive producer; Jennifer 
Whaley, Coal Grove senior, associate producer; Cheri Meyer, Mt. Sterling 
sophomore, hostess committee chairperson; Kim McGuire, Morehead senior, 
. ' 
entries chairperson; Tina L. White, Ashland junior, publicity chairperson; 
Christa B. O'Cull, Tollesboro graduate student, Judges chairperson; 
Phillip G. Collins, Burlington junior, ticket chairperson; Tom 
Ballachino, Cincinnati graduate student, set construction chairperson; 
Kimberly VanHoose, Flatwoods sophomore, advertisements and program book 
chairperson; and June Gregson, Ashland senior, Little Miss MSU chairman . 
. Twenty MSU coeds will compete in the two-night pageant with the 
new Miss MSU crowned on Thursday, April 15. 
Special guests for the 1982 pageant include Sheri Colleen Copeland, 
Miss Kentucky of 1981; Sheri Ryman, Miss Texas of 1981; Miss MSU of 1981 
Tammy Jo Worthington, Little Miss MSU of 1981 Michelle Shane Sparks, the 
MSU student group Forerunner and the MSU Jazz Ensemble. 
Pageant emcee will be far Eastern dancer Sher Patrick, Miss Ohio of 
1979. 
1111/ltfll 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's Symphony Band will 
present a mid-season concert on Thursday, March 25,in Duncan Recital Hall. 
The program will feature the works of Verdi and Moussorsky, standard 
band repertoire by Aldred and Williams, and contemporary arrangements 
including a symphonic band setting of "Star Wars." 
The Symphony Band will perform under the direction of-Eugene Norden, 
assistant professor of music and director marching band, and Jack·Elgin, 
adjunct professor of music and education. 
The 8:15p.m. concert is free and open to the public. 
fttNf 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Western Kentucky University President 
Donald w. Zacharias will be the featured.speaker here Friday 
night for the annual initiation banquet of two Morehead State 
University honor societies. 
The 6 p.m. event in the Crager Room of the Adron Doran 
University Center will.be hosted by The Honor Society of Phi 
Kappa Phi and Pi Gamma Mu, social science honorary. 
President of WKU since 1979, Dr. Zacharias served 
previously as executive assistant to the chancellor of the 
University of Texas System and as assistant to the president 
of the University qf Texas at Austin. He is a graduate of 
Indiana University and Georgetown College. 
His topic will be "The New Realism in Education." 
###### 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Two freshmen from Lewis County have been honored 
by Phi Kappa Phi National Honor Society at Morehead State University. 
Tammy Jo Lil~s.is a graduate of Lewis County High School and is 
majoring in biology. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James F. Liles 
of .Garrison. 
Elizabeth Jean Holder is a graduate of Lewis County High School and 
is maJoring in medical technology. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
E .. V. Holder,· Jr., of Vanceburg. 
Phi Kappa Phi recognizes superior academic achievement by freshmen 
students who obtain a 4.0 grade point average. 
•. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Luann Zwieg,of Fox Lake, Wis., has been initiated 
into the Pi Gamma Mu International Honor Society in social science at 
Horehead State University. 
Zwieg, a graduate of Waupun Senior High School, is majoring in 
medical technology and biology. 
She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd H. Zwieg of Route 2, 
Fox Lake. 
•. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's mining advisory 
committee met recently to review plans for MSU's new four-year degree 
program and other facets of the mining technology curriculum. 
Committee Chairman Cloyd McDowell of Williamsburg, a member of 
the MSU Board of Regents, described the daylong session as "very 
informative." 
William E. Clayton, director of miner education for the Kentucky 
Department of Mines and Minerals, told the committee that the demand 
for mining training in Eastern Kentucky continues to be heavy,. 
particularly for mine foremen and inexperienced miners. 
Tom Kessler of the U.S. Mine Safety and Health Administration 
moderated a discussion on cooperative ties between education and the 
mining industry. He challenged MSU and other institutions and mine 
operators· to maintain and strengthen their working relationships. 
Dr. Charles Derrickson, dean of MSU's School of Applied Sciences 
and Technology, responded by saying that mining technology should be 
removed from its "academic shell" and given more exposure with mining 
industry management. 
Forrest Cameron, coordinator of MSU's mining technology program, 
and Sam Kumar, assistant professor of mining technology, reported on 
the development of MSU's bachelor's degree in mining, reclamation and 
energy studies and also on the activities of MSU's Energy Research 
Laboratory. 
(more) 
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"In addition to technical aspects, we also teach our students 
about communications, personal interaction, the problems of labor and 
management, individual safety and regulations in order to provide 
them with an understanding of each area," Cameron added. 
Also attending were committee members Michael Vallez, vice 
president for operations, MAPCO, Inc. Inez; Frank Gaddy of Gaddy 
Engineering Co., Huntington, W.Va.; Bobby Dukes of Greenville, 
United Mine Workers of America; and Bobby Coburn, Addington Brothers 
Coal Co., Ashland. 
###### 
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MOREHEAD, Ky .. --- Gov .. John Y. Brown Jr .. has declared Mar.ch 28-
April 3 as Cooperative Education Week, according to Dr. Wayne Mor~;Lla, 
director of field career experiences at Morehead State University. 
Cooperative education is career training through off-campus 
employment to provide students with "hands-on. learning" experiences. 
Dr. Morella says the speci;;~l week is intended to honor those 
involved in cooperative learning.--employers, students, vocation;;~l 
school, college and university co-op education personnel. 
During the week, Mor~lla and sever;;~l MSU coordinators wi;Ll be 
attending the annu;;~l meeting of the Cooperative Education Association 
of Kentucky. 
MSU has 15 cooperative education students in a. variety of fields 
ranging from work in hospit;;~ls and Social Security of:f;;Lces to the 
Kentucky Horse Park, Dr. Mor~lla reported. 
#lf!flf It 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Five lithographic prints by Morehead State 
University faculty member Robert Franzini have been selected for 
exhibition in the Richard B. Russell Federal Building and U.S. 
Courthouse in Atlanta. 
The assistant professor of art submitted a series of prints in 
response to a notice about the search for art for the new building. 
"I've sent work to national competitions before. They were 
rejected," he said. "I'm lucky this time because art quality is more 
subjective than objective." 
Franzini teaches figure drawing, oil painting and printmaking at 
MSU. 
The prints, which were chosen by judges from the National Endowment 
for the Arts on behalf of the General Services Administration, depict 
visual images of the Biblical character of Job. 
Franzini used a similar theme for his graduate project at the 
University of Iowa in a book he printed and bound by hand. 
He was an undergraduate at Stanford University in California 
heading toward a career in architecture when he discovered the art to 
which he is now committed. 
"I walked into the print shop, inhaled the ambience of the shop, 
and that was it," he recalls. Franzini studied with two master 
printmakers before he began teaching. 
(more) 
Franzini 
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Arriving at MSU in the fall of 1980 to develop MSU's printmaking 
program, Franzini also received a faculty research grant to study a 
technique he devised to use printmaking ink as the drawing material. 
"For me, the technique was very natural," he said. "It is a very 
simple and direct technique and I'm surprised nothing had been. wri.tten 
about it before. But technique is not as important as the result. 
What is important is expr~ssion." ----~ 
One of his works utilizing this technique was j.ncluded in_ th~-~ I 
"--prestigious Boston Printmakers exhibit. 
Franzini recently had a one-man show in his hometown of Palo Alto, 
Cal., and has exhibits going up in Ashland, at Marshall University in 
Huntington and at the Lexington Opera House, among others. 
Some of these will be two-man shows exhibiting the art of Franzini 
and the photographs of MSU colleague David Bartlett. They also have 
collaborated on a photoetching workshop. 
Franzini cited teaching as a primary commitment . \_q 
' I 
"If an artist works at a university, hi? first priority should be 
teaching. I feel it is wrong for an artist to feel a job is just a 
meal ticket." 
"I like teaching," he concluded. "There's energy there. If you 
are alone, you are missing the energy which students and other people 
provide." 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. For the third consecutive year, Morehead State 
University will be the site of the annual regional conference of the 
Future Business Leaders of America. 
Slated April 2 at MSU's Adron Doran University Center, the session 
will involve competition among 27 Eastern Kentucky high schools with 
approximately 750 students. 
"These will be the topnotch students who have shown leadership 
abilities," says Dr. Louise Hickman, head of MSU's Department of 
Information Sciences. 
The regional schools will be competing in various business-related 
events and will hold elections. Competition topics will include 
parliamentary procedures, business communications, job interviewing, 
public speaking, office procedures, accounting, data processing and 
introduction to business. 
"Events will involve individual and team participation with the 
top three in each event advancing to state ~ompetition at the end of 
April," Dr. Hickman said. i The national FBLA Conference will be in 
. _ _j 
Indianapolis in July. 
Activities begin at 10:45 a.m. in the Crager Room of the University 
Center. 
Additional information is available from Dr. Louise Hickman at 
(606) 783-3278. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's Concert Choir 
will perform in concert on Sunday, April 4. 
The 3 p.m. program in Duncan Recital Hall will feature a 
performance of the "Seven Last Words" by Theodore Dubois, and 
the "Resurrection Story" by Claude Almand. 
Soloists for the program will inciliude Jan Simon, Toledo, Ohio 
junior, soprano; John Zeigler, Mayslick freshman, tenor; and Stanton 
Garr, Simpsonville senioD, baritone. 
The group will be conducted by James Ross Beane, associate 
professor of music at MSU. 
The concert is free and open to the public. 
fill fill II 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Twenty vocal music groups from 14 middle, 
junior high and high schools will compete Friday, April 2, in the 
Kentucky Music Educators Association Vocal Events contest at 
Morehead State University. 
The competition will include girls, boys and mixed choirs. 
More than 500 students will participate. 
Scheduled in Duncan Recital Hall, the contest performances 
are free and open to:the public. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The fifth annual State Junior High Math Bowl, 
sponsored by the Kentucky Council of Teachers of Mathematics, is scheduled 
Friday and Saturday, April 2 and 3, at Morehead State University. 
Competing this year will be teams from Daviess ·County Middle 
School; MacDonald Middle in Fort Knox; Reidland Middle in Paducah; 
Turkeyfoot Junior High in'Fort Mitchell; Corbin Middle; Louisa Middle, 
Boyle County Middle in Danville; Meyseek Middle in Louisville; Christ 
the King School in Lexington; St. Barnabus School in Louisville and 
Southern Junior High School in Lexington. 
"Student selection was determined in the regional playoffs," 
said Dr. Ben Flora, state math bowl director and professor of mathematics 
at MSU. 
Officials for the contest will be Dr. Glenn Johnsbon, head of MSU's 
Department of Mathematical Sciences, Charlie Jones, associate professor 
of math, Lake Cooper, associate professor of math and Nell Mahaney, 
assistant professor of math. 
Sessions are scheduled to begin at 7:30p.m. Friday and 9:45 a.m. 
Saturday in Ginger Hall. 
The competition is free and open to the public. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Original composi.tions by six Morehead State 
University students wi;Ll be featured at a recit,otl Thursday'· April 8. 
Compositions by Bruce Gabbard, Ashland senior; Jamie Defiglia, 
Cincinnati junior; Alan Perkins, Dayton,. Ohio senior; Hplly Montgomery, 
Louisville junior; Ramin Heydarbeygi, Teheran, Iran and Monica Harmon 
Greenville, Ohio senior, will be presented. 
The 8:15 p.m. program, coordinated by Dr. Christopher Ga;Llaher, 
professor of music, is scheduled in Duncan Recit,otl Hall and is free 
and open to the public. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University will host the 
National Forensic League District Speech Tournament Monday, April 12, 
and Tuesday, April 13. 
More than 500 high school students from NFL member schools around 
the state will compete in Lincoln-Douglas debate, original oratory, 
girl's and boy's extemporaneous speaking, debate and interpretation. 
"The sole purpose is to select students to represent Kentucky in 
the national tournament this summer," explained Harlen Hamm, MSU's 
coordinator of speech. "The winner in each event will participate in 
the national competition." 
In its fifth year at MSU, the tourney will be held in several 
campus buildings and will begin with registration 8 a.m. Monday, April 
12. Competition will be held until 10 p.m. and will continue all day 
Tuesday, April 13. Awards will be presented at 5 p.m. on Tuesday. 
MSU faculty members and students will judge the events. 
The weekend event is free and open to the public, and visitors 
are requested to check in at Room 114 of the Combs Building. 
Additional information is available from Harlen Hamm at (606) 
783-4608. 
Ulftfff 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---The crowning of Miss MSU 1982, Black Awareness 
Week and the unveiling of an art exhibit from Taiwan highlight the 
April calendar at Morehead State University. 
Twenty MSU coeds will be vying for the title of Miss MSU 1982 on 
Wednesday, April 14, and Thursday, April 15. The winner, crowned 
Thursday evening, will represent MSU in the Hiss Kentucky Pageant this 
summer in Louisville. The pageant begins at 7:30p.m. in Button 
\ 
Auditorium. Tickets go on sale Ap'ril 5 at $3 for Wednesday and $3.50 
for Thursday. 
Black Awareness Week at MSU will feature a variety of activities 
on campus, ranging from a soul food dinner to Career Day. Activities 
are scheduled throughout the week of April 19-25. 
On April 13, the curator for exhibits of the National Palace 
Museum in Taipei, Taiwan, will present a 58-piece exhibit to MSU's 
Departme~t of Art. The exhibition, which will continue through April 
23, will be seen publicly for the first time in the United States. The 
works may be viewed in the Claypool-Young Art Gallery .weekdays from 
8 a.m. until 4 p.m. 
--Also scheduled.in the Art Gallery through April 6 is a-graduate 
,---------, 
-~-
student' exhibition entitled "Self-Revelations." 
Husical events in April 'include concerts by the Concert Choir on 
April 4; University Chorus April 18; Chamber Singers on April 22; 
and the ~BU Piano Trio on April 21. Also scheduled are the Kentucky 
Music Educators Association vocal events contest on April 2; a student 
____ composition recital on April 8.;-a~G~itar· Clinic on April 2_1;_ the 
.'KMEA Junior High Band Contest Ap-ril 23 and Senior High Band Contest 
.Apr:U l? reyt.e'«: . 
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Special series events include the Concert and Lecture Series 
featuring John Bay on April 22; The Arts in Morehead Series continues 
with the Emerson String Quartet on April 2 and the Actors Theatre of 
Louisville on April 20; and the "Our Mountain Heritage Series" concludes 
with a lecture by Jim Wayne Mille:t on "The Future of Appalachian 
Kentucky." 
-·----~ 
MSU's·Theatre program will present "Two on the Aisle," a musical 
-r C ipotpourri-, April 29-May 1. 
' 
·' 
More· than 500 elementary and high school students from 41 Eastern 
Kentuc~y counties will attend the Northeast Kentucky Regional Science 
Fair on April 3. 
The President's Annual Leadership Prayer Breakfast has been set for 
- ·--~ 
April 7,, with Donald Herren, pastor of the Southern Hills Methodist 
/\---
1 ,~Church in Lexington and member of the State Board of Education, as guest 
v 
speaker. 
Glasses will be dismissed and offices closed in observance of Good 
Friday,-April.9. 
Other events on ca~pus include the Future Business Leaders of 
Am~rica conference on April 2; the Kentucky Teachers Network on April 1; 
the National Forensic League District Speech Tournament on April 12 and 
13; and a series of lectures by Dr. William Glasser entitled "New 
Dire·ctions for Reality Therapy." 
.... ,. 
Baseball action_-for April will feature the Eagles hosting Akron 
on April 1; Younv,stown State on April 3; Eastern Kentucky on April 10; 
Marshall on April 12; Kentucky on April 21; and Northern Kentucky 
University on April 25. 
Also, the men's basketball banquet is set for April 12 at 6:30 p.m. 
in the Cra'ger Room of the University Center. Dr. Bob Davis will be 
the guest speaker . 
. , 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Dr. Donald Herren, pastor of the Southern Hills 
United Methodist Church in Lexington, will be the principal speaker for 
the President's Leadership Prayer Breakfast on Wednesday, April 7, at 
Morehead State University. 
Scheduled at 7:30 a.m. in the Crager Room of the University Center, 
the event is hosted by MSU President Morris L. Norfleet and is open to 
the public. Tickets are $2.50 at the door. 
Dr. Herren is a member of the Kentucky State Board of Education. 
He was named Lexington's "Outstanding Citizen" in 1980 and was among 
"Outstanding Young Men in Kentucky" in 1964. The Corbin native is a 
graduate of Union College and the Lexington Theological Seminary. 
Other participants in the Prayer Breakfast program will be Sister 
Mary Joell, administrator of St. Cl.aire Medical Center in Morehead, 
Dr. James Shirec, director of Maysville Community College, and two MSU 
students, Norris Beckley of Shelbyville and Susan Sumner of Cincinnati. 
Music will be provided by the Wesley Foundation Traveling Chancel 
Band.under the direction of Rev. Steve Engelhardt and Larry Keenan, 
associate professor of music. 
"The objective of the Prayer Breakfast is to provide individuals in 
public life with an opportunity to assemble in a Christian atmosphere to 
enjoy fellowship with each other," said Dr. Norfleet. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Five faculty members and 10 Morehead residents 
have been initiated into Phi Kappa Phi National Honor Socie'ty at Morehead 
State University. 
Faculty members included Dr. Walter Emge, vice president for academic 
affairs; Drm James E. Quisenberry, professor of speech; Dr. Wayne 
Brazell, adjunct professor of education; Dr. Edie Whitfield, assistant 
professor of education; and Dr. Charles B. Whitfield, assistant 
p;rofessor of education. 
Student initiates include: 
*Brian Huang, a junior majoring in data processing. He is the son of 
Dr. and Mrs. William E. Huang of Morehead. 
1'Rebecca Gail McDaniel, a senior majoring in data processing and 
mathematics. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald M. McDaniel of 
) M_orehead. 
) 
·*Tra~ey Howard Nesbitt, a senior majoring in pre-veterinary medicine. 
She is the daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Howard C. Nesbitt of Morehead. 
*Ramona Wolfe, a senior majoring in accounting. She is the daughter 
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wplfe of Morehead. 
1<Mark Edward Cunningham, a senior majoring in English. He is _the 
son of Dr. and Mrs. Donald H. Cunningham of Morehead. 
*Merli.n J. Cousino, a junior majoring in industrial education. 
*Thomas Lee Back, a senior majoring in physics. He is the son of 
Dr. and Mrs._ Reedus Back of Morehead. 
(more) 
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i<Tim Back, a junior majoring in business administration. He is the 
son of Dr. and Mrs. Reedus Back. 
*Rachel L. Holloway, .a seniilor majoring in connnunications. She··_ 
is the daughter of Mr. and Hrs. Richard Reser of Durango, Co. 
*Michael Bryan Shaffer, a senior majoring in elementary education. 
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Alvin D. Shaffer of Glen Burnie, Md. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --~ Higher education and vocational education can 
work together as demonstrated by a successful machine tool program at 
Morehead State University. 
The joint project developed in 1980 when the Rowan County Vocational 
School wanted to start a machine shop program through CETA but didn't 
have facilities. MSU, which was interested in working with a CETA 
program, had the space. 
"We've come a long way," said Phil Showalter, instructor of the 
program. "In July 1989, our lab was an indoor parking lot." 
Since then, walls, heat, lights and equipment have added to create 
a safe, clean work area. 
The equipment came from various sources. Some was purchased with 
CETA money--although the bulk of the funding is used to pay students as 
they learn--and some machinery was donated by other vocational schools 
and MSU. 
One task of the students is to rebuild and refurbish the equipment, 
some of which is over 50 years old. Equipment is still being added as 
it becomes available. 
"But what we don't have, MSU does in its machine shop, so by using 
the two shops, it ·works," said Clifford Wells, coordinator of the 
vocational school. 
Students, who are usually 18 to 25 years of ag~, are referred by 
the Kentucky Bureau for Manpower Services and are provided with training 
to become machine tool operators. 
"And that is something no one can take away from them," Wells added. 
(more) 
• 
Machine Tool 
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There have been other changes in the program since it began. The 
number of students has been increased from 12 to 18 and there has been 
a shift to "open-entry, open-exit" enrollment, allowing students to 
enter the program and leave at any skill level. 
Loretta DeHart of Morehead, one of four women now in the program, 
says she is enjoying the learning of a new skill~- ·' 
"I like to work with my hands, said DeHart, mother of two children. 
,i 
"I've learned a lot here," adding that she would forego further!\...\. 
training if she received a job offer. 
The "open-entry, open-exit" approach would allow her slot to be 
filled by one of the people currently waiting to enter the program. 
Currently, most students are from Rowan and Bath counties, although the 
program is open to people in 20 counties in Eastern Kentucky. 
Students are evaluated by their competency in machine operation 
skills, advancing from one skill level to the next. This flexibility 
allows students to learn at their own pace. The training is supplemented 
with classroom instruction. 
"The beauty of this program is that we can tailor their training 
,',_',program to teach people whatever skills they will need," Showalter said. 
•. 
_•The program has the capability to work with local industry to train 
workers for specific jobs. This is especially helpful to students who 
wish to stay closer to home. 
Of the 12 students in last year's class, 11 completed the program 
and nine were placed in jobs. Wells said the others had job offers in 
other locations, but wanted to stay ,c_los_e _ t~ ~orne:() 
"I saw the immediate benefits of this program," said Wells. "We 
... 
'· 
placed people in productive jobs. "We put a person in aCETA program and-: 
at the end of that program, they are skilled and can go into the labor 
market and become a taxpayer. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Dr. Charles Payne and Dr. William Falls weren't 
satisfied with the textbook used in the introductory Physical Science 
classes at Morehead State University--so they wrote their own! 
The result of their dissatisfaction is now in its third printing 
by the Wm. C. Brown Company. The textbook has been adopted by MSU 
and more than 130 other colleges and universities from New York to 
California and Texas to Canada. The entitled "Physical Science: 
Principles and Applications," book is an unqualified success. 
After spending three years writing the original edition, Dr Payne 
and Dr. Falls didn't stop to rest on their laurels. In the changing 
world of science, one has to keep up and that is "a never ending 
problem," according to Dr. Payne. 
"We are always on the lookout for something new," added Dr. Falls, 
coordinator of MSU's Center for Science Education. 
In its 20-plus chapters, the book covers traditional topics like 
Newton's law of motion, molecules and basic electricity as well as 
current topics such as the space shuttle "Columbia," acid rain and the 
eruptions of Mt. St. Helens. 
Dr. Falls wrote the chapters on physics, physical geography and 
environmental problems and Dr. Payne covered the chapters on chemistry, 
astronomy and geology. 
Along with the 630-page text, the pair also compiled a 135-page 
instructor's manual which gives hints on demonstrations and sample 
examinations. 
(more) 
• 
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Considering the long hours and hard work which went into the 
project, the reviews they have received are partic~la~ly .satisfying. 
"The book is excellently organized-ranging f~om the. very basics 
to difficult scientific concepts," said Bruce D." Dod of .Wayland 
Baptist College in Texas. 
But the world of science doesn't pause and , to keep ·their book 
current, Dr. Payne and Dr. Fa~ls have started working ·on the fourth 
edition. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Rocky Hardyman of Tollesboro wi].l present 
his senior piano recital orr Wednesday, April 14, at Morehead State 
University. 
He will perform works by Bach, Chopin and Khatchaturian. 
A graduate of Tollesboro High School, he is the son of .Ronald 
and Shirley Hardyman. 
The 8:15p.m. program in Duncan Recital Hall is free and open 
to the public. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Members of Morehead State University's individual 
events speech team recently won 27 awards in tournament competition. 
The MSU squad increased its entries qualified for national 
competition to 67, a school record. Last year, the team qu~lified for 
52 entries. 
The national tournament will be in April at Ohio State University. 
The MSU squad, coached by Chip Letzgus, has won 225 team and 
·individual awards this year. 
Individual MSU results in the seven-team tournament included: 
*Informative Speaking -- Rachel Holloway, Morehead junior, second; 
Lesly Reisenfeld, Cincinnati junior, third; Millie P~~~~~t, Elkhorn 
City sophomore, sixth. 
*After-Dinner Speaking Belinda Stambaugh, West Liberty junior, 
first; Daryl Slusher, Morehead sophomore, fourth; Joe Hansen, Cincinnati 
senior, sixth. 
*Rhetorical Criticism -- Stambaugh, first; Hansen, second; Lori 
' 
Glass, Parkersburg, W. Va. junior, fourth; Nanci Gabbard, Ft. Thomas 
senior, fifth; Reisenfeld, sixth. 
*Salesmanship -- Keith Murphy, Grayson sophomore, first; Gabbard, 
third; Holloway, fourth; Slusher, sixth. 
'~Impromptu Speaking -- Gabbard, sixth. 
*Prose Interpretation-- Murphy, third; Glas~, fourth; Gabbard, 
sixth. 
' (more) 
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*Poetry Interpretation -- Stambaugh, first; Pam Hammonds, Scuddy 
senior, fifth. 
*Extemporaneous Interpretation -- Hansen, second; Holloway, third; 
Murphy, sixth. 
*Dramatic Duo -- Stambaugh and Hansen, first; Sally Ray, Frankfort 
-- -
junior, and Hansen, third; Hammonds and Ray, fifth. 
#II #II II 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University is modifying its 
summer school calendar for the benefit of teachers and students 
in the public schools, MSU President Morris L. Norfleet has 
announced. 
MSU's first summer session, originally scheduled to begin 
June 1 for a five-week period, has been delayed until June 7 and 
shortened to four weeks. The term ends June 30. 
"This change resulted from a survey of area school superintendents 
who expressed concern for their teachers who would not be able.to 
enroll in summer graduate classes during the first session because 
the public school calendars have been extended to cover this winter's 
snow days," Dr. Norfleet explained. 
"We are pleased that this modification will allow teachers and 
other public school personnel to enroll in our first summer term. 
The new starting date also will benefit this year's high s.chool 
graduates who choose to enroll in summer school." 
Dr. Norfleet said the calendar change would not affect Summer II 
which opens July 6 and closes Aug. 6. It will consist of five 
weeks of classes. 
In other summer school matters, MSU reported that it had decided 
"reluctantly" to end sponsorship of Cave Run Lake Musical Theatre, 
effective immediately. 
"The University is proud of the quality productions in the 
past three seasons and we are deeply appreciative of the cooperation 
and support of all who were involved," Dr. Norfleet said. 
MSU Summer School 
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He continued: 
"However, the combination of declining attendance and student 
interest in this period of financial hardship makes it impossible 
to justify our continued budgetary support of the theatre activity." 
The MSU chief executive said last year's productions were 
subsidized in excess of $24,000. 
####### 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Ancient Chinese culture is coming to the 
foothills of Eastern Kentucky. 
A Chinese art collection from the National Palace Museum in 
Taiwan will be publicly exhibited for the first time in America at 
Morehead State University, starting April 13. 
Spanning 3,000 years of Chinese history, the 58-piece collection 
will be formally given to MSU's Department of Art at the show's opening. 
The collection includes replicas of masterpieces chosen from 
the museum's 600,000 works. Included are hanging silk landscape 
paintings, bronze utilitarian vessels, porcelains and calligraphy 
from ancient Chinese scrolls. 
Richard Wang, curator of exhibitions at the Republic of China's 
National Palace Huseum, will officially donate the collection to NSU 
on Tuesday, April 13, at 7:30p.m. in Room 111 of the Claypool-Young 
Art Building. 
Following the ceremony, Wang will present a brief slide-illustrated 
talk on the palace museum's history. 
At 8:30p.m., a formal exhibit opening and reception will be held in 
the gallery. Music will be provided by the MSU music faculty and 
complimentary catalogs of the exhibit will be available. 
The opening activities and exhibit are free to the public. The 
gallery is open weekdays from 8 a.m. until 4 p.m. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Offices will be closed and classes dismissed 
at Morehead State University on Friday, April 9, in observance of 
Good Friday. 
Offices reopen and classes resume at 8 a.m. on Monday, April 12. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- "Buildings don't waste energy," says Suzanne 
Theis, coordinator of Morehead State University's Energy Management 
Assistance Program (EMAP), "people waste energy." 
EMAP is part of 
plan with a focus on 
the Kentucky Department of-Energy's conservation 
energy conservation in _in_?ufl_!=_r_ial-:Jd commercial 
businesses throughout Eastern Kentucky, upon request and at no cost. 
Servicing 22 counties within designated areas of the state, Theis 
says she does "a lot of driving to cover about 10,000 square niiles. 
Pike county alone is 700 miles square so I'm kept real busy." 
"All eight universities are participating, with only three on a 
··_,full-time basis," she continued. Incidentally, Theis is the only woman. 
"A staff of technical, engineering, financial a_nd management 
personnel is available at all times upon request, at no cost, to assist 
the public in developing an energy conservation or energy management 
program for any facilities," Theis added. 
MSU's program involves Bath, Boyd, Breathitt, Carter, Elliott, 
Fleming, Floyd, Greenup, Johnson, Knott, Lawrence, Letcher, Lewis, 
Magoffin, Martin, Mason, Menifee, Montgomery, Morgan,·.Pik~, Rowan, and 
Wolfe. 
"Any savings from energy conservation will make a company more 
profitable and competitive," according to Theis. -Energy costs are 
projee_t~d to0increase significantly, with industrial electric costs 
expected to jump 45 percent in constant dollars, commercial natural gas 
80 percent, fuel oil 29 percent, and industrial coal 63 percent. 
(more) 
EMAP 
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"It would be logical to consider energy costs in relation to net 
profits," Theis added. "By conserving now, you could acheive an 
increased profit margin with lower costs. Don't wait till the bills 
come in at the end of the month--conserve now." 
Theis says EMAP handles anything from an energy use 
survey/walk-_through audit--Of-businesses, to energy information gr_oupQ 
talks, workshops and seminars. 
"Businesses are showing more concern and interest which explains 
oue heavy case load." 
"We service all types of businesses, large or small, and respond 
to requests," Theis added. 
Additional information is available from Suzanne Theis, Energy 
Management Assistance Program, MSU, UPO 1205, Morehead, KY 40351. 
The telephone is (606) 783-4652. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- So you're ready to become a writer. 
You've installed a new typewriter rib li-on; Your scrawlecl notes are 
neatly piled and filed. Your mind is full of stories. Close at c:?. 
hand are thesaurus, dictionary, grammar stylebook, correction fluid and 
a pot of black coffee. 
There's only one thing missing---the 1982 Morehead State University 
Writers Workshop. 
Scheduled May 17-28, the workshop includes discussions and 
critiques by writers from several fields, from writing about machinery 
to ~rmored warriors and strange beasts. 
Professional writers on the workshop faculty will include Don Bush, 
Sr., senior technical editor at McDonnell Aircraft in St. Louis;-Milford 
Reid of the Louisville Courier-Journal; Andrew J. Offutt, science fiction 
and fantasy writer from Haldeman; and Barbara Smith, Appalachian 
scholar, poet, novelist and humanities chairperson at Alderson Broaddus 
College in Philippi, W. Va. 
Also featured in workshop activities will be former MSU writers and 
workshop students, including Ann Shelby, freelancer and instructor of 
English at the University of Kentucky; and Judy Martt, information 
specialist at Ashland Oil. 
Dr. Donald H. Cunningham and Dr. Marc Glasser, professors of 
English, will oe directing·the workshop. Participants may receive three 
semester hours of college credit. 
Additional information is available from Dr. Cunningham, MSU, UPO 
684, Morehead, KY 40351. The telephone is (606) 783-2136. Housing 
information is available from MSU's Division of Student Housing at 
(606) 783-3323. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University is hosting a day-long 
seminar in reality therapy on Thursday, April 15, in Baird Music Hall. 
Dr. William Glasser, author and lecturer, will discuss reality 
therapy and the ideas in his new book, "Stations of the Mind." Dr. 
Glasser is the)originator of the pioneering concepts of reality 
therapy, schools without failure and positive addiction. 
Sponsored by MSU's Department of Leadership and Foundations and 
Office of Instructional Systems, the workshop is geared toward public 
school teachers and counselors and those working in the areas of 
mental health, corrections and rehabilitation. 
Registration, which begins at 9 a.m., is $25 for the public and 
$13 for st~dents. 
Additional information is available from Dr. Jean Wilson at 
(606) 783-2261. 
ffflfffl 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Some people have trouble finding one skill on 
which to concentrate. 
But Steve Graves, whose sculpture "Obstacle I" recently was 
erected at Morehead State University, has had trouble deciding which 
of his many talents to pursue. 
Graves, a sophomore of Amelia, Ohio, is a musician, cabinetmaker 
and writer, as well as an artist. 
"I've always had a bunch of outlets for my energy," says the 
Maysville native. 
~In high school, I did a small amount of sculpture, but basically 
.· 
I was involved in politics and my art was really clouded," he explained, 
adding that he emphasized on music. 
After graduating from high school during the Viet Nam War, Graves 
worked·as an orderly at a hospit-al for-two years· in Cincinnati. 
· C1 
1 
- Later, Graves helped reconstruct' die town of Washington, near 
Maysville. There, he built -log cabins and concentrated on carpentry and 
cabinetmaking. 
However, Graves felt the need to return to art. 
"My grandfather was a Fleming County artist who supported himself 
with his painting--meagerly. My father was a frustrated artist. That's 
one of the tings that spurred me not to wait," he explains. 
"I'm here for the energy," he says. "There is energy in learning 
and energy in new ideas." 
He and his wife, Karen, who is working on a master's in adult 
continuing education, have a 9-month-old daughter, Katy. 
Although his emphasis is on sculpture, Graves draws and writes as 
well. ! .................. ,..\ 
Graves 
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For Graves, the basis for everything he does is the "geometry 
in our environment." 
"I use the angles, lines and shapes from our environment. People 
can relate to them," he explains. 
He also uses philosophy in sculpture. "If I want to say something, 
I have to catch people's attention. Once you have caught their 
attention with something familiar, then.you can teach them something." 
Graves calls this "an expansion of awareness through form." 
Why did he finally choose sculpture as his vehicle of communication? 
"Through ·scu1ptur_e, I have found a more universial language of art." 
Th . 1 l.,.,_] . . 1 " h 1 . ere ~s no anguage uarr~er ~n scu pture, e rep ~es. 
"Obstacle I" is not Graves' first sculpture, but it is his first 
public sculpture. It is constructed of eight specially-cut white oak 
beams held together with nine bolts. Each beam weighs approximately 
450 pounds. 
The sculpture, which was constructed on location in the mall 
between Ginger and Rader Halls, was assembled during spring break by 
Graves and a few friends, who lifted each piece into place. 
Graves says he and local representatives of the lumber industry 
are currently discussing construction of a monument to the wood industry 
for the people of the area. 
"That's one reason I am going into public sculpture," he says. 
"Communication with the common folks." 
Iff/ fffffl 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. Morehead State University will present the 
t 
Gatlin Brothers and special guest McGuffey Lane in concert on Monday, 
April 19. 
Tickets are available to l1SU students with valid ID cards at 
$2 each. General admission tickets at $8 each are available in 
Morehead at Larry's Rock and Read, the Music Den. and the MSU Student 
Association Office in the Adron Doran University Center. 
The 8 p.m. concert in the Academic-Athletic Center is sponsored 
by HSU's Student Association. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Noel Weaver, Bowling Green graduate student at 
Norehead State University, has been named the "Outstanding Graduate 
Student" in education by the MSU chapter of Phi Delta Kappa. 
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Bill T. Weaver of Bowling Green. 
Also honored were David Points, principal of Montgomery County High 
School as "Outstanding School Administrator;" and Karen Hammons, MSU 
~ instructor of education, was named "Outs tanding Teacher." 
Phi Delta Kappa is a national education fraternity. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University is hosting the 17th 
annual Agriculture Club Horse Show at Richardson Arena on Friday and 
Saturday, April 16 and 17. 
The show is the first of the season in the Central Kentucky Horse 
Show Association. It will feature 29 classes and more than $6,000 in 
prize money will be awarded. 
Competition begins at 7 p.m. Admission is $2 for adults and, 
free for children under five. 
Additional information is available from Dr. Joe Bendixen at 
(606) 783-3309. 
##### 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's Department of 
Communications is offering a chance to visit ·New York for college 
credit. 
Scheduled from May 22 to May 30, the trip includes tours of the 
three major television networks, several major radio and television 
stations, Associated Press and United Press International wire 
services and cable programming facilities. 
Students enrolled in Broadcasting Field Studies Tour will earn 
three semester hours of undergraduate or graduate credit. 
Transportation, room and tour costs will be approximately $280. 
In addition, students will be assessed for tuition and meals. 
Additional information is available from Dr. Michael Biel, MSU, 
UPO 893, Morehead KY 40351. The telephone is (606) 783-3371. 
II lffJ !Ill 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Charles E. Swain Jr., of Crestwood will present 
his senior clarinet recital on Thursday, April 15, at Morehead State 
University's Duncan Recital Hall. 
A student of Dr. William Bigham, head of MSU's Department of 
Music, Swain will perform works by DeBussy, Handel, Osborne and 
Loeillet. He will be accompanied by Karen Frazier, Paintsville 
sophomore. 
A graduate of Ballard High School, Swain is the son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Charles E. Swain, Sr., of Crestwood. 
The 8:15 p.m. concert is free and open to the public. 
##### 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Care of 3- to 5-year-old children should be more 
than babysitting. 
Beverly Cree, chairperson of the Kentucky Child Development Associate 
(CDA) Forum and director of Morehead State University's CDA program, 
believes tqis job is special. 
"Teachers need special training so they know they are doing more 
than babysitting," Ms. Cree says, adding that these years are important 
in a child's development. 
The program, which is federally funded and administered, was 
initiated in 1975. Participants work in 13 areas of child care, including 
creating safe and healthy learning environments, inproving children's 
physical and intellectual activities and self-image and helping parents 
get involved and informed. The program is available to anyone who works 
with 3- to 5-year-olds in a classroom setting. 
"We will work with anyone who wants training if they are willing to 
pay," Ms. Cree explains. The fee is $1,000 per person, per year. 
"This sounds expensive," she adds, adding that all sessions are held 
on-site and all training is totally individualized. Teachers also can 
earn six semester hours of college credit through the program and, because 
the program is nationally based, CDA credentials are recognized outside 
Kentucky. 
The fees help pay for travel expenses, which are substantial since 
Cree herself travels about 500 miles each week to the 48 counties served 
by the MSU program. 
(more) 
CDA Program 
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Morehead State has the largest program in the state. According to 
Ms. Cree, 44 teachers in Kentucky have received credentials as of 
October, 1981. 
"Recently we have been getting a lot of people assessed and we hope 
to have 100 by summer," she says. 
Ms. Cree and her four part-time co-workers visit each site monthly, 
spending the entire day observing and counseling the teachers . 
. "We meet a lot of people in Kentucky who don't have the training, 
but who do have a good feeling for what they are doing," she says. "It 
takes a lot of dedication and determination by the teachers--who usually 
earn only minimum wage--to enter the program." 
Each teacher receives a minimum of six visits, but most require two 
years of training before they are ready for the assessment required to 
{receive credentials. 
"What\ happens in assessment is really a special part of CDA," Ms. 
- I Cree says. 
- ' 
• Th~._te1acher being assessed is one of four people who will determine 
whether credentials will be awarded, which helps teach them self-assessment. 
Others on the assessment team are the teacher's CDA adviser, a regional 
CDA representative from the main office and a parent or community 
representative who has compiled comments from other parents. The 
assessment, which takes an entire day, is based on the teacher's 
competence. 
"This training teaches them to individualize for each child, 
emphasizing their needs and strengths.,-'' Ms. Cree explained. "They learn 
these principles and how to apply them in the future." 
Yes, care of 3- to 5-year-olds is more than babysitting. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Morehead State University Chorus is presenting 
its spring concert Sunday, April 18, in Duncan Recital Hall. 
Under the direction of Vasile Venettozzi, associate professor of 
music, the group will perform works by Mozart and Bach.with a special 
tribute to John Jacob Niles. 
Dr. Wanda Bigham, director of MSU's Office of Instructional 
Systems, will be guest soloist for the event. Accompanying the group 
will be Tim Brezeale, Pickens, S.C. junior, on piano; Jay Flippin, 
associate professor of music, on organ; and Gretchen Goodwin, Louisville 
sophomore, on piano. 
The 3 p.m. concert is free and open to the public. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Jeffrey Campbell of Beacon, N.Y., will present-
his graduate clarinet recital on Friday, April 16, at Morehead State 
University's Duncan Recital Hall. 
A student of Dr. William Bigham, Campbell will perform works by 
Copland, Mozart, Bozza and Poulenc. He will be accompanied by Debra 
Howe, Williamstown senior; Coletta Heyob, Hillsboro, Ohio, senior; and 
Christopher Allen, Portsmouth, Ohio, graduate student. Assisting will 
be Kelly Brumagen, Morehead junior, soprano; Diane Spencer, Lexington 
sophomore, flute; Lynette Davidson, Fairdale graduate student, oboe; 
Bruce Gabbard, Ashland senior; horn; and Barbara Eborg of Morehead on 
bassoon. 
A graduate of Beacon High School, Campbell is the son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Robert L. Campbell of Cross Street, Beacon. 
The 8:15 p.m. concert is free and open to the public. 
ftfl If fill 
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NEWS 11EDIA ADVISORY --~------------------- NOT FOR PUBLICATION OR BROADCAST 
EVENT: 
DATE/TD1E: 
SITE: 
SCHEDULE: 
Private showing of a collection of 58 works of art 
from the National Palace Museum of the Republic of 
China 
Tuesday, April 13, 1982 
Claypool-Young Art Gallery, Morehead State University 
The event will open with a luncheon at noon in the Red Room of the 
Adron Doran University- Center. Media representatives, along 'oJith other 
special guests, will be escorted to the Claypool-Young Art Gall~ry at 
approximately 1: 30 p --:In:' - - - - -- - - -- -- ---
Mr. Richard C. T. Wang, curator of the National Palace Museum in 
Taipei, Taiwan, will officially open the exhibit and formally present 
the collect ion as a .gif.t ·_to _the ·University. 
The gift presentation will be reenacted at the public showing at 
7:30 p.m. 
Catalogs of the exhibition will be available at the luncheon and 
black and white photographs of certain works will be provided upon request. 
The collection includes 24 hanging silk scrollils of landscape 
painting, 14 porcelain and ceramic pieces, 10 bronze and 10 hanging and 
and hand scrools of calligraphy. 
Please R.S.V.P. to Sharon Crouch-Farmer, Office of News Services, 
at (606) 783-3325. 
LIVE BROADCAST RIGHTS: 
PRESS PARKINC:: 
PRESS SEATING: 
FACILITIES AVAILABLE AT OR NEAR SITE: 
MSU COVERAGE: 
Contact this office 
Visitors parking directly behind 
the Claypool-Young Art Gallery 
Provided 
Xerox, telecopier,,telephones, 
electrical outlets, typewriters 
Black/white uhotographs, 
videotape 
) 
) 
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Mr. and. ~rs:.Billy Joe Hall of Mt. Sterling are hosting 
a reception at their home at 321 North Maysville Street on 
Tuesday, April 20, for members of this year's graduating class 
at Montgomery County High School. 
Scheduled from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m., the event is co-sponsored 
by Morehead State University President' Morris L. Norfleet. 
Music will be provided by MSU's Jay Flippin Trio. 
Mr. Hall is a member· pf the University's Board of Regents 
and vice president·of the MSU Foundation,,Inc. He and Mrs. 
Hall are graduates of the University. 
"The University is most appreciative of the opportunity 
to get acquainted with the Montgomery County seniors on this 
occasion," Dr. Norfleet said. "This is another example of 
the enthusiastic .. support we have. always received from "Joyce and 
Billy Joe Hall.',' 
####### 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- More than 40 awards for academi.c and personal 
achievement in Army ROTC at Mor.ehead State University y;i).l be 
presented at the 13th annual Corps of Cadets Awards Ceremony on 
Thursday, April 29. 
"These awards range from Department of the Ariny superior cadet 
awards to individual awards presented by many .national fraternal 
organizations, including the Veterans of Foreign Wars and .the Daughters 
of the American Revolution," said. Sgt. Maj. Burt Mangum. 
Dr. Walter Emge, vice president for academic· affairs, will be 
the guest speaker and will join Dr. Alban Whe~ler, dean of the School 
of Social Sciences, in the award presentations. 
The 10:30 a.m. ceremony is scheduled in Reed Auditorium and is 
open to the public. 
#fill fill 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Dr. Jim Wayne Miller, noted Appalachian writer 
and acholar, will lecture Thursday, April 29, at 8 p.m. in Morehead 
State University's Reed Auditorium. 
The lecture, "The Future of Appalachian Kentucky," is sponsored 
by MSU's Appalachian Development Center and funded by a grant from the 
Sperry and Hutchinson Foundation. It is the last of a six-part series, 
"Our Mountain Heritage," which has been provided to enrich MSU's 
Appalachian Studies Program and to help Eastern Kentuckians gain a 
deeper understanding of their homeland and culture. 
Miller is a native of Buncombe County, N.C. and a graduate of 
Berea College. He holds the distinction of having lived in Germany as 
a member of the Experiment in International Living-· and holds a 
doctorate in German and American literature from Vanderbilt University. 
Currently a professor of German at Western Kentucky University, 
Miller has distinguished himself as a lecturer, writer and scholar. 
He is the author of more than 20 short stories, 200 poems and numerous 
essays and articles. 
His list of full-length works includes "Copperhead Cane," a c 
collection of poems, and "The More Things Change, The More They Stay 
the Same," a collection of ballads. 
One of the major recurring themes in both Miller's writings and 
lectures is the "decline of folkways in an industrialized society." 
The lecture is free and open to the public. 
11111111 If 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Morehead State University Chamber Singers 
will perform in concert in Duncan Recit!ll H11ll on Thursday, April 22, 
at 8:15p.m. 
Under the direction of James Ross Beane, associate professor of . 
music, the group will present religious music from several centuries. 
Other selections include poems from Houseman's "A. Shropshire Lad" and 
an abridged performance of the G;i.lbert and Su;Llivab. light opera "H.M.S. 
Pinafore." 
The concert will feature solos by M¢lissa Weaver, Bowling Green 
graduate student; Stanton Garr, Simpsonville senior; Noel Weaver, 
Bowling Green graduate student; Susan Peddicord, W;i.;Lliamstown junior; 
John Zeigler, Mayslick freshman; and JoAnne Keenan, instructor of 
music. 
Debra Howe, Williamstown senior, will accompany on piano. 
The concert is free and open to the public. 
Iff! If Iff! 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- More than 2,000 people are expected to attend 
the Kentucky Walking Horse Association Spring Jubilee at Morehead 
State University on Saturday, April 24. 
"This is the spring kickoff show," says Gene Carswell, manager of 
MSU's stables. "We'll-have all walking horse classes and about 300 
animals in the competition." 
The show will be held in Richardson Arena at the Derrickson 
Agricultural Complex on Ky. 377, starting at 4 p.m. 
Admission is $3 for adults and $2 for children 12 and under. 
Additional information is available from Tom Forschee at (502) 
222-0270. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Ancient Chinese culture arrived Wednesday in. 
the foothills of Eastern Kentucky. 
A Chinese art collection from the National Palace Museum in 
Taiwan went on public display for the first time in America at 
Morehead State University, running through April 23. 
Spanning 3,000 years of Chinese history, the 58-piece collection 
was formally given to MSU's Department of Art by Richard Wang, curator 
of exhibitions at the Republic of China's National Palace Museum. The 
gift is valued at $60,000. 
The collection includes replicas of masterpieces chosen from the 
museum's 600,000 works. Included are hanging silk landscape paintings, 
bronze utilitarian vessels, porcelains and calligraphy from ancient 
Chinese scrolls. 
"The University is deeply indebted to the people of the Republic 
of China and the officials of the National Palace Museum for this 
magnificent gift," said MSU -President Morris L. Norfle~!=_, _in accepting 
the collection on behalf of the University. "We will make these 
-- - - --- - - -- -- ---- -- -- ~ --- -
beautiful works of art av~ilable for exhibition at other colleges and 
universities throughout the country and the members of our art faculty 
will have access to them for their classes." 
Dr. Norfleet commended Dr. Bill Booth, head of MSU's Department 
of Art, for his role in securing the collection. Dr. Booth visited 
Taiwan last fall as a consultant to the National Palace Museum and 
arranged for the collection to be shown privately last week in New 
York City during the annual convention of the National Art Education 
Association. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Jeff Offutt is getting. a taste o:f.what may be 
a very interesting career before he leaves Morehead S.tate University. 
The Horehead native is among 29 seniors enrolled in a data 
processing field project which takes students out of the .classroom 
and into actual work situations around the MSU campus and into 
community small businesse.s .. 
The projects range from Offutt's work with the Department of. 
Industrial Education in robotics to the Appalachian Dev~lopment 
Center where Dave Elkins is working with economic information de!J.ling 
with mining, agriculture and manufacturing in Eastern Kentucky .. 
Offutt, a math major and data processing minor, spends five to 
10 hours a week on the robotics project and, in return; receive's 
class credit and a great deal of experience. 
"This is one of the biggest fields," he said about job 
opportunities in data processing and, concerning robots, he added, "A 
lot of companies are making a big push towards robotics." 
Elkins' job is to take the ADC information on Eastern Kentucky. 
and "put it into their data base so they can have· access to it." 
"They can analyze it and compare one courity to another," the data 
processing major from Worthington added. 
Whether students are working on robots or Eastern Kentucky 
economics, the bottom line is the same--they are getting ·an 
to get their feet wet in actual work situations. ' ,... ' 
opportun§i~_: 
----~ 
(more) 
Computer 
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The "teacher" of the class, Bonnie Bailey, instructor iri data 
processing, emphasizes this fact. 
"In other classes, students are taught what to do. In the field 
project, they are proving that they got something out of the classroom." 
This semester, her students are doing data processing-related 
work for several academic departments, the MSU Counseling Center, the 
School of Social Sciences and other campus agencies. 
These seniors have put in their classroom hours and soaked up the 
necessary knowledge. Now, even before they leave MSU with a college 
degree, they are experiencing the "real world." 
!fit# If 
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Morehead State University and Ashland Community College are 
co-sponsoring a concert by MSU's Symphony Band on Tuesday, April 27, 
at ACC. 
The 50-piece orchestra will perform works by Verdi, Wagner 
and Moussorgsky, as well as contemporary music by Grainger, Clifton 
William, Reed Nixon and film score by John Williams. 
The 8 p.m. concert in--------------------------------- is free 
and open to the public. 
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·MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A group of Morehead State University theatre 
seniors will be playing the fin;il scene of their·MSU acting careers 
in an evening of entertainment on Suriday, Apr~l. 18. 
The.cseven students will perform music, drama and comedy at the 
Senior Theatre Recital in the Kibbey Theatre. 
The 8 p.m. performance is free and open to the pup lie.·. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's Faculty Piano Trio 
will perform in concert on Tuesday, April 27, in Duncan Recital Hall. 
The trio includes Leo Blair, assistant professor of music, on 
violin; Suanne Blair, assistant professor of music, on cello; and 
Lucretia Stetler, assistant professor of music, on piano. 
Selections will include works by Saint-Saens and Dvorak. 
The 8:15 p.m. concert is free and open to the public. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Harriett Leidy of Ft. Mitchell was crowned 
Miss Morehead State University 1982 here Thursday night, culminating 
two nights of competition for 19 coeds. 
A senior speech and theatre major, member of Delta Gamma social 
sorority and Theta Alpha Phi honorary theatre fraternity, the new 
Miss MSU will represent the University in the 1982 Miss Kentucky 
Pageant in Louisville June 15-17. 
For her talent, she presented a vocal medley of Judy Garland 
songs. 
First runner-up was Kelly Lin Brumagen of Morehead. The second 
runner-up was Kerith Preston, Maysville senior. The third runner-up 
was Sarah Arnett, Salyersville junior and the fourth runner-up was 
Cylenthia LaToye Montgomery, Louisville freshman. 
Four-year old Sarah Raye Huffman was crowned 1982 Little Miss 
MSU on Wednesday night. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Martin 
Huffman of Morehead. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. Dr. Mohammed Sabie, professor of health, 
physical education and recreation at Morehead State University, recently 
received Florida Southern College's "Alumni Distinguished Service To 
Humanity" award. 
Dr. Sabie is a 1957 graduate of Florida Southern. He earned 
master's and doctoral degrees from George Peabody College. 
A native ·of Baghgad, Iraq, Dr. Sabie has been a member of the MSU 
faculty since 1964. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's chapter of Sigma 
Tau Epsilon professional fraternity made history with a clean sweep 
at its national convention, winning every award presented. 
Two Morehead students also won national posts and one faculty 
member was chosen as adviser for the national organization. 
Eleven students, three faculty members and one alumnus attended 
the 11th annual convention earlier this month in Lafayette, La. 
Among the awards won were the Professional Activities Award, the 
Industrial Activities Award and the Scrapbook Award, which the 
industrial education fraternity brought home for the third consecutive 
year. 
"This is the first time a chapter ever made a clean sweep of the 
awards," said JohnS. Vanhoose, faculty adviser of the MSU chapter. 
Jeffrey Walls, an industrial education junior from South Point, 
Ohio, was elected national recorder-historian, a post held by MSU 
students since 1977. 
James H. Beck, an industrial education senior from Columbus, Ohio, 
and president of MSU's STE chapter, was elected parliamentarian of 
the national group. 
"Aside from his normal duties as parliamentarian, Beck also will 
be responsible for making arrangements-for next year's convention to 
be hosted by MSU," said Vanhoose, who was selected as STE's national 
adviser. 
(more) 
' 
STE 
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"People are impressed with MSU and want to see what we're doing," 
he added. 
Attending the convention were Dr'., Robert E. Newton, head of the 
Department of Industrial Education and Technology, and fraternity 
advisers Pepper A. Tyree and Vanhoose. MSU alumnus Joyce A. Wogoman, 
a past national president of- STE and the only woman elected to that 
post, also attended~ 
Students attending were Beck; Susan Borstner, graphic arts senior 
from Salt Lick; Marty Burton, industrial technology sophomore from 
Stanton; Byron V. Coburn, construction technology sophomore from Martin; 
Marsha Rumford, graphic arts sophomore from Milford; Thomas M. Sexton, 
industrial education senior from Ezel; John Stewart, industrial 
technology senior from Catlettsburg; Breck A. Tyree, welding junior from 
Morehead;- Walls; Greg Wilder, electronics technology senior from Bell 
Co.; and Susan Wiley, industrial education junior from Owenton. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's Concert and 
Lecture Series concludes Thursday, April 22, with John Bay as 
Groucho Marx in "An Elephant in my Pajamas." 
The one-man show is based on the life of Groucho Marx consisting 
of songs, a brief history of the Marx Brothers, anecdotes, monologues 
and one-liners. 
Bay, who first performed the show at England's Chichester Festival 
in 1978, has appeared in stage, radio, TV and film productions in 
Europe and United States. 
The 8 p.m. performance in Button Auditorium is free and open to 
the public. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- More than 500 high school and vocational school 
students from Kentucky, Ohio and West Virginia will display their 
industrial education projects at the second annual Student Fair at 
Morehead State University on Friday, April 23, and Saturday, April 24. 
"We'll have projects in graphics, woods, machine tools, drafting 
and other areas of industrial technology," said John Vanhoose, assistant 
professor of industrial education and fair chairman. 
"The projects will be available for' public viewing on Saturday, 
beginning at 9 a.m.," he added. Admission is free. 
The fair will be held in the Lloyd Cassity Building. It is 
sponsored by the Department of Industrial Education and Technology. 
Ribbons and certificates will be awarded to the winning entries. 
Additional information is available from Vanhoose at (606) 
783-3230 or Dr. Robert E. Newton, head of the Department of Industrial 
Education and Technology, at (606) 783-5103. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Two Elliott County students were elected to 
office in the Eastern Kentucky Student Librarians Association during 
the group's recent conference at Morehead State University. 
The new officers include Paula Stafford, treasurer; and Mavis 
Howard, parliamentarian. 
Other officers include Lisa Miles, president; Connie Highley, 
corresponding secretary; and Rebecca Bailey, vice president, all of 
Bath County; and Kelly Hall of Carter County, recording secretary. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Something very fishy will be occurring on the 
campus of Morehead State University when MSU hosts the Bass Fishing 
Institute (BFI) at its Academic Athletic Center on April 17 and 18. 
Anglers from Kentucky and surrounding states will catch their 
limit in knowledge without wetting a line. 
Roger Moore, Billy Murray, Bobby Murray, Dave Myers, Shag Shahid 
and Kim Whitaker will be sharing the knowledge they've acquired through 
years of experience, stressing the how, when and where of fishing that, 
with a little variation, can be success-fully applied to all. types of 
fishing. 
Also available to participants is a comprehensive study manual, 
not available elsewhere, detailing the techniques presented during the 
course of instruction. The content is a combination of theory and facts 
compiied by professional faculty and staff, complete with structure 
diagrams and reference charts. 
The adult registration fee covering the entire program is $40. 
BFI encourages family participation by permitting a regular paying adult 
to register any youth, aged 10-~5 years, free. In addition, the spouse 
of a regular paying adult may enroll for half the fee, $20, qualifying 
for an additional free registration of a youngster. A family of four 
can enjoy the entire weekend at the low rate of $60. 
On-site registrations will be accepted, as space permits, at the 
Academic Athletic Center on April 17 at 7:30 a.m. The opening session 
will begin at 9:00 a.m. 
Prospective students are encouraged to pre-register by contacting 
Bass Fishing Institute, Office of Campus Events, Morehead State 
University, Morehead, KY 40351. The telephone number is (606) 783-5171. 
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MEMORANDUM MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351 
DATE: April 19, 1982 
TO: News Media 
FROM: Sharon Crouch-Farmer, Coordinator of News Services~ 
RE: Notice of Meeting of Board of Regents 
Please be advised that the Morehead State University Board of Regents 
will meet Thursday, April 22, at 6:30 p.m. in the Riggle Room of 
the Adron Doran University Center. 
If your organization is planning to cover the meeting, please contact 
our Office of News Services, (606) 783-3325, so that we can prepare 
sufficient copies of the agenda and related documents. 
Your cooperation is appreciated. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Charles Edwards of Willowood Way, Louisville, 
will present his senior saxophone recital at 8:15 p.m. Friday, April 
30, in Morehead State University's Duncan Recital Hall. 
The MSU music major.will perform works by Ibert, Creston, 
Gallaher and Dubois. 
Charles will be assisted by William Jennings, Orlando, Fla., 
graduate student and Jay Flippin, associate professor of music at MSU. 
His instructor is Eugene Norden, assistant professor of music and 
director of bands. 
He_is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Edwards of Willowood Way 
in Louisville. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. Poet Nikki Giovanni will recite her poetry 
on Saturday, April 24, to highlight Morehead State University's 
Black Awareness Week. 
Her appearance is scheduled at 7 p.m. in the University 
Breckinridge School Auditorium. 
In addition to several poetry collections, including "My House" 
and "The Women and the Men," Giovanni wrote the autobiographical 
"Gemini." 
Sponsored by MSU's Black Student Coalition, the event is free 
and open to the public. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Robinson C. Davis of Morehead has been named 
Morehead State University's recipient of the Army ROTC "General 
G_eorge C. Mars hall Award. " 
Representing more than 300 colleges and universities, the award 
winners were selected on the basis of their excellence in military 
studies and leadership abilities. 
Davis, a senior majoring in business administration, holds the 
rank of Cadet Major and is assigned as the Battalion Executive 
Officer of MSU's Corps of Cadets. 
A member of the MSU Honors Program, Davis also has earned the 
National Sojourner's Award, the ROTC Academic Achievement Award, the 
ROTC Physical Proficiency Award, and, in 1981, was designated a 
Distinguished Military Student. 
A graduate of the University Breckinridge School, he will be 
commissioned as an Army second lieutenant next month. Following 
graduation from'MSU, he will be assigned to Fort Sill, Ok., for 
training as a field artillery officer. 
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. William A. Davis of Morehead. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --~-Cassandra Robinson of Springfield will present 
·. 
' her senior French horn recital at 8:15 p.m. Wednesday, April 28, in 
Morehead State University's Duncan Recital Hall. 
The MSU music major will perform works by Chopin, Haydn, V~s~~ 
and Stevens. She is a member of Symphony Band, Symphony.Qrchestra 
and Concert Choir. 
She wfull be assisted by Bill Jennings, Orlando, Fla., graduate 
student. 
Her instructor is Milford Kuhn, associate professor of music at 
MSU. 
She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph C. Robinson of 
Springfield. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Tim Brezeale of Pickens, S.C., will present 
his junior piano recital at 8:15 p.m. Sunday, April 25, in Morehead 
State University's Duncan Recital Hall. 
The MSU music major will perform works by Bach, Chopin, Brahms 
and Norman Dello Joio. 
Brezeale is a member of the Keyboard Club, Concert Choir, 
University Chorus, the Organists and Pianists United Society and Phi 
Kappa Phi National Honor Society. 
His instructor is Jay Flippin, associate professor of music at 
MSU. 
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph 0. Brezeale of Pickins. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Norehead State University's Board of Regents 
approved a $33.7 million operating budget 'for the 1982-83 fiscal year 
here Thursday night. 
This compares with the $31.3 million for the current year, and 
includes $20.7 million in state appropriations. 
The new budget includes outlays of $28 million for educational 
and general expenses and $5.7 for auxiliary operations. President 
Morris L. Norfleet said the budget includes a 7.5 percent increase in 
salary funds for faculty and staff members. 
In other action, the Board: 
*Approved a new four year degree program in production management 
to be submitted to the Council on Higher Education. 
o'<Authorized the rebuilding of a poultry house to replace a unit 
destroyed by fire in 1981 at a total cost of $83,092. Most of the costs 
will be paid from insurance claims. 
"'Granted honorary doctoral degrees to Mr. G. B. Johnson, Board 
Chairman of the First Bank and Trust Co. of Ashland, and Dr. Robert 
B. Hayes, president of Marshall,Up:tv:e.r?ity. Hayes will deliver the 
\_ ---- \ 
spring commencement address on ~ay __ JL~ 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Lynette Taylor Davidson of Louisville will 
present her graduate recital on oboe and English horn at Morehead 
State University on Friday, May 7. 
A graduate of Simon Kenton High School in Independence, Davidson 
has performed with the Lexington Philharmonic, Knoxville Symphony Band, 
Kingsport Symphony Band and Louisville Metroversity Orchestra. She is 
a member of MSU's chapter of Sigma Alpha Iota music fraternity. 
The program '"lill include works by Sammartini, Sair,t-Saen and 
Hovhaness. She will be accompanied by Bill Jennings, Orlando, Fla., 
graduate student, and assisted by Suanne Blair, assistant professor of 
muii.ic on harp and Steve Hall and Gregg Strouse on percussion. 
Mrs. Davidson is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Taylor of 
Louisville and is married to Ron Davidson, minister of the Fairdale 
Christian Church. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Five students and two faculty members have been 
initiated into Morehead State University's chapter of Pi Kappa Lambda 
music honorary fraternity. 
Student initiates include Tim Brezeale, Pickens, S.C. junior; 
Rocky Hardyman, Tollesboro senior; Jeffrey Campbell, Beacon, N~Y., 
graduate student; Steve Hall, Ashland graduate student; and David 
w·. Cook, Morehead graduate student. 
Faculty initiates are'Eugene Norden, director of bands and 
assistant professor of music, and Milford Kuhn, associate professor of 
music. 
Suanne Blair, assistant professor of music, is president of the 
MSU chapter. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. Growing herbs for cooking and for teas is a 
hobby Sylvia Layne has enjoyed for several years, "because fresh 
herbs have a much better flavor than dried-." 
Mid-April, after the ground is warm and dry enough to work, is 
the time to plant herbs, according to Mrs. Layne, adjunct professor 
of theatre at Morehead State University. The soil should be loose, 
contain plenty of organic matter, and have good drainage and direct 
sunlight. 
"Pick a place close to the house, where you can get to them 
quickly when you're cooking," advises Mrs .. Layne. "A few in a flower 
bed next to the kitchen door would be perfect." 
Because soil in Kentucky is often too acidic for herbs, it is a 
good idea to have a soil analysis before planting. 
"You can get your soil tested at the county extension office," 
says Mrs. Layne. "They'll tell you what you need to add." 
To prepare the ground for planting, spade it about six inches 
deep, add organic matter or fertilizer and bust up the dirt clods until 
the soil is fine. 
"Don't pulverize it, though, because if it's too fine it will get 
_?_ard and: crusty when it rains," Mrs. Layne explains. "It should have 
the consistency of pie dough." 
(more) 
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Growing Herbs 
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Some seeds have very hard coatings and should be soaked overnight 
before planting to speed up germination. 
· .......... 
"To' sow the seeds, mix them with a handful of sand--to keep 
them from being lost--and sprinkle lightly. Then, cover with about 
their thickness of dirt, water the bed and cover it with a thin, 
porous cloth," Mrs. Layne explains. 
An herb bed is cared for much the same way as a tobacco bed, 
says Mrs. Layne. "Keep the ground moist and make sure the young 
plants are protected from the sun and wind with a cover." 
When the herbs have about four leaves, thin by cutting close to 
the-ground. "This doesn't disturb the roots of the other plants the 
-~ay_pulling them up does," she says. "Some herbs, such as dill and 
fennel, need very little space, while larger plants such as Angelica 
and Mullen require several feet." 
Weeding while the herbs are small is a difficult job because it 
is hard to tell them apart. 
"If I'm not sure whether something is a weed or an herb, I pinch 
it to see if it smells. If it doesn't, i~'s a weed." 
Herbs need no cultivation if they are mulched. 
"Just let them grow, and in a few weeks you'll have fresh herbs 
to add to your dishes." 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Faye Belcher, associate director of 
Camden-Carroll Library at Morehead State University, has been appointed 
to the Kentucky Department of Library and Archives Children's Service 
Committee. 
A member of the subcommittee on workshops and continuing education, 
Ms. Belcher will help coordinate the "Read to Your Child" and "Parents 
as Reading Partners" programs. Workshops to introduce parents to 
these programs will be held in November at regional libraries in 
Flemingsburg, Louisa, Harlan and Hazard. 
Others involved in the programs include Mrs. Wilma Howard, library 
technician at MSU, who will demonstrate how to read to a child in an 
entertaining way; Dr. Mary Powell, professor of education at MSU; and 
Ms. Opal Belcher, former children's literature teacher at MSU. 
For more information, call Ms. Belcher at (606) 783-2142, or 
write Camden-Carroll Library, MSU, Morehead, KY 40351. 
The workshops are free and open toi:the public. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Stephanie Prichard of Ashland will present 
her junior vocal recital at 8:15p.m., Sunday, April 25, in 
Morehead State University's Duncan Recital Hall. 
The MSU music major will perform works by Giacomo Carissimi, 
Xavier Montsaluatge, Frederick Delius and Ambroise Thomas. 
Ms. Prichard is a member of Cardinal Key National Honor 
Society and Sigma Alpha Iota. She is a student of Vasile Venettozzi, 
associate professor of music. 
She is the daughter of Dorothy Lester of Ashland and is married 
to Edward Prichard, Jr. of Ashland. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Kelly Lin Brumagen of Morehead will present 
her junior voice recital at 8:15p.m., Thursday, April 29, in 
Morehead State University's Duncan Rectial Hall. 
The MSU music major will perform works by Mozart, Debussy, 
Rossini, Copland, Herbert and Massanet. 
Ms. Brumagen, who will be assisted by Debra Howe, and is a 
student of Anne Beane, instructor of music at MSU, is a member of 
the MSU Chamber Singers, Concert Choir, Sigma Alpha Iota and the 
Honors Program. 
She is the daughter of Dr. amd Mrs. David Brumagen of Morehead. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's Department of 
Psychology, in cooperation with the WHAS Crusade for Children, is 
offering a limited number of scholarships for summer school 
enrollment in a special course. 
The course, Psychology 575, is entitled "Selected Topics: 
Programming for the Handicapped Student," and may be taken as an 
elective in all graduate programs in education, subject to the 
advisor's approval. It carries three semester hours of credit. 
Topics include the characteristics of exceptional children, 
identification and placement requirements and curriculum 
modification required by exceptional children. 
Scholarships in the amount of $105 are available to teachers 
and school principals enrolling in either of MSU's summer sessions. 
Additional information is available from Dr. George S. Tapp, 
Head, Department of Psychology, MSU., UPO 874, Morehead, KY 40351. 
The telephone number is (606) 783-2187. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Favorite songs and dances from Broadway and 
the movies will be featured in Morehead State University's final 
production of the 1981-82 theatre season. 
"Two on the Aisle," a musical revu.e, will be presented Tuesday, 
April 27, through Saturday, May 1, in the Kibbey Theatre. 
"We'll have a selection of songs from the war years and an 
international dance among the numbers," said Mike Drury, assistant 
to the director. 
Marvin Philips, coordinator of the theatre program, conceived 
the show. 
"The original idea for the show was to get the other schools 
involved, to make it an all-campus event," Drury said. "We have 
people from music and psychology and from all over." 
Dr. James Quisenberry, professor of speech, will serve as 
faculty advisor for the show. Homer Tracy, who teaches dance in\j 
Morehead and Maysville, is the choreographer. 
--------- --
Admission is $-4 for adults-, The production begins at 8 p.m. 
75- cents for children, and free for students with a valid MSU ID 
card. 
Additional information is available from the MSU Theatre box 
office at'(606) 783-2170. 
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MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's Department of 
Mathematics is sponsor-ing a workshop in microcomputers for teachers 
during the first summer session. 
Course work of the workshop will be confined to the area of 
mathematics, with the focus on programming techniques and applications 
of microcomputers to instruction. However, teachers from all 
disciplines may enroll to develop material for their areas. 
The workshop is available at regular. tuition costs for three 
hours of college graduate credit or may be audited. 
Sessions will be held Monday through Friday, June 14-30, with 
additional Saturday morning sessions held June 12 
Additional information is availabl~ f~om Dr. 
~------
and 19. 
Glenn Johnston, 
Head, Department of Mathematics,_MSU, UPO 701, Morehead, KY 40351. 
The telephone number is (606) 783-3107. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- For adults who haven't finished high school, 
Morehead State University's Adult Learning Center offers a second chance. 
Bonnie Burns, ALC coordinator, provides students with individualized 
instruction in reading, English, social studies, math and science. 
"Our students usually are between 16 and 44 years old and have jobs," 
Hs .. Burns says, adding that anyone over 17 who has dropped out of school is 
welcome. 
"Many are preparing for the General Educational Development (GED) 
test, which when completed, will entitle them to receive a high school 
equivalency certification from their Board of EducatiJon," she explains. 
"And we have students who have little formal schooling, who are just 
learning to read." 
Regardless of a person's educational level, the center has materials 
available. "We have beginning reading books about subjects which interest 
adults," says Ms. Burns. "We don't use grade school books here." 
Returning to the classroom after many years, or beginning an 
education in midlife is difficult, "especially if you have kids and a job 
or house to maintain," Ms. Burns explains. 
But despite the hardships, most of those enrolling at the center 
successfully complete the GED test, she reported. 
"Even those students who don't get a .GED are successful because 
they meet the goals they have for themselves, like learning to read or 
improving skills," she adds. 
(more) 
ALC 
Page 2 
The reason often given by students for returning to school is the 
hope that it will improve their chances in the job market. The Kentucky 
Bureau for Manpower Services frequently refers people to the center because 
a high school diploma is a requirement for most jobs today. 
Some Rowan County Vocational School students also attend the 
center in preparation for the GED test or to upgrade math skills. Although 
a high school diploma isn't necessary for enrollment at the vocational 
school, it is desirable to complete the GED before graduation. 
"Quite a few of our students go on to college," says Ms. Burns, 
adding. that the center's oldest GED graduate, a 78-year-old woman, is 
now enrolled at MSU. 
Additional information about the Adult Learning Center is available 
from Bonnie Burns, UPO 1337, MSU, Morehead, KY 40351. The telephone 
number is (606}.783-3180. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Dr. Bernard Davis, head of Morehead State 
University's Department of Management and Marketing, and Dr. Douglas 
Dotterweich, assistant director for regional research of MSU's 
Appalachian Development Center, are the authors of a study published 
in the current issue of the "1981 Annual Report" of Kentucky's Council 
of Economic Advisors. 
The study, "An Update of the Economy of Eastern Kentucky," is 
among seven appearing in the report: 
The Kentucky Council of Economic Advisors was created by executive 
order in December, 1970, to collect, compile, and interpret economic 
data of the Commonwealth. Such data includes statistics on employment, 
unemployment, wages, personal income, profits, and other socioeconomic 
information. In addition, the Council makes economic projections and 
recommendations to the governor at the beginning of each fiscal year. 
Copies of the report are free to non-profit agencies and 
organizations. Profit operations and individuals are assessed $10 
per copy. 
Copies may be requested from: The Council of Economic Advisors, 
451 Commerce Building, University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40506. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Eight persons with a total of 117 years of 
service to Morehead State University will be honored Friday, April 
30, at a retirement reception. 
Scheduled from 3 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the Presidential Suite 
of the University Center, the reception is open to the public. 
Faculty.retirees include Dr. Paul Ford Davis, professor of 
education; Dr. Mary Powell, professor of education; Dr. James 
Powell, professor of education; and Ernest Hinson, associate 
professor of business education. 
Staff members on the retirement list include Sherman Arnett, 
associate director of student financial aid; Molly Templeton, 
assistant librarian; Anna Jones, ADUC cafeteria; and Woodrow Brown, 
operations and maintenance. 
In length of service to the University, Dr. Mary Powell is the 
senior member of the group >::ith 24 years. Dr. Davis and Mr. Brown 
each have 16 and Mr. Hinson has 15. 
Others include Dr. James Powell, 14 years; Templeton and Jones, 
11 years; and Arnett, 10 years. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's orchestra will 
perform in concert Thursday, May 6, in Duncan Recital Hall. 
The program will feature works by Rossini, Bach, and 
Beethoven. 
Guest soloist for the performance will be Robert Prichard, 
assistant professor of music, on flute. 
The orchestra is conducted by Eugene Norden, assistant 
professor of music. 
The 8:15 p.m. conc~rt is free and open to the public. 
##### 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A program on the effects of nuclear weapons 
will be presented at Morehead State University on Thursday, 
April 29. 
Beginning with a 7 p.m. showing of the film "The Last Epidemic: 
The Medical Consequences of Nuclear War," the program will include 
a panel discussion by MSU faculty members and local physicians. 
Produced by Physicians for Social Responsibility, the 35-minute 
film shows the bomb explosions at Hiroshima and Nagasaki and the 
aftermath. The film also includes several doctors, scientists and 
retired military officers talking about the medical effects ·of 
nuclear arms, as well as the plausibility of civil defense. 
Following the film, the panelists will discuss radiation 
poisoning and other nuclear consequences. 
Free and open to the public, the program will be held in Room 
221 of Rader Hall. 
ltfflfftff 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A tractor derby? 
CONTACT: Sharon Crouch-Farmer 
. (606) 783-3325 
Tractor driving will be one of the skills evaluated at. the 
annual FFA Field Day on Friday, April 30, at Morehead State 
.Universi~y. 
Skills of more than 1,200 high school students will be 
evaluated in 16 areas, including general livestock, soil judging, 
flower and vegetable plant identification, tractor driving and 
tractor trouble-shooting. 
The event is scheduled at MSU's Derrickson Agricultural 
Complex on Ky. 377, three miles north of Morehead. 
"The competition is for high school students in vocational 
agriculture programs who are training to improve their skills in 
each of: these ·areas," said Dr. James Martin, associate professor. 
of agriculture at MSU and Field Day coordinator. 
Winners in each division advance to statewide competition and, 
if successful, to the national level. 
The event is free and open to the public under sponsorship of 
MSU's Department of Agriculture. 
Additional information is available from Dr. Martin at (606) 
783-3306. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Donna Totich of Morehead has been elected president 
-of l1orehead State University's Student Association for the 1982-83 -
academic year. 
The junior psychology major also will become the student member of 
MSU' s Board of Regents. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Totich 
of Morehead. 
Other newly-elected SA officers include:Vice President - David 
Holton, Louisville sophomore; Secretary - Vicki Mueller, Ft. Wright 
sophomore; Treasurer - Linda Wetterer, Louisville sophomore; Public 
Relations Director - Jeff Gulley, Tollesboro sophomore; and Programs 
Directoar - Kelly Holdren, Chillicothe sophomore. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A trip into Kentucky history will be offered 
to high school seniors and juniors this summer in Morehead State 
University's Kentucky Historical Tours Camp. 
Scheduled June 6-12, the program will include opportunities to 
see the cabin where Abraham Lincoln was born, to walk on the site of 
Kentucky's bloodiest Civil War battle and to visit the mansion which 
inspired the state song, "My Old Kentucky Home." 
Open to high school students who will be seniors or juniors 
next fall, the camp consists of six bus trips into-vqrious Kentucky 
: 
regions. Included are tours of Frankfort, Bardstown,/Harrodsburg 
and the Buffalo Trace Area of Northeast Kentucky. 
The camp is patterned after an MSU course offered in the fall 
and spring semesters by George T. Young, professor emeritus of 
government. Mr. Young also will be directing the summer tours. 
May 21 is the registration deadline. 
A $175 enrollment fee covers instruction, food, housing, and 
transportation for the week. Recreation will be provided each 
night. 
Additional· information is available from Dr. Don Flatt, MSU, 
UFO 1255, Morehead, KY 40351. The telephone number is (606) 
783-2150. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.·--- A floral design show entitled "Spring Comes to 
MSU" is scheduled at Morehead State University on Monday, May 3. 
Sponsored by MSU's floral design classes and directed by Martha 
Norris, assistant professor of agriculture, the exhibit is open from 
4-7:30 p.m. 
The show is free and open to the public. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.·--- Three Louisville high school students have been 
awarded music scholarships to Morehead State University for the 1982-83 
academic year. 
They include: 
*Heather McDonald of the Youth Performing Arts School. She is 
a student of Robert Bischof of Jeffersonville, Ind., and James Elliott 
of Louisville. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert 
McDonald of 1811 Wesley Avenue in Louisville. 
*Keri Salamanca of Louisville Waggener High School. She is 
a student of Robert Spiegelhalter and Hs J. .Pam Fleitz of Louisville. 
She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jose G. Salamanca of 9814 Meadow 
Vale Drive in Louisville. 
"'Harper Baugh of Louisville Seneca High School. He is a student . 
of Ms. Sarah Hawkins of ·Louisville. He is the ·son of Mr. and l1rs. Preston 
-----·------ ---
Baugh of 1113 Cardinal Drive in Louisville. 
Ten students were selected for the scholarships on the basis of 
performance during musical auditions. 
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·MOREHEAD, Ky.·--- A nature study::.workshop for high school juniors 
, and seniors is scheduled at Morehead State University, beginniDg June 13 . 
. ' 
During the two-week session, students will learn about the qquatic 
flora and fauna, birds, small animals and ·water quality of the Cave Run 
Lake area. Instructors will include a botanist, a limnologist and a 
zoologist. 
Total cost for the workshop is $268, which includes all course fees, 
meals, transportation to and from Cave Run Lake, and a room in a residence 
Hall. Participants who have completed the junior or senior year of high 
school will earn three semester hours of college credit. 
I 
The application deadline is June l. Additional _info_rmat;i.pn is 
available from·Dr. Jerry Howell, MSU, UPO 730, Morehead, Ky. 40351. 
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Morehead State University is offering eight courses through the 
Appalachian Graduate Consortium at Pikeville College during June. 
Registration begins at the Armington Science Building on the 
PC campus at 2 p.m. on Monday, June 7. The last day to register for 
classes is Thursday, June 10. Classes start Tuesday, June 8. 
Scheduled courses include: 
EDUCATION EDUC 600, Research Methods in Education; EDEL 632, 
Elementary School Curriculum; EDSP 601, Survey of Exceptional Children; 
EDEL 626, Investigations in Reading; EDSE 634, Secondary s·chool 
Curriculum; and EDEL 680; History and Philosophy of Education. 
SOCiAL SCIENCES SOC 515, .Family Dynamics. 
HISTORY HIS 680, History for. Teachers. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's Department of 
Home Economics will have a limited number of home appliances for sale 
on Thursday, May 6, and Friday, May 7. 
All items have been used this academic year by students for 
classroom instruction and are being sold to make room for new models. 
A 90-day manufacturers warranty accompanies each appliance. 
Quantities are limited and sales are on a first-come, first-served 
basis. White is the only available color. 
The sale is scheduled from 8:30 ·a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in Room 100 of the 
Cassity Building. 
Additional information is available from Jane Ellington, assistant 
professor of home economics, at (606) 783-2280. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Debra Howe of Williamstown will present her 
senior piano recital at 8: 15 p.m. Sunday, May 2, in Mor-ehead State 
University''s Duncan Recital Hall. 
The MSU music major will perform works by Bach, Ravel, Beethoven 
and Chopin. 
Howe will be assisted by Todd Spangler and Rocky Hardymon. Larry 
Keenan, associate professor of music at MSU, is her instructor. 
She is a member of Sigma Alpha Iota, Pi Kappa Lambda_ and Phi Kappa 
Phi. and is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harry ~-1. Howe of t-lilliamstown. 
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A Chinese art collection from the National Palace Museum in Taiwan 
went on public display for the first time in America at Morehead State 
University in April. 
Spanning 3,000 years of Chinese history, the 58-piece collection 
was formally given to MSU's Department of Art by Richard Wang, curator 
of exhibitions at the Republic of China's National Palace Museum. The 
gift is valued at $60,000. 
The collection includes replicas of masterpieces chosen from the 
museum's 600,000 works. Included are hanging silk landscape paintings, 
bronze utilitarian vessels, porcelains and calligraphy from ancient 
Chinese scrolls. 
The entire collection is available for exhibition at other colleges 
and universities throughout the country. 
Dr·. Bill Booth, head of MSU's Department of Art, visited Taiwan last 
fall as a consultant to the National Palace Museum and arranged for the 
collection. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Spring commencement highlights the May 
calendar of events at Morehead State University. 
Dr. Robert Hayes, president of Marshall University in 
Huntington, W.Va., will address more than 1,000 degree candidates 
at spring commencement ceremonies on Friday, May 14, at 2 p.m. in 
the Academic-Athletic Center. 
Art shows scheduled during the month include a mixed media 
exhibit through May 15 in the Camden-Carroll Library and a senior 
art display in the Claypool-Young Gallery through May 16. 
Musical events include performances by the MSU Orchestra on 
May 6, Jazz Vocal Ensemble on May 9, Concert Band on May 2 and the 
U.S. Army Field Band on May 17. 
The "Arts in Morehead" series will feature the Lexington 
Singers in concert on Saturday, May 15, in Duncan Recital Hall. 
Other activities include the Eastern Regional FFA Banquet on 
May 8, the high school regional track meet on May 8, ROTC 
Commissioning and nurse pinning ceremonies on May 14, Writers 
Workshop from May 17 through May 28 and Kentucky Boys State from 
May 30 through June 5. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University is sponsoring a 
12-day study tour of Great Britain, August 7-20. 
The tour is being arranged through the Bluegrass Automobile 
Club of Lexington. 
--
Tour guests will stay four nights in London with opportunities 
----------
to visit some of the city's famous landmarks, museums and art gal~eries, 
including Buckingham Palace, Parliament, Westminster Abbey, the Tower 
of London and Piccadilly Circus. 
A sightseeing tour to Windsor is also scheduled, featuring Eton, 
the famous public school founded in 1440 by Henry VI. After crossing 
the River Thames, students will visit Windsor Castle, the famous royal 
residence since the days of Henry I up to the present. 
Also included is a visit to Salisbury and the Cathedral, which 
was finished in 1280 and a spire added in 1334 making the Cathedral 
the tallest in England. 
The next stop, en route to Bath, is Stonehenge. The world famous 
Bronze Age site is situated on Salisbury Plain. Bath is one of 
Britain's oldest cities and is famous for its ancient Roman Spa. A 
visit will also be made to the Roman Baths and the 18th century Pump 
Room. 
Also scheduled are Shakespeare's birthplace, Edinburgh Castle, 
Minster, and the State Apartments used by the Queen when in residence . 
....___ 
(more) 
Great Britain Tour 
2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2 
Participants are offered the option of earning three hours of 
college credit for the tour. The package price of $1479 per person 
includes all expenses except passport, some meals and optional 
sightseeing trips. Dr. Roger Jones, professor of art at MSU, will 
be directing the tour. 
Additional information is available from Dr. Jones at (606) 
783-3232 or 2292, or by writing The Great Britain Tour,.MSU, UPO 1305, 
Morehead, KY 40351. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Bruce Gabbard of Ashland will present his 
senior recital in composition and horn on Tuesday, May 4, in 
Morehead State University's Duncan Recital Hall. 
· A graduate of Paul G. Blazer High School, Gabbard's first 
complete musical composition placed first at the 1980 Kentucky 
Music Teachers Association Composers Competition. He also is this 
year's recipient of the Music Creativity Award, presented at the 
1982 Academic Awards Breakfast by the music faculty. 
Gabbard is a member of the American Federation of Musicians 
and the International Horn Society. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Elmer Gabbard of Ashland. 
Gabbard is a member of the University Chorus, Concert Choir, 
Orchestra, Concert and Symphony Bands, and the Horn Encounter. 
The program will consist of works by Gabbard and Reinhold 
Gliece. He will be accompanied by Christopher Allen, Portsmouth, 
Ohio, graduate student. 
Gabbard's instructors at MSU are Milford Kuhn, associate 
professor of music, and Dr. Christopher Gallaher, professor of 
music. ,· 
The 8:15 p.m. concert is free and open to the public. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Joel Todd Spangler of Middlesboro will 
present his junior piano recital at 8:15 p.m. Sunday, May 9, 
in Morehead State University's Duncan Recital Hall. 
The MSU music major will perform works by Mozart, Albright 
and RachManinoff. 
Spangler will be assisted by Debra Howe, Williamstown 
senior, Jay Flippin, associate professor of music, his instructor. 
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Spangler of Middlesboro. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky .. --- Four nights in Mexico City will highlight 
Morehead State University's study tour of Mexico, June 16-25. 
The tour is being arranged through the Bluegrass Automobile 
Club of Lexington. 
The stay in Mexico City will feature Ballet Folklorico, 
Chapultepec Park's Castle and Museum of Anthropology, the pyramids 
of Teotihuacan, the Basilica of Guadlalupe and the floating gardens 
of Xochimilco. 
Tour members also will visit Taxco, and spend four nights in 
Acapulco. 
The package price of $689 per person includes all expenses 
except passport, some meals and optional sightseeing tours. 
Participants are offered the option of earning three hours of 
college credit for the tour. 
Dr. Roger Jones, professor of art at MSU, will direct the tour. 
Additional information is available from Dr. Jones at (606) 
783-2292 or 3232, or by writing Mexican Fiesta, MSU, UPO 1305, 
Morehead, KY 40351. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Christopher Allen of Portsmouth, Ohio, will 
present his accompanying recital at 8:15 p.m. Wednesday, May 5, 
in Morehead State University's Duncan Recital Hall. 
The MSU music major will perform works by Mozart, Creston, 
Liszt, and Mahler. 
He is a member of MSU's Concert Choir. 
His instructor is Lucretia Stetler, assistant professor of 
music. 
He is the son of Dr. and Mrs. Chester Allen of Brookwood 
Drive in Portsmouth. 
##### 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University will award two honorary 
doctoral degrees during its spring commencement on Friday, May 14. 
Recipients include Dr. Robert B. Hayes, president of Marshall 
University, and G. B. Johnson, board chairman and chief executive officer 
of the First Bank and Trust Co. of Ashland. 
Dr. Hayes will be the featured speaker at the 2 p.m. ceremony in the 
Academic-Athletic Center. Included will be presentation of the 
Distinguished Faculty and Distinguished Researcher awards for 1981-82. 
MSU President Morris L. Norfleet is expected to confer degrees on 
more than 1,000 persons. 
Music will be presented by the MSU Symphony Band under the direction 
of Jack Elgin, and the MSU Concert Choir, under the direction of James 
Ross Beane. 
The invocation and benediction will be delivered by the Rev. John P. 
Weaver, pastor of Central Baptist Church in Ashland. 
Dr. and Mrs. Norfleet will host a reception. after the ceremony for 
graduates, parents and other guests. 
111111 
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MOREHEAD, Ky-.---- Ten Kentucky high school students have been awarded 
music scholarships to Morehead State University for the 1982-83 school 
year. 
They include: 
~'Harper Baugh of Louisville Seneca High School, the son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Preston H. Baugh of Cardinal Drive, Louisville. 
'"Kevi Salamanca of Louisville Waggener High School, the son of Mr. 
and Mrs. Jose G. Salamanca of Meadow Vale Drive, Louisville. 
~'Heather McDonald of the Louisville Youth Performing Arts School, the 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert McDonald of Wesley Avenue, Louisville. 
~'Craig C. Britton, Jr., of Eugene, Ore., the son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Craig Britton of Beaverton, Ore. 
*Scott White of Lloyd Memorial High School, the son of Paul White of 
Erl~nger. 
*Samuel DeWalt of Greeneview High School in Jamestown, Ohio, the son 
of Mr. and Mrs. Richard DeWalt of Jamestown. 
*John Kirtley of Nelson County Senior High School, the son of T.H. 
Kirtley of Bardstown. 
*Matthew Haase of Ashland Paul G. Blazer High School, the son of W.C. 
Haase of-Ashland. 
~'Fred Horn of Boyd County High School, the son of Mr. and .Mrs. Hugh 
Horn, Jr. , of Ashland·. 
*Terri J. Gabbard of Russell High School, the daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. Frank Gabbard of Ashland. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's sixth annual Appalachian 
Celebration will take place June 20-26, on the MSU campus. 
The week-long event is designed to pay tribute to Appalachia's rich 
cultural past, its dynamic present and its promising future. 
Sponsored by MSU's Appalachian Development Center, the Celebration 
includes a variety of activities for a broad range of age, educational, 
and interest levels. Major events include the Heritage Arts Workshop, 
Appalachian Crafts Workshop, Elderhostel, Jesse Stuart Symposium, concerts 
and dances, Natural Heritage Tour and Hike, Scholar in Residence lectures, 
exhibits and displays'and a day-long crafts market. 
The Heritage Arts Workshop is a week of courses devoted to the 
development and preservation of multiple skills and traditions which 
distinctively reflect authentic Appalachi~ain culture and hertiage. 
Classes in music, dance, literature, and crafts are available with or 
without college ere~. The classes are open to any interested person 
regardless of educational background or exper~ence. 
The Appalachian Crafts Workshop essentiahy~ is a series of six 
mini-workshops to be conducted Friday, June 25, at the Adron Doran 
University Center. They are designed to appeal to local and regional 
) crafts people who want to improve some aspect of their craft such as 
production, marketing, pricing or accounting. 
\ 
ELderhostel is part of a nationwide program to provide college learning 
xperiences for the elderly. The MSU session will coincide with the 
ppalachion Celebration-to·-pr.ovide opportunities for participation in 
ents and classes toenrich-their week-long experience with exposure to 
Appalachian heritage and culture. 
~~ 
The Jess~ Stuart Symposium, June 24 and 25, will provide study of 
__Jl_:!;:Q.C!-It: '~s 1ife. a,n_d~ wor_ks ___ :ln _the. larid -·V:hich --inspi-:r'ed his-l-i-terary c-reations. 
Activities include lectures, readings, panel discussions, displays, and a 
Appalachian Celebration 
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The Natural Heritage Tour and Hike--a day-long tour of the Morehead 
region--will include Cave Run Reservoir, Natural Bridge, Sky Bridge, and 
the Red River Gorge. The excursion will culminate with a hike into the 
virgin forests of Tight Hollow. Participation in the event will be limited 
by bus capacity. Applicants will be accepted on a first-come, first-served 
basis. 
Loyal Jones, the 1982 Scholar in Residence, is a well-known Appalachian 
historian, essayist, poet, and balladeer. During the Celebration, Jones 
will instruct a class in folk--literature for the Heritage Arts Workshop 
and one in Appalachian history for the Elderhostel program. In addition, 
he will present a public performance on Tuesday, June 22, at 7 p.m., in 
the Adron Doran University Center and will be available throughout the week 
for individual conferences and informal discussions. 
Exhibits, displays and demonstrations usually attract larger crowds 
each year. Located in the Button Auditorium Drill Room, award winning 
quilts will highlight this year's displays. In addition, quilt experts 
will be available to evaluate, document, and photograph traditionally 
constructed quilts. 
Local musicans will provide music in the display arena each afternoon 
to enhance visitor's viewing pleasure with the nostalgic sounds of 
-
1 mountain music. Also, exhibits and displays will be complimented by a 
book exhibit and sale sponsored by the Appalachian Book and Record Shop 
of Berea, Ky. 
A day-long crafts market scheduled Saturday, June 26, from 10 a.m. 
until 5 p.m. will provide the Celebration's grand finale. All regional 
crafts people are invited to participate in the sale. The recent resurgence 
pf interest in the production of authentic Appalachian crafts promises a 
wide variety of high quality crafts for wholesale and retail buyers. The 
market will be located in the Laughlin Health Building. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- More than 300 Future Farmers of _America members, 
parents, advisers and guests are expected. to attend the annu;ll Eastern 
Regional FFA Awards Banquet at Morehead State University on Saturday, 
May 8. 
"These are the res)llts of the Region;ll FFA Day we ha.d on campus 
April 12," said Dr. Joe Bendixen, professor of agrici_tlture and MSU's 
coordinator of the event. 
High school students from the 22-scho9l region wi.ll receive awards 
I for excellence in public speaking, music .and farm achievements. 
The banquet is scheduled at 6:30 p.m. in the Crager Room of the 
Adron Doran University Center. 
Additional information is available from Dr. Benedix'en at (606) 
783-3309. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. Jeffery D. Lavalley, Georgetown senior, has 
been chosen as Morehead State University's "Veteran of the Year" for 
1982-82. 
The award is ;based on academic achievement, extracurricular 
activities and leadership abilities. Lavalley served as an Air Force 
sergeant from 1973 to 1979. 
A machine tool technology and drafting and design major, 
Lavalley is a Dean's List student and a member of Sigma Tau Epsilon, 
the Kentucky Industrial Education Association and the American 
Industrial Arts Association. 
He is the son of Hr. and Mrs. James E. Lavelley of Georgetown. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky~·--- A sense of the past with roots in tradition---that's 
what Morehead State University's Heritage Arts Workshop is all about. 
It's a week of classes and activities devoted to the development and 
preservation of the skills and traditions handed down from generation to 
generation by Appalachian mountain people. 
The workshop, scheduled June 20-26, is part of MSU's sixth annual 
Appalachian Celebration. Campuswide, the celebration provides a variety 
of activities sponsored by MSU's Appalachian Development Center. 
Last year's participants included people from Utah, New York, Maryland, 
Colorado, and England, as well as all of Kentucky's neighboring Appalachian 
states. 
This year's schedule provides multiple activities in four major 
areas--music, dance, literature, and crafts. The workshop is open to any 
interested person regardless of age, experience, ·or educational background. 
Instructors for the week-long event include regionally-acclaimed 
musicians, dancers, folklorists, and crafts people. Highlighting th~ list 
is Loyal Jones, director of the Appalachian Center at Berea College and this 
year's Appalacian Celebration Scholar-in-Residence. 
Jones, historian, essayist, poet, and balladeer, will provide instruction 
in Appalachian folk literature along with MSU folklorist and English 
p~ofessor Dr. Ron Dobler. Dr. Dobler also will provide instruction in 
dulcimer playing. 
• 
(more) 
Heritage Arts Workshop 
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Other instructors include Dr. Glenn Fulbright, MSU professor of music, 
who will coordinate a workshop in recorders and shaped note singing; Bill 
Bryant--dulcimer construction; Genevieve Shimer--English and Early American 
dances and New England contras; Joe Sartor--pottery and painting; Gerry _Gray 
and Ann Leach--ballads and other songs; Bob Dalsemer--Appalachian dances and 
clogging; .Cheryl Hall--weaving; Steve Hickman--dance bandi and Ed 
Stephens--dulcimer. 
Evening dance parties designed for Heritage Arts Workshops participants 
are scheduled Sunday, Monday, and Wednesday at 8 p.m., and the workshop will 
culminate Friday evening with a potluck supper and dance party. Tuesday 
and Thursday evenings have been left unscheduled to allow participants the 
opportunity to attend concerts by the McLain Family Band and John McCutcheon.· 
University housing will be available to participants at $4 per night 
for suites, $6 for semi-private rooms, and $10 for singles. Meals will be 
available at the MSU cafeteria. Workshop registration fees are $60. 
Additional information is available from Dr. Glenn Fulbright, Department 
' 
of music, MSU, Morehead, KY 40351. The telephone is (606) 783-4682. 
#### 
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MOREHEAD, Ky_ --- Coming from across the nation, elder citizens will 
learn about Appalachian folk culture, heritage and history this summer 
during two week-long Elderhostel courses at Morehead State University. 
Scheduled June 20-26 and July 11-17, the Elderhostel sessions will 
include class7s examining the Appalachian people, lifestyle, beliefs, music, 
l~~er~tu~e_and dancing. Extracurricular activities also are scheduled. 
Inspired by the youth hostels and folk schools of Europe, Elderhostel 
is an international network of more than 500 schools offering special 
low-cost, short-term residential learning programs for older adults_ 
MSU's June Elderhostel coincides with the annual Appalachian Celebration. 
During the week, "hostelers" will be offered a deeper understanding of 
Appalachia through workshops, concerts, dances, exhibits and displays, 
scholars-in-resident, lectures and readings_ 
.. 
The July session will include participation in several mountain 
activities in the Morehead area. 
Persons 60 or older or those whose spouse or companion qualifies may 
participate in Elderhostel_ 
Additional information is available from George Eyster, of Continuing 
Education, MSU, Morehead, KY 40351. The telephone number is (606) 
783-2276. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- One Portsmouth High School student has been 
awarded a music scholarshllip to Morehead State University for the 1982-83 
s ch~~i y~~r .. 
Ginger L. Martin, a student of Billy Watson of Wurtland and Dave 
Anderson of Lexington, hascaccepted the scholarship. 
She is the·daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Green of 915' 
Second Street in Portsmouth. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's Department of .Allied 
Health Sciences will recognize more than 50 students during a pinning 
ceremony on Friday, May 14. 
The ceremony will involve May graduates in MSU's medical assisting, 
nursing and veterinary technology programs. 
Dan Clark, director of Extramural Education in the University of. 
Kentucky College of Allied Health Professions, will be the featured speaker. 
The 9 a.m. ceremony is scheduled in Button Auditorium and is open to 
the public. 
Additional information is available from Jackie Da;ding at· (606) 
783-5158. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. Students from Harrison County High School earned 
five awards during Morehead State University's recent FFA Field Day. 
Team wi:imers included Tom Franklin, Allan Perkins, and Eric Whitson, 
first place in general livestock; Art Snapp, Mary Barnes and Kent Bradford, 
second place in dairy judging. 
Individual winners were Allan Perkins, first in gereral livestock; 
/>Mary Barnes, second in! dairy; judging; and Doug Mcintosh, third in tobacco 
~/ 
auctioneering. 
The daylong event was sponsored by MSU's Department of Agriculture. 
1111111111 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Seven Morehead State University students have been 
selected for admission to accredited medical schools. 
They include: 
*University of Kentucky -- Donna Elaine Richardson of Owingsville, 
Gregory L. Rose of Louisa and Robert C. Trent of Morehead. 
*University of Louisville -- Gregory Hudson of Jackson. 
*Ohio State University Miriam Hard of Westerville, Ohio. 
'~Kirksville College of Osteopathic Medicine -- Kim Lykins of Morehead. 
*UniveJ;"sity Dominique -- Ali Etemadian of Iran. 
\ 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's Appa.lachian Development· 
Center has established an advisory board for its Displaced Homemaker Program 
which serves Bath, Montgomery and Rowan counties. 
The CETA-funded program provides an opportunity for participation in 
a three-week program to upgrade a person's potential for getting and h()lding 
a job. In addition to job readiness training, the program a.lso offers job 
referral services. 
"The purpose of the advisory board is to link the program to communities 
in the three counties and to promote support for the development of job 
opportunities for program graduates," said Shirley Hamilton, ADC's assistant 
director for community services. 
Named to the advisory board were Don Patrick, director of eommuriity. 
education, Mt. Sterling; Dr. Wanda Bigham, director, MSU Office of. 
Instructional Systems; Arnett Morris, personnel director, Browning 
Manufacturing Co.; Cliff Wells, director, Rowan County.Vocational School; 
May Williams, legislative chairperson, Kentucky Federation of .Business and 
Professional Women's Clubs. 
Others include Evelyn Banks, personnel director, St. Claire Medica.l 
Center; Dr. Warren Proudfoot, Morehead; Randy Short, manager, Kentucky 
Bureau for Manpower Services, Morehead; and Loretta Fishack, Arvetta 
Barnette, and Alice Nesbitt, Displaced Homemaker Program participants. 
Additional information is available from local offices of the Bureau 
for Manpower Services or from Alice Mark, program coordinator at· (606) 
783-4 731. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A new, four-year program in para-legal studies soon 
will be available at Morehead State University. 
Scheduled to begin this fall, the program will train students to work 
with attorneys as para-professionals. 
Typical duties include researching real estate titles and court cases, 
interviewing clients, taking depositions and writing briefs. 
"We surveyed attorneys in Eastern Kentucky and found a need for 
para-legals," said Dr. Jack Bizzel, head of MSU's Department of Government 
and Public Affairs, who will coordinate the new program. 
' 
"Attorneys throughout Kentucky and in surrounding states have expressed 
inte,rest in hiring para-legals," Dr. Bizzel said, adding that the demand 
/ 
nationwide is projected to increase more than 130 percent over the next 10 
years. 
Three new classes have been created for the program. They are 
Introduction to Paralegalism, Legal Research and Writing, and Trial Practice 
and Preparation. In addition, students will train during the summers with 
local attorneys. 
"This is one of the real strengths of our program," said Dr. Bizzel. 
Also in the program are courses in government and business. A minor 
in business administration is recommended to prepare students for law office 
management, as well as para-legal work. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University is hosting three sessions 
of a Microcomputer Camp during July for students entering grades .7-12 in 
the fall of 1982. 
The workshops are scheduled July 5-10 for students entering grades 7-9, 
July 11-16 for students entering grades 10-12, and July 18-23 for junior or 
senior high school students with previous experience in programming. Sessions 
are designed to give students hands-on experience in programing the new 
generation of microcomputers in BASIC. 
The workshops will focus on the basics of program writing as well as 
the use of those basics to write actual programs. Activities include 
solving advanced problems in mathematics, play computer games and do 
computer simulations. 
In addition to classroom work, the camp also includes sports, recreation 
and other extracurricular activities. 
The camp is limited to 24 participants in each week. Costs are $105 
per person including room and board or $80 for day campers. 
Additional information is available from Dr. Glenn Johnston, Head, 
Department of Mathematical Sciences, MSU, UPO 701, Morehead, KY 40351. 
The telephone is (606) 683-3107. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's Department of Music is 
hosting a Church Music Workshop July 17 - 19-
The three-day event in Baird Music Hall includes liturgical dance, 
organ playing, organization, playing and equipment for handbell choirs, 
youth and adult choirs and Orff instruments_ 
A special guest organ recital is scheduled Friday, July 18, at 7 p-m-
-Featured will be James Fitzpatrick. 
Classes are scheduled July 17 from 1 p.m. to 9 p-m., July 18 from 
9 a.m. to 7 p_m. and July 19 from 9 a.m. to noon_ 
Workshop instructors are Lucretia Stetler, assistant professor of 
music at MSU; Vasile Venettozzi, associate professor of music; and George 
Ann McBrayer, youth choir specialist_ 
Participants are eligible for one semester hour of college credit. 
Registration for persons not enrolled at MSU is $50. The deadline for 
applications with a $15 deposit is June 1. 
Additional information is available from Vasile Venettozzi at (606) 
783-3242. 
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Chronicle of Higher Education 
A Chinese art collection from the National Palace Museum in Taiwan 
went on public display for the first time in America at Morehead State 
University in April. 
Spanning 3,000 years of Chinese history, the 58-piece collection 
was formally given to MSU's Department of Art by Richard Wang, curator 
of exhibitions at the Republic of China's National Palace Museum. The 
gift is valued at $60,000. 
The collection includes replicas of masterpieces chosen from the 
museum's 600,000 works. Included are hanging silk landscape paintings, 
bronze utilitarian vessels, porcelains and calligraphy from ancient 
Chinese scrolls. 
The entire collection is available for exhibition at other colleges 
and universities throughout the country. 
Dr. Bill Booth, head of MSU's Department of Art, visited Taiwan last 
fall as a consultant to the National Palace Museum and arranged for the 
collection. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Ron Mace of Elizabethtown has been named editor 
of Morehead State University's student yearbook, "The Raconteur," for 
the 1982-83 school year. 
A junior radio-television major, Mace served this year as a writer 
for the yearbook.and for "The Trail Blazer," MSU's s:tudent newspaper. 
As editor of the "Raconteur," his duties will in~lude design, 
layout and editorial considerations, as well as photography and staff 
supervision. 
He is the son of Mary L. Mace of Radcliff. 
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Special to the Morehead News 
Morehead, Ky. --- Morehead State University, in cooperation with 
the Community Services Administration and the National Collegiate Athletic 
Association, has been recommended as the site for the 4th Annual NCAA 
National Youth Sports Camp. 
Free to selected participants, the 1982 day camp will open July 5 
and close August 6, with sessions from 9 a.m. until 3 p.m. on the MSU 
campus. 
A free medical examination is required of'all participants with 
examinations to be held Saturday, May 15, and Saturday, May 22, at 10 a.m. 
~ 
in the Laughlin Building. 
As in previous years, bus service will be provided for physical 
examinations with routes running through strategic areas of Rowan County 
and to each county school beginning at 9 a.m. In addition, buses will 
run daily throughout the camp. 
Included in camp activities will be instructions "in football, soccer, 
canoeing, tennis, golf and other sports. Also included will be personal 
enrichment programs with instructions in nutrftion, careers, jobs and 
education. 
Additional information is available from Dr. Earl Bentley at (606) 
783-2180. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. Moments before the announcement of the 1982 
Miss Morehead State University, Harriett Leidy of Ft. Mitchell couldn't 
picture herself wearing a crown and carrying roses. 
Fate, however, was not to be ·denied. The 5-6 brunette found 
herself making the traditional walk of the reigning Miss MSU. 
"I thought I might be a finalist," she says tentatively, recalling 
last year's pageant when she was named first runner-up to Tammy Jo 
Worthington of Greenup. "But, I was shocked." 
Along with the title and the right to represent MSU in the Miss 
Kentucky Pageant in Louisville in July, she received $600 for wardrobe, 
an $800 scholarship ;cand t:he traditional trophy, crown and roses. 
Harriett is from a family of six children, but the stage and bright 
lights are not unfamiliar to her. A senior majoring in English arid theatre, 
she has appeared on stage in.·s·uch productions as "The Sound of Music," 
"The Lady of Larkspur Lotion," "Little Mary Sunshine!~"Carousel," and 
"Annie Get You]: Gun." 
Although each of her roles involved singing and acting talents, the 
Beechwood High School graduate had no formal voice training before coming 
to MSU. 
"I had done some singing in high school with church choirs, but I 
had never really sung until last year. I since have had private lessons 
with Anne Beane and Dr.· Wanda Bigham." she explained. 
Offs.tage, Harriett has worked in costume construction and directed 
some scenes. 
(more) 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. Two Rowan County residents have been initiated 
into Morehead State University's chapter of Gamma Beta Phi national 
honor and service society. 
Initiates include: 
*Jim Bendixen, a sophomore and the son of Di'. and Mrs. Joe Bendixen 
of Morehead. 
~'Brian Huang, a junior' and the son of Dr. and Mrs. William Huang of 
Morehead. 
Gamma Beta Phi honors students with a grade point average of 3.25 
or above on a 4.0 scale. 
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"But I like being on stage. Last summer I got a taste of what it 
was like. I had a good time and hammed it up," says the 22··year-old 
coed. 
During talent competition is the ~1iss MSU pageant, she sung a medley 
of Judy Garland Songs and plans to repeat the performance at the Miss 
Kentucky Pageant. 
Preparations for that pageant will be, in her wor:ds, "physical 
work." 
"I'm going to work out and sing every day--full force." she adds. 
The Miss Kentucky Pageant may open many new doors for Harriett, 
but all she really wants to do is teach. 
"I completed my student teaching and put it in the back of my mind. 
But recently, I have been observing some classes and as soon as I walked 
in the classroom, I knew I wanted to teach." 
She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Leidy of Ft. Mitchell. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Rachel Holloway, Morehead junior at Morehead State' 
University, is the best college student in the country in informative speech. 
She recently won first place in the informative speaking category at the 
Individual Events National Speech Championship in Columbus. 
MSU's individual events team, of which Holloway is a member, finished 
fifth in the national competition. 
MSU is the only Kentucky or OVC team to place in the top 25. 
"This is the best we have ever done," says Chip Letzgus, MSU's 
individual events speech coach. "We were lOth last year and 11th the year 
before." 
In addition to her national championship, Holloway did well in other 
competition areas. She earned fifth in pentathlon, which includes team 
members entered in five or more events. 
Holloway also was a semi-finalist in impromptu speaking, poetry 
interpretation and rhetorical criticism; and a quarter-fin~list in 
extemporaneous speaking and prose interpretation. 
Holloway and Sally Ray, Frankfort junior, were semi-finalists in 
dramatic duo interpretation. 
In rhetorical criticism, Joe Hansen, Cincinnati senior, was a 
semi-finalist and Nanci Gabbard, Ft. Thomas senior, and Lori Glass, 
Parkersburg, W. Va. junior, were quarter-finalists. 
Other MSU team members participating in nationals included Scott Coburn, 
Grayson freshman; Helen Curtis, England freshman; Pam Hammonds, Scuddy 
senior; Keith Murphy, Grayson sophomore; Shari O'Neil, Ashland sophomore; 
(more) 
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Millis Puckett, Elkhorn City sophomore; Lesly Reisenfeld, Cincinnati junior; 
Daryl Slusher, Morehead sophomore; Belinda Stambaugh, West Liberty junior; 
Phil Stowers, Alkol, W. Va. freshman; and Donna Totich, Morehead junior. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. Memorabilia of Appalachia's yesteryear once again 
will be brought to the forefront during Morehead State University's annual 
Appalachian Celebration, scheduled June 20-26. 
The celebration, sponsored by MSU's Appalachian Development Center, 
consists of a variety of activities and events which appeal to a broad 
range of age, educational, and interest levels. The week-long event 
includes free concerts, dances, and lectures. All are open to the public. 
Among the celebration attractions is an exhibits and demonstrations 
arena which will be open to the public, at no charge, in Button Auditorium 
from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m. throughout the week. 
Each year, the celebration's exhibits and displays have increased in 
number, variety, and interest. Shirley Hamilton, ADC's assistant director 
for community services, says that she expects this year to exceed all others. 
"I think we're going to have more regional crafts people and artists 
who want to demonstrate their work, more who want to display work already 
completed, and more who want to display collections.," she remarked. 
"Our people have begun to recognize just how rewarding it can be to 
share their abilities and possessions with other people," she added. 
This year's exhibits and displays will be enhanced by the nostalgic 
sound of traditional mountain music provided by regional musicians. In 
addition, local and regional writers are invited to-set up book displays and 
sales and to participate in informal readings and discussions of Appalachian 
literature and life. 
(more) 
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Book displays will include one by the mobile book store of Berea's 
Appalachian Book and Record Shop. 
Prize winning quilts, as well as traditionally constructed quilts of 
all kinds, will be a feature during this year's celebration. Experts will 
be available to evaluate, photograph, and document quilts. Pattern swaps 
will be an on-going activity throughout the week. 
Collections of Appalachian artifacts and relics related to specific 
Appalachian industries and other specific areas of Appalachian life will 
also be on display. 
"We are interested in displaying the common artifacts and tools that 
were a part of the day-to-day living, working, and playing experiences of 
the early Appalachian settlers," Ms. Hamilton explained. 
All regional artists, crafts people, and collectors of authentic 
Appalachian artifacts may demonstrate their skills and displays during the 
celebration. 
To reserve display space or obtain additional information, contact 
Shirley Hamilton, ADC, Morehead State University, Morehead, KY 40351. 
The telephone is (606) 783-4731. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's chapter of Phi Mu Alpha 
Sinfonia has earned an "Outstanding Chapter of the Decade" honorable 
mention from the national professional music fraternity. 
The MSU chapter, Theta Pi, is one of eight Phi Mu Alpha chapters in 
the country to be honored with the outstanding chapter award. There are 
250 chapters across the nation. 
The award is based on a decade of work by the chapter, considering 
musical achievement, fraternal tradition, membership development and other 
aspects of chapter organization. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Registration for Morehead State University's 
Summer Session I is scheduled Monday, June 7, in the Crager Room of 
the Adron Doran University Center, beginning at 8 a.m. 
Classes begin at 8 a.m. on Tuesday, June 8. The last day to 
register for Summer I classes is Thursday, June 10. 
The term ends Wednesday, June 30. 
11111111 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's Department of Industrial 
Education and Technology is sponsoring an Industrial Robotics Conference 
June 14-16. 
The conference is designed to acquaint managers, engineers, technicians 
and educators·with the technology and applications of industrial robots. 
Guests will include Don Andreasson, president of DRT in Detroit, and 
Jimmy Murray of Rockwell International. 
A fee of $5 will be charged. Participants may earn one semester hour 
of undergraduate credit. Tuition is $25 for in-state students and $35 for 
out-of~state residents. 
Conference topics include robots and industrial relations, robot 
applications, micro-processors and robots, academia and robots and the 
economics of robots. 
Sessions will be held in Reed Auditorium. 
Additional information is available from Dr. Robert Newton, Department 
of 'Industrial Education and Technology, MSU, UPO 774, Morehead, KY 40351. 
The telephone is (606) 783-5269. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. Morehead State University's Displaced Homemaker 
Program will begin its third job-orientation session on Monday, May 24. 
The program is open to residents of Bath, Montgomery, and Rowan counties 
who qualify under CETA guidelines as displaced homemakers. 
A displaced homemaker is identified as a person who has recently 
become the head of a household through death, disability, or divorce of 
a spouse; has been dependent upon income supplied by the spouse or other 
family member for a specified time; is without the necessary training and 
experience to compete effectively in the job market; and is economically 
in need. 
The program provides work experience, classroom training, and job 
referrals. Qualifying applicants may receive $2.60 per hour for 30 hours 
a week. Other benefits include reimbursements for child-care expenses 
and travel. 
The Displaced Homemaker Program is funded by CETA and sponsored by 
MSU's Appalachian Development Center. Any person in the three-county area 
who is interested in participating in the program should contact the Bureau 
for Manpower Services on Bradley Avenue in Horehead or on Locust Street in 
Ht. Sterling. 
5-14-82bm 
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MOREHEAD, Ky_ --- Dr. Robert B- Hayes, president ·of Marsha]_l University, 
borrowed a line from Charles Dickens to describe the graduation of more .than 
1,000 students from Morehead State University here.last week_ 
"It is both the best of times and the worst of times," he said- "It is 
the best because you are completing a course you set far· yourself sever~l 
years ago_ It is the worst of times because of the situation in the current 
job market and the economic pressures facing you;" 
He added that money is only a small part in judging the v~lue of what 
education can mean for each individual-
"You graduates offer us the best reason for confidence in our future," 
he said_ "You are our greatest resource and our hope lie·s in you," he 
remarked. 
Dr_ Hayes told the graduates that they must begin to. learn the meaning 
of sacrifice and apply it_ He also advised them not to. leave the cost of any 
success for future generations to bear_ 
MSU President Morris L. Norfleet conferred honorary doctorates on Hayes 
and G_ B. Johnson, board chairman of First Bank and Trust Co. of Ashland. 
Dr. John Kleber, professor of history, was recipient of the 
"Distinguished Faculty Award," and Dr. David Hylbert, professor of geoscience, 
received the "Distinguished Researcher Award." 
A member of the MSU faculty since 1968, Dr. Kleber holds a bachelor's 
degree from Bellarmine College and the master's and doctorate from the 
University of Kentucky. He is a native of Louisville. 
(more) 
Commencement 
2-2-2-2-2-2-2 
The University Press of Kentucky this fall will publish the public 
papers of former Gov. Lawrence W. Wetherby as edited by Dr. Kleber under the 
auspices of the Kentucky Advisory Commission of Public Documents. 
Dr. Hylbert, a member of the MSU faculty since 1963, holds bachelor's 
and master's degrees- from Ohio University and the doctorate from the 
University of Tennessee. 
He has received more than $200,000 in state and federal grants for 
student-centered research into the geological causes of roof failures in 
Eastern Kentucky· coii:l- ·mines_, Dr. Hylbert' s work has made him one of the top 
0 0- ~ 
researchers in tne lfieldL.of coal mine safety. 
\~ 
Norris Beckley,.Sbelbyville senior, was awarded a Presidential Citation 
for International Leadership. He has been selected to tour South America 
later this year as a member of "Athletes in Action." 
Four graduates were recognized for maintaining a perfect 4.0 grade point 
average throughout their four years of study at MSU. They included Darlene 
Mitchell Back of Ewing, Marian Coakley of Frankfort and Robert Hamilton and 
Rebecca McDaniel of Morehead. 
fi#Ufl 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A geologist speci~lizing in coal 
research and a noted historian and author were the recipients .of Morehead 
State University's top ~aculty awards for the_ 1981-82 school· year. 
Dr. David K. Hylbert, professor of geoscience, was selected to receive 
the "Distinguished Researcher Award" and the "Distinguished Fac)llty Award" 
recipient was Dr. John Kleber, professor of history and director of the 
Honors Program. 
The awards were presented recently during MSU's spring commencement 
ceremonies. Making the presentations were Dr. Ted Pass, professor of 
biology and the 1980-81 research winner, and Dr. Lewis Barnes, professor of 
English and last year's faculty winner. 
Dr. Hylbert ,- a member of the MSU faculty since 1963, holds bachelor's 
and master's degrees from Ohio University and a doctorate from the 
University of Tennessee. He has received more than $200,000 in state and 
federal grants for student-centered research into the geological causes of 
roof failures in Eastern Kentucky coal mines. Dr. Hylbert's work has made 
him one of the top researchers in the field of coal mine safety. 
In addition to teaching and research responsibilities, Dr. Hylbert is 
a member of the Society of Sigma Xi, Kentucky Academy of Science, Geologic~! 
Society of Kentucky, American Institute of Professional Geologists and the 
Society of Economic Paleontologists and Mineralogists. 
The 43-year-old researcher is married to the former Shirley Shrigley 
of Zanesville, Ohio. 
(more) 
Awards 
2-2-2-2-2 
A member of the MSU history faculty since 1968, Dr. John Kleber holds a 
bachelor's degree from Bellarmine College and both a master's and doctorate 
from the University of Kentucky. 
This fall, the University Press of Kentucky will publish the public 
papers of former Kentucky Governor Lawrence W. Wetherby as edited by Dr. 
Kleber under the auspices of the Kentucky Advisory Commission of Public 
Documents. 
In addition to his teaching and scholarly activities, the 41-year-old 
historian has served as a member of the Committee of Faculty Organization, 
University Senate, General Education Ad Hoc Committee, Committee on Faculty 
Grievances and Ethics, founder of Rho Eta Chapter of Phi Alpha Theta and 
chairperson of the subcommittee on educational programs for the Southern 
Association of Colleges and Schools. 
As director of the Honors Program, Dr. Kleber has developed its offerings 
from a two-year to a full four-year program. 
He is a native of Louisville. 
"The University is proud of these outstanding faculty scholars and we 
are pleased that they have received this recognition from their colleagues," 
said MSU President Morris L. Norfleet. 
The faculty award was established in 1963-64 by the MSU Alumni 
Association and the research prize was created in 1978-79 by the University's 
Committee of Faculty Research. 
#### 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Where is "The Land of The Honey-Colored·· Wind"? 
I 
It~s in the fact and the fiction of Jesse Stuart's world which-_can 
' 
be explo;red through Morehead State University's "Jesse Stuart Symposium" 
on Hednesday, June 23, and Thursday, 24. 
~he symposium is part of the week-long Appalachian Celebration 
sponsorep by MSU's Appalachian-Development Center. The Celebration focuses 
I 
on the prst, the present, and the future of Appalachian Kentucky and includes 
events to appeal to a wide range of age, 
! 
The1 Jesse Stuart Symposium provides 
interest, and educational levels. 
\ 
an opportunity to study Stuart"' s 
i ----~----- - - ~--- --- -----
life and: works in the land which ·inspired his creations--Eastern Kentucky. 
The sympbsium will culminate with a visit to the Stuart homestead, W~Hollow, 
in Greenup County. 
The: two-day event also will include lectures, readings, displays, and 
formal ahd informal discussions. Stuart scholars who will participate in the 
' program ~nclude Jennings Mace, Jim Wayne Miller, and Rue! Foster. The 
I 
program also will include exhibits and discussions by Doug and Karen Adams 
who have, intrepreted Stuart's "Land of the Honey-Colored Wind" through 
painting. 
"Land of the -Honey--C-o-lor-ed'Wind" is the title of a recent Stuart anthology 
I 
of stories and poems which has been made available to all school libraries 
in Kentucky through the Jesse Stuart Foundation. 
The Jesse Stuart Symposium is free and open to the public ;ith-thec:J-_ ---
exception of an optional $5 meal on Wednesday, June 23, to be followed by a 
special Jesse Stuart presentation by the Morehead State University Performing 
Arts Trio and a $3.50 fee for the guided bus tour of W-Hollow on Thursday, 
June 24. - - - --- --.-.:::-.-____ --
--
__ ------~d_d!_t!onal :-info?IJ_a_tio_r:__ ~-· s __ a_v<:_ilable from Vicki Horton, Appal~~hi§ln __ _ 
Development Center, MSU, Morehead, KY '40351. The telephone number is 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Six Morehead.State University students have been 
initiated into the Theta Tau Chapter of Sigma Nu social fraternity.::·-
New members include Jeffrey Gulley, Tollesboro sophomore; Michael 
Feldhaus, Burlington sophomore; Jeffrey Caswell, Falmouth sophomore; 
Keith Cordle, Ashland sophomore; Paul Westerfield, Louisville junior 
Thomas Cope, Highland, Ohio, senior; and Bart Carnes, Chillicothe, Ohio 
sophomore. 
Todd Holdren, Chillicothe, Ohio, senior, will serve as chapter 
commander for the 1982.:.83 year. 
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MOREHEAD, _Ky. --- Todd Holdren of Chillicothe, Ohio, has 9een 
riamed to executive office of the Theta Tau Chapter of Sigma Nu social 
fraternity at Morehead State University. 
A senior majoring in government and his.tory, he will serve as 
chapter commander. ·He is pas·t president of the MSU Student Association, 
and treasurer of the Rrogram Council; a Delta Gamma Anchorman, and 
Greek Man of the.Year for 1981-82. 
He is the son of.Mr. and Mrs. Michael Holdren of Chillicothe. 
5-24-82scf ifiNfo 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- More than 300 high school coeds will participate 
in the 1982 Kentucky Girls State convention June 6-12 at Morehead State 
University_ 
Convention delegates will learn the basics of state and local 
government during the weeklong event. ·Elections will be held to select 
government officials of a mythical 51st state and will culminate in the 
naming of a Kentucky Girls State governor. 
Lt. Gov- Martha Layne Collins will be the featured speaker on 
Wednesday, June 9, at 2:15 p_m_ in Baird'Music Hall. 
The annual convention is sponsored by the Kentucky American Legion 
Auxiliary. 
If If llff If 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University offices will be 
closed on Monday, May 31, in observance of Memorial Day. 
Offices·. will reopen at 8 a.m. on Tuesday, June 1-
Registration for MSU's first summer term is scheduled Monday, 
June 7- Classes begin Tuesday, June 8_ 
ffl! flfl II 
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-' . 
lNDREHEAD, Ky. --- More than 300 high school students will receive 
-----
a firsthand civics lesson during this year's Kentucky Boys' State at 
Morehead State University, May 30- June 5. 
During the week, the students will form and operate city, county 
and state governments to learn how political and governmental processes 
work. 
Several guest lecturers, including Rowan District Judge James Clay 
and State Rep. Walter Blevins, will speak to the Boys' State participants. 
Sessions are open to the public. 
The annual convention is sponsored by the American Legion. 
ffll ffll II 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Traditional mountain music and dance will punctuate 
Morehead State University's sixth annual Appalachian Celebration opening 
here June 20. 
The weeklong celebration runs through June 26 under sponsorship of 
MSU's Appalachian Development Center_ The week of activities and events 
which take place across the MSU campus are a .salute to Appalachian Kentucky's 
past, present, and future. Featured are events to appeal to a broad spectrum 
of age, interest and educational levels_ 
Lending an air of· festivity will be a series of concerts and dances 
featuring the musical talents of some of the best in mountain music 
entertainment. Included are Loyal Jones, John McCutcheon, Leo Blair and the 
Appalachian Celebration Band, and the McLain Family Band. In addition, 
numerous local and regional musicians will perform at various events throughout 
the week. 
Loyal Jones, noted Appalachian historian, poet, essayist and balladeer, 
will perform Tuesday, June 22', at 7 p.m., in a combined concert and lecture 
centering on traditional Appalachian ballads. Jones is the director of the 
Appalachian Center at Berea College_ 
John McCutcheon, widely known for his role in popularizing the once 
nearly-extinct hammer dulcimer, will perform in concert on June 24 at 7 p.m . 
(more);: 
Appalachian Celebration 
2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2~2~2-2~2 
Leo Blair, MSU's own traditional musician of note, will introduce his 
Appalachian Celebration Band in an outdoor concert at noon on Friday, : 
June 25, on the front lawn of the Camden-Carroll Library. 
The internationally-recognized McLain Family Band from Berea will 
perform Friday, June 25, at 8 p.m. The McLains recently performed in 
Carnegie Hall. 
Winding up the week on Saturday, June 26, at 7 p.m., will be a 
"Mountain Music Concert" featuring numerous local and regional musicians . 
. 0':; Evening concerts will be staged in the Crager Room of the Adron Doran 
~.,. •' 
University Center. All concerts are free and open to the public. 
lflllllf 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Appalachian Celebration, Elderhostel and summer 
camps highlight the June calendar of events at Morehead State University. 
Appalachian arts and crafts, dancing, music, lectures and discussion 
will be featured during the weeklong Appalachian Celebration scheduled 
June 20-25. The annual event is hosted by MSU's Appalachian Development 
Center. 
Also that week, MSU will host more than 40 senior citizens for the 
first ses.sion of the 1982 Elderhostel program. 
Kentucky Boys State will meet on campus through June 5 and Girls State 
will convene June 6. 
Summer camps scheduled include Upward Bound, through June 28; tennis, 
June 6-11; Kentucky Historical Tours, June 6-12; home economics, June_7-ll; 
football, June 13-16; baseball and golf, June 13-18; gifted children, 
June 13-25; Universal Cheerleaders Association, June 14-17; home economics, 
June 14-18; nature study', June 14-25; girls basketball, tennis, and 
horsemanship, June 20-25; home economics, June 21-25; University band fronts, 
June 25-27; and boy~s basketball, June 27-July 2. 
MSU also will host the Kentucky Bridge Tournament June 11-13. 
Orientation and pre-registration for incoming freshman is scheduled 
June 14, 16 and 18. 
lf!flf!flf 
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MOREHEAD; Ky_ --- A Chinese art collection from the Republic of China 
has returned to Morehead State University for summer exhibition_ 
The collection was given to MSU by the National Palace Museum in 
Taiwan_ It will be shown in the Claypool-Young Art Gallery during MSU's 
two summer terms, running from June 7 through Aug_ 6. 
The exhibit includes replicas of Chinese masterpieces, many from 
thousands of years ago. Included in the 58-piece collection are hanging 
silk landscape paintings, bronze utilitarian vessels, porcelains and 
calligraphy from ancient Chinese scrolls. 
The collection's first U-S. showing was at MSU in April. A two-week 
exhibit followed the opening. Because of numerous requests, the collection 
has been reinstalled in·the MSU gallery. 
Starting this fall, the collection will go on tour throughout the 
United States- Showings already have been booked in Wisconsin, Virginia, 
Florida and Mississippi. 
The exhibit is free to the public. The gallery is open weekdays from 
8 a.m. until 4 p-m. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Federalist Party won all but one office in the 
1982 Kentucky Bluegrass Boys State elections held recently at Morehead State 
University. 
Among the Federalist Party candidates was Shawn E. Barkley of Richmond, 
who was named governor. 
Other winners were Stephen J. Grigsby of Lexington, lieutenant governor; 
E. Todd Noe of Junction, secretary of state; Mark R. Turpin of Richmond, 
auditor; J. Chris Ba·11 of Frankfort, superintendent of public instruction; 
Mike D. Shadoan of Richmond, commissioner of agriculture; Derrek L. Thomas 
of Paducah, attorney general; and Marcus A. Simpson of Lexington, treasurer. 
The only Nationalis:(:c.Party candidate elected was John C. Quesinberry 
of Clearfield, railroad commissioner. 
The n·ewly-elected office'rs traveled to the state capital in Frankfort 
where they met their counterparts in state government. Later, they reported 
their experiences to the other 300 Boys State delegates. 
ffffffo 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Some people work harder to get that extra edge in 
their career. For Morehead State University senior Kevin Harris, the extra 
work has paid off. 
The Grayson resident will spend 10 weeks as an academic research 
assistant at the University of Tennessee Space Institute in Tullahoma, Tenn. 
Harris is only the second student from MSU to receive the appointment. 
He will be the only undergraduate student participating, according to Betty 
Moran, MSU's coordinator of special services. 
"Kevin was among 35 regional applicants to be considered and one of 
only six chosen," she explained. "It is quite an honor for him and in 
addition to his work, he'll be able to expand academically through the 
prescribed courses." 
The business administration major will be enrolled in classes and will 
work 20 hours per week. He can earn eight semester hours of college credit. 
His work will be concentrated in the summer program in remote sensing 
of earth resources and environment. 
"I have an option in data processing, and I'll be using a lot of what 
I've learned in those classes, including research and evaluation," Harris 
said. "I also hope to get into the lab and work with some remote sensing 
devices." 
The program is designed to encourage students to work in their chosen 
field and to develop relative interests. 
(more) 
Kevin Harris 
2-2-2-2-2-2-2 
"Requirements for the program included a background in business, 
knowledge of computers and good academic standing," Mrs. Moran said. 
In addition to meeting these requirements, the graduate of East 
Carter High School is interested in the environment. 
"I love the outdoors and nature. This summer I hope to find a way 
to use my education and experience in the computer field to help preserve 
the outdoors." 
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Talmadge Harris of Grayson. 
lfff#ff 
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. MOREHEAD, ,Ky. --- Morehead State University is hosting two sessions 
of cheerleading camps in June and August. 
The camps, scheduled June 14-17 and August 2-5, are open to all high 
s.chool, junior high and middle school cheerleaders. 
Participants will receive instruction in new cheers, sidelin~ chants, 
porn pons, and·. tumbling. Private coaching sessions also will be included 
each day. 
Tuition for resident campers is $80, which includes instruction, 
housing and all meals. Tuition for students commuting to the sessions each 
day is $40. 
Additional information is available from Harry Ry!J.n, coordinator of 
campus events, at (606) 783-5171. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Edward Glen Ramey of Bath County has been accepted 
at the University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center for the 1982 fall 
semester. 
The Morehead State University senior was among eight persons offered 
the opportunity.to work toward a bachelor's degree in nuclear medicine. 
A 1979 graduate of Bath County High School, Ramey will graduate with 
honors from Morehead State University in August with an associate degree 
in radiologic technology. 
While attending MSU, he served as Eagle mascot during the 1980-81 
school year and as a varsity cheerleader last year. He is a member of 
Sigma Nu fraternity and was chapter treasurer. 
During the spring and fall semesters of 1981, Ramey was named to the 
President's List at Morehead State University with perfect grades and to _ 
the National Dean's List in the spring of 1982. 
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Glen T. Ramey of Midland. 
Iliff! II 
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· MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Linda Steiner of Lexington has hit the big time 
at least for the summer. 
The Morehead State University radio and television major will join the 
Gable News Network in Washington, D. G. for the summer as a student intern. 
Ms. Steiner made :the initial contact for the internship while on a 
' broadcasting f~e~d study tour to Washington with other MSU students. 
"While we were at the GNN studios, I overheard a girl working a camera 
mention Bhe was an intern, so I asked her about it," Ms. Steiner recalled. 
"She told me what to do and I applied with the help of Thorn Yancy, instructor 
of radio-television at.MSU and tour director." 
Although only a sophomore, Ms. Steiner won't walk into the GNN studio 
on June 7 without.experience. A member of Chi Omega social sorority and 
Alpha Epsilon Rho broadcasting fraternity, she has been very active in 
MSU~TV, the University closed circuit channel. 
"I worked on production crews last year and did some writing for some 
shows," she said. "This past semester I produced my own television show and 
wrote and edited for the student newspaper." 
The Tates Greek High School graduate believes the opportunities she 
has had at MSU will be a plus during the eight-week internship. 
"Being able to work on actual productions so soon after coming to MSU 
has been great," she said. "I-~ve been able to work with more advanced 
students, side by side, and learn a great deal. Just being able to hang 
around the studio and watch the work has been good for me." 
(more) 
Linda Steiner 
2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2 
Ms. Steiner will stay in special summer housing for interns at George 
Washington University and will earn eight semester hours of college credit 
for her work. 
Her duties will include camera work, production and other studio tasks. 
She also will be going out on the street with reporters. 
"I'm really looking forward to being inside the studio and watching 
the professionals," Ms. Steiner says. "It fascinates me. Just.hanging 
around Washington will be great because so much news happens there." 
As far as future plans, Ms. Steiner has a firm goal in sight. 
"I want to produce and write. Working on the technical side in the 
studio is a challenge for me and that's where I want to be." 
She is the daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Conrad Steiner of 603 Tateswood, 
Lexington, and is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Dodge of Paris-
II #II fill 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Loyal Jones, director of the Appalachian Center at 
Berea College, will be Morehead State University's 1982 Appalachian 
~ Celebration "Scholar in Residence" during the sixth annual celebration, 
June 20-26. 
Sponsored by MSU's Appalachian Development Center, the celebration is 
~ a weeklong event which focuses on the past, present, and future of 
Appalachian Kentucky and includes a wide range of activities to appeal to a 
wide range of age, interest, and educational levels. 
Jones is a noted Appalachian historian, poet, essayist, and balladeer 
who has become a leader in the still-developing field of Appalachian studies_ 
His primary expertise is Appalachian culture_ 
Born and reared on a mountain farm in Western North Carolina, among his 
first enterprises as an adult were farming and training horses. These 
experiences helped him develop a deep sensitivity toward the land and its 
people_ 
As director of Berea's Appalachian Center for 12 years, he has been 
responsible for the development of an outstanding archival collection in the 
form of oral histories, photographs, records, books and other documents 
-·-
rela ~e~- to Appalachian his tory and culture. 
As a writer, he has contributed a significant volume of work to 
educational journals and books and to rei"iona-1 literary magazines and 
Q 
anthologies. Full-length publications include the text for "Appalachia: 
' -- ---~ 
A Self Portrait," and "Radio's 'Kentucki-Mountain Boy' Bradley Kincaid." 
- I 
(more) 
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Sibyl Clark, a visiting British folklorist and traditional dance 
authority, spent .several mo,nths at the Berea and MSU Appalachian centers. 
She remarked that Jones had the special sensitivity necessary for authentic 
communication with mountain people. And, communication, she insists, is 
.the key to real understanding. 
During the Celebration, Jones will teach a class in ballads and 
story-telling for a Heritage Arts Workshop and a class in Appalachian history 
for an Elderhostel program. The highlight of his contributions to the week 
of festivities will be a public lecture and concert in which he will discuss 
and sing traditional Appalachian ballads. 
The lecture. is scheduled Tuesday, June 22, at 7 p.m. in the University''. 
Center's Crager Room and will be followed by a dance. The concert and the 
dance will be free and open to the public. 
Jones also will be available throughout the Appalachian Celebration 
to consult and chat with visitors and participants on an informal basis. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- It's spring again, and they're getting out their 
tents .... tent caterpillars, that is. 
Most homeowners are familiar with those pesky guests who build their 
silky tents in trees each spring. 
There are two types of tent caterpillars, according to Dr. Gerald L. 
DeMoss, associate professor of biology at Morehead Stat'e University: the 
_forest_ tent -~~t_e:_~_pill~r_, or "Malacosoma -~~_ericam1m-_~_ 
"The forest tent caterpillar feeds principally on oaks," he added. 
They also like maples and poplars.'.' Dr. DeMoss says that they are seen 
throughout North America, but are not prevalent in Eastern Kentucky. 
"The eastern tent caterpillar is more noticeable," he reported. "It 
also is probably a little easier to control because we can get to the 
organisms to spray them." 
Of the two varieties, Dr. DeMoss says the forest tent caterpillar 
could be a greater problem economically because it attacks trees suitable 
for commercial use. In contrast, the eastern tent caterpillar is less 
threatening to native forest communities, according to Dr. DeMoss.· 
"The only native tree they affect in this area is the wild cherry, 
which is not an important lumber tree," Dr. DeMoss says. However, they 
also can do considerable damage to apple trees. 
"They do affect some other ornamentals, such as crab apples," he says, 
adding that wild cherry or apple trees can attract the insects to an area 
where they will attack other trees. 
(more) 
Caterpillars 
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"Healthy trees are very susceptible to damage," Dr. DeMoss says. 
Female adults lay their eggs on the end of twigs on host trees, forming 
a conspicuous gall-like lump. They remain there for 10 months. 
When the larvae hatch the following spring, they are about the size of 
a hair. During their six-to-eight weeks development, their main occupation 
is eating and growing. It is at this time the caterpillars build their tents 
for protection from birds. The construction is a community effort. 
"They go out on the tree to feed, and then run back to the tent for 
protection," Dr. DeMoss says. "The bigger the larvae, the bigger the tent." 
The largest tents are about one foot deep and one foot wide. -And, it 
is the feeding, not the tents themselves that damage the trees. 
"It won't kill the tree, but it might stunt its growth," he said. 
Chemicals are the only control for the pests. Since the ban on the 
pesticide DDT, the chemical methoxychlor is used, according to Dr. DeMoss. 
Dormant oils can be helpful as controls if egg masses are coated during 
winter applications. Despite the use of these controls, the insects will 
return to the same host tree. 
Dr. DeMoss, who maintains his own orchard of 25 to 30 apple, peach, pear 
and cherry trees, says he removes the egg cases when he prunes and applies 
dormant oils each winter. He does not l:"ecommend burning the tents. 
"It seems to defeat your purpose to harm the tree to kill a pest," he 
says, adding t'l:t'7E bark and sap can be damaged by burning. 
While there have been years when the caterpillars have destroyed a great 
deal of foilage, Dr. DeMoss believes we may be in a declining period of 
infestation locally, based on the number of egg cases he has seen this spring. 
However, the level of infestation varies from area to area. 
All caterpillars break camp. 
------ --------
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A watercolor painting by an alunmus of Morehead State 
University has been selected for one of the oldest and most famous annual 
art exhibits in the country. 
Gary Akers, a Floyd County native, painted "Woodrow's Room" at the 
Borders Brothers Farm in Boone County. The painting was accepted this spring 
for the American Watercolor Society's 115th annual exhibition in New York 
City. 
"For people who work in watercolor; it is the most prestigious and 
competitive exhibition in the United States," says Dr. Bill Booth, head of 
MSU's Department of Art. Approximately 150 paintings were chosen for the 
exhibit. 
"For one of our graduates to be selected is important recognition for 
MSU," says Dr. Booth. Akers also had a painting accepted for the 1979 
exhibition. 
"Woodrow's Room" also was selected for inclusion in the American 
Watercolor Society's traveling exhibition. The 50-painting display will tour 
major art museums and galleries throughout the U. S. this year. 
In addition, Akers' work is featured in the June issue of "American 
Artist." A six-page article by Dr. Booth, "Gary Akers: Paintings from the 
Borders Brothers Farm," includes several photographs of the artists paintings. 
"American Artist" is the nation's largest art magazine. Akers will be 
featured in five other national publications this year. 
Akers, who received his bachelor's degree in 1972, finished a master's 
degree with an emphasis in painting and drawing at MSU in 1974. 
(more) 
• 
Gary Akers 
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While studying for his master's, Akers worked as a graduate teaching 
assistant. He also was an MSU art instructor during the ~unimer .·of __ 1975 .' 
Dr. Booth describes Akers as "a strong supporter of _the MSU'art 
department and particularly, the art scholarship fund rai-sing ·drive·." He 
reported that Akers donated 24 paintings to the annual. schplarship. auction 
last fall. 
Akers has been working as a profession;3-l artist for. seven: years. During 
. '-
this time. he has produced 16, limited edition prints: in' .numbers of 300 or 
more, along with hundreds of sketches, watercolors and a_ large humber of 
works in egg tempera. 
The artist has also placed more than_ 15,000 pieces of_ his work in the 
hands of collectors. He is represented by his· own studio, as W!'!_ll as 
galleries in Louisiana, Mississippi and Maryland. 
Painting each day in his 1850_.log cabin studio·, Akers lives in Union, 
Ky., with his wife, Lynn, ;3-lso an MSU alumnus. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---A retail_Appalachian Crafts Market will provide the 
grand finale to Morehead State University's 1982 Appalachian Celebration on 
Saturday, June 26, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Laughlin Health Building. 
The weeklong Celebration, scheduled June 20-26, is sponsored by MSU's 
Appalachian Development Center. It.focuses on the past, present and future 
. 
of Appalachian Kentucky and includes ·a wide range of events to appeal to a 
wide range of age, interest, and educational levels. 
The Crafts Market will be open to all retail buyers and to craftspeople 
from across the state who produce traditional Appalachian crafts. Producers 
of non-traditional but original crafts from within the 49-county Appalachian 
Kentucky region also are eligible to participate. 
Limited space requires advance approval'of eligibility to display and 
sell at the market. Approval will be granted by a selection committee which 
will base decisions on the quality and authenticity of craft items. 
Craftspeople interested in participating in the market are required to 
make application to the selection committee as soon as possible. 
Applications should include photographs representative of the works and 
information as to the category, traditional non-traditional, and the kind 
of craft. 
Crafts which fall into the traditional Appalachian craft category 
include quilting, weaving, pot£~y/, wo~dworking, basketmaking, and 
constructing traditional Appalachian musical instruments such as dulcimers, 
banjos and fiddles. 
(more) 
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Non-traditional crafts include needlework, soft sculpting, knitting, 
crocheting, macrame, and wood toy making. Other items also may qualify. 
Applicants also must identify the source of their pattern or design. 
Those entering works in the traditional-craft category need to specify how 
the pattern or design was obtained. Applicants entering in the 
non-traditional category can enter only original patterns and designs. 
Crafts constructed from commercial or published patterns, stencils, 
molds or from kits will not be considered. However, those consisting of some 
commercially constructed parts such as macrame beads may be considered if the 
parts are ~ubordinate to the handcrafted work. 
Examples of products which will not be considered as eligible for sale 
) through the craft market include art works such as painting, drawings, 
lithographs, etchings, string art, decoupage, and photographs. 
To apply for participation in the 1982 Appalachian Crafts Market, the 
- - - -
required information and photographs of sample works must be forwarded to 
Selection Committee, 1982 Appalachian Crafts Market, Appalachian Development 
Center, Morehead·. State University, Morehead, KY 40351. 
Additional information is available from Robert Justice, Appalachian 
crafts market coordinator, at (606) 783-4731. 
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Special to The Morehead News 
Mrs. Laura E. Blomberg, a former teacher at University Breckinridge 
School, died May 16 at her home in Royal Palm Beach, Fla. 
A former public school teacher, she also had served as a s~pervising 
critic and demonstration teacher at Jersey City State College. 
Mrs. Blomberg was a graduate of Northern Illinois State University and i; 
the University of Houston. 
She is survived by her husband, Chester L. Blomberg of 11625 Balsam 
Dr., Royal Palm Beach, Fla. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Old quilts, new quilts, and in-betweens will be 
featured at the display and exhibit arena of Morehead State University's 
sixth annual Appalachian Celebration, Ju~e 20-26. 
Sponsored by the Appalachian Development Center, the celebration is a 
week of activities and events that take place across the MSU campus to pay 
homage to Appalachian Kentucky's past, present and future. It features a 
wide range of events to appeal to a broad spectrum of age, interest, and 
educational levels. 
Kentuckians from all walks of life have begun taking a new look at the 
·quilts they have inherited and at the quilting skills handed down from 
generation to generation. 
Katie Christopherson, a member of the Board of Directors of the Kentucky 
Heritage Quilt Society, along with Lenora Lisle Perkings, a Kentucky Heritage 
Quilt Society documenters, will be at the display and exhibits arena in the 
Button Auditorium Drill Room, on Tuesday, June 22, from 10 a.m. until 5 p.m. 
to document and evaluate quilts. 
It will be a Register-Your~Quilt session to collect information based 
on the quilts themselves along with data provided by the owner. The 
informati·on will be recorded and the quilts photographed for preservation in 
quilt archives. I . 
If you have a quilt you want documented or that you would like to · 
display during MSU's Appalachian Celebration, call or write Shirley Hamilton, 
Appalachian Development Center, MSU, Morehead, KY 40351. The telephone 
number is '(606) 783-4731. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Appalachian heritage is more than the customs, 
traditions, and crafts han~ed down by our forebears_ It also includes the 
land we dwell in and Eastern Kentucky has a wealth of natural beauty_ 
Morehead State University will include a "Natural Heritage Tour and Hike" 
in its annual Appalachian Celebration, scheduled June 20-26. 
Sponsored by MSU's Appalachian Development Center, the Celebration 
features a variety of activities and events to appeal to a broad range of age, 
educational, and interest levels. 
The tour includes Cave Run Reservoir, Natural Bridge, Sky. Bridge, and the 
Red River Gorge_ It concludes with a hike into the virgin forests of Tight 
Hollow, an area which has remained relatively undisturbed by man. 
Participation in the tour and hike are limited by bus capacity. 
Participants will be accepted on a first-come, first-served basis. A $5 fee 
will cover transportation and other arrangements_ Lunch will be on a Dutch 
treat basis at the Natural Bridge State Park Lodge. Tour buses will return 
to the MSU campus by late afternoon. 
The "Natural Heritage Tour and Hike" will be directed by Dr_ Roland L. 
Burns, associate professor of geography at MSU. Dr. Burns has conducted more 
than 75 tours into the Red River Gorge area and is an authority on the natural 
wo.nders of this particular area of Eastern Kentucky_ 
Additional information is available from Ellen Ragland, Appalachian 
Development Center, MSU, Morehead, KY 40351. The telephone is (606) 
783-4731. 
6-ll-82bm 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Cynthia Weaver of--Elizabethtown has been elected 
1982 governor of Kentucky Girls State. 
She was selected in balloting by more than 300 high school coeds 
participating in the weeklong convention at Morehead State University. 
Also elected were Vivian Daughter of Lexington, lieutenant governor; 
Cheryl Pfahl of Bowling Green, secretary of state; Sharon Post of Symsonia, 
superintendent of public instruction; B.J. Overley of Ashland, attorney 
gereral; Lori Webb of Paducah, treasurer; Beth Underwood of Campbellsville, 
auditor of public accounts; and Janet Ratliff of Rineyville, secretary of 
agriculture. 
Convention delegates learned about state and local government by 
forming a mythical 51st state, complete with county and city governments. 
Lt. Gov. Martha Layne Collins addressed the convention. 
The annual convention for selected high school coeds is sponsored by 
the Kentucky American Legion Auxil~ary. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Some people are obsessed with computers, others with 
the joys of running, but Pat Petrillo and Larry Rebillot of Morehead State 
University are hooked on drum corps. 
"I'm a fanatic, but I'm a calm fanatic," says Petrillo, a junior music 
education major from New Brunswick, N.J. He and Rebillot, a sophomore 
communciations major from Louisville, Ohio, have been marching in drum corps 
since they were 11 years old. Both now are members of one of the top 10 
corps in the nation, the Bayonne (N.J.) Bridgeman Drum and Bugle Corps. 
Petrillo is in the drum line and Rebillot is drum major. 
According to Petrillo, drum and bugle corps have been around a long 
time. Originally, they were associated with veterans' organizations and 
infused with military tradition and style. 
In 1975, Bridgeman "changed the face of drum crops," according to 
Petrillo. The corps dropped the military style uniforms and adopted long, 
yellow coats and black hats with wide brims and muli-colored SGarves. 
"We became more entertainment geared," he says. "More like a Broadway 
show." 
Petrillo has been with Bridgeman since 1979. He is section leader of 
the nation's top drum line and won third place in national individual 
competition. 
P~trillo and Rebillot are not .the only MSU students who have been 
involved with Bridgeman. Greg Strouse, a junior from Louisville, Ky., 
marched with the corps last year. 
(more) 
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"You don't really realize how good the group is until people see you 
perform and the crowd goes wild," says Strouse, who will be unable to march 
this year because of other commitments. Strouse played triple toms in the 
drum line and says the emotion is not confined to the crowd. 
"I've come off the field many times, crying. It's hard to explain," 
he says. "We practice for so long and so hard that we hurt." 
Although the corps performs only during the summer, they practice from 
late fall until the season begins. For members of the corps who live 
out-of-state, this means traveling to New Jersey once a month for practice 
during the fall, winter and spring. Each member must pay travel, food and 
other expenses, as well as a corps.member.ship fee. 
"It's been worth it," says Strouse. "It's been a tremendous learning. 
experience for me. I can deal with pressure better and I've learned how to 
deal with competition." 
Rebillot, who was .chosen from the 128 members of the corps as drum 
major, is looking forward to his first year with Bridgeman after serving with 
two other corps. 
"I don't even realize I've been accepted as drum major of Bridgeman this 
summer. It's still kind of a fantasy." He adds that drum and bugle corps 
have been an integral part of his life. 
"I've been with it since the seventh grade. I've grown with it'· and love 
it. If I could major in drum and bugle corps here at MSU; I ··surely1wa,uld." 
Bridgeman will be performing in Louisville, Ky., on Aug.· 10 and in 
Huntington, W. Va., on Aug. 11. Petrillo and Rebillot are arranging to have 
the corps spend the night at MSU, which is between the two cities. Rebillot 
says there are between six and 20 MSU students who are considering auditioning 
for Bridg.eman next year and they are ·al:t, looking forward to the corps visit. 
Meanwhile, .the two are a.nxious to perform this summer. Petrillo remarks 
that although last year was Bridgeman's be.st yet, it wasn't quite good enough. 
"Nobody's perfect," he says, "but this year·we're going to try." 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. Twenty Morehead State University students are 
working throughout the area this summer as part of a special program. 
The Commonwealth Work-Study Program, funded under federal guidelines 
and the Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority, provided the jobs 
for youth within six area agencies. 
Requirements for the program stipulated that participants must be 
Kentucky residents, and eligible for federal work study programs, according 
to Dr. Ron Walke, director of student financial aid at MSU. 
"In addition, theyumust have been enrolled in classes during the 
spring term, not enrolled in summer classes, and planning to return to 
'MSU in the fall," Dr. Walke added. 
Participating agencies include the Mt. s·terling-Montgomery County 
Recreation Commission, City of Morehead, ·Montgomery County Board of Education, 
City of Salt Lick, Pulaski ·County YMCA and the West Liberty Kiwanis Park. 
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MOREHEAD, ~y. Culminating Morehead State University's sixth 
annual Appalachian Celebration will be a Mountain Music Concert, Saturday, 
June 26, at 7 p.m. in the Crager Room of the Adron Doran University Center. 
The Appalachian Celebration is a week-long festival of events appealing 
to a wide range of age, interest, and educational levels and that pay 
homage to Appalachia's past, present and future. It is sponsored by MSU's 
Appalachian Development Center. 
The concert will feature regional musicians and will be highlighted 
by the dancing feet of James Bowling--holder of both national and world 
championship awards in clogging. Bowling is an MSU graduate and a native 
of Ashland. 
Ray Ross, Jr., assistant professor of music at MSU, will emcee the 
program which will open and close with music by Leo Blair and the\Appalachian 
Celebration Band, including Ray Ross, Jr., Ken Baldauf, and Ray Ross III. 
Other performers include Herb Rose, Sonja Bird Yancey, J.P. & Annadeene 
Fraley.and the Gions Brothers Band. 
Herb Rose is a versatile musician whose performances have entertained 
audiences in the tri-state area of Kentucky, West Virginia and Ohio. He 
currently lives in Ironton, Ohio, where he has been a feature.d performer 
I on WCAK Radio's weekly show "Country Music Hour." Backup music for Rose 
will be provided by the Appalachian Celebration Band. 
(more) 
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Sonja Bird Yancey is a traditional performing artist with roots in the 
haunting,' ancient minor key hymns of the Old Regular Baptist Church which 
she attended as a child in her native home of Perry County. She currently 
lives in Berea. 
Although Yancey has written much of her own material, she has also 
continued to search out and perform the old mountain ballads that are a part 
of her mountain heritage. At age 17, Yancey recorded an album of Appalachian 
folksongs for children, and, at 18, she wrote the title song and recorded 
the sound track for a documentary fe~at:_uring_ the Frontier Nursing Service 
of Hyden. 
Recently, she has been signed as a Monument Records recording artist. 
J. P. and Annadeene Fraley are well-known mountain music performers 
whos·e style is exemplified by a smooth, flowing, and flawlessly rhythmic 
execution. In addition to conducting th_e:i,_r_ own annual music festival at 
their home in Greenup County, they have actively promoted the revitalization 
of traditional mountain music through participation as featured performers 
in countless music festivals and celebrations across the United States. 
They hold the distinction of having executed a command performance for 
Queen Elizabeth of England. 
The Goins Brothers Band of Prestonsburg will perform in Morehead's 
HE>Untain Music Concert short:J:y:-after .having returned from the World's Fair 
in Knoxville. 
Members of the band have played with the Lonesome Pine Fiddlers and 
with both Ralph Stanley and Bill Monroe. The band has performed at the 
Grand Ole Opry in Nashville and at major Bluegrass festivals around the 
nation. They have 14 record albums to their credit and have represented 
Kentucky in concert at the Smithsonian Institute. 
(more) 
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MSU's Mountain Music Concert promises an appropriate finale to a 
week~long festive celebration and will be followed by traditional mountain 
dancing. Both the concert and the dance are free and open to the p:ublic. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Two prominent Eastern Kentuckians have 
been appointed by Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. to six-year terms on 
the Morehead State University Board of Regents. 
Named to terms expiring March 31, 1988, were Harry LaViers Jr., 
of Irvine and Dr. Forest M. Skaggs of Lynch. LaViers succeeds 
Cloyd McDowell of Williamsburg and Dr. Skaggs replaces Billy Joe 
Hall of Mt. Sterling. 
LaViers is president of South-East Coal Co. of Irvine and 
is a graduate of Princeton University. A former member of the 
Kentucky Council on Higher Education, he is the second member 
of his family to serve on the MSU board. His late father was 
a member from 1942 to 1944. 
Dr. Skaggs is an alumnus of MSU ,and the University of. 
Louisville. He began the practice of dentistry in Salyersville 
in 1947 and moved to·.Lynch in 1950. He served 13 years on the 
Lynch Board of Education. 
1ffiU President Morris L. Norfleet said of the appointments: 
"We are pleased with Gov. Brown's decision to continue the 
practice of appointing outstanding citizens to our Board of 
Regents. Neither of these men are strangers to our campus. 
Dr. Skaggs did most of his pre-dental studies here and Mr. 
La Viers will· resume his· family's association,,with our institution. 
We are confident that the University will benefit greatly from 
their service as Regents." 
(more) 
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LaViers is a native of Paintsville and Dr. Skaggs is a 
native of Salyersville. 
Of the two board members who are departing, Dr. Norfleet 
said: 
"Both were valuable members of the board and loyal 
supporters of the University. We are fortunate that Mr. Hall 
will continue his service to public higher education as a 
member of the Council on Higher Education. Mr. McDowell made 
a lasting contribution during his 16 years on the board. He 
personally gave leadership to our mining technology program 
and~as chairman of the academic affairs committee of the board. 
The University is deeply indebted to both of these fine 
individuals. " 
######### 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Everyone is aware of the large number of Japanese 
exports coming into the United States, One we could do without is the 
outdoor pest "Popillia japonica," commonly known as the Japanese beetle. 
When they attack each summer from late June until September, they often 
do serious damage to foliage. 
"If you have the proper adult foods in your yard," ~~~Dr. Gerald L. 
DeMoss, associate professor of biology at Morehead State University, "you'll 
have Japanese beetles." 
Dr. DeMoss cites members of the rose family, as a treat for the shiny 
green and copper colored pests, as well as cherry, apple, peach and plum 
trees, grape vines and corn silks and ornamentals such as marigolds and other, 
fragrant flowers. 
"They like plants which are aromatic," he says of the beetles, which feed 
on 305 varieties of plants in North America. 
The beetle was unintentionally imported to this country from Japan in 
1916 with some nursery stock. The insect damages plants by "skeletonizing" 
the leaves. 
"They defoliate the plant by eating the tissue out between the veins of 
the leaves," he explains. "This 'causes a netting effect, causing the leaf to 
die." 
"They always feed on upper leaves first and work their way down, because 
they like to feed in the sunlight. In the case of blooms, they eat the 
flower, too." 
Damage can range from 15 to 100 percent defoliation. But, according to 
Dr. DeMoss, some of the most serious damage is caused where we cannot see it. 
(more) 
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"The damage' to grasses is eqwllly serious," he says. "During the fall 
-.- and spring, the larvae feed on the roots of grasses. Any place where there 
is a lot of turf, you'll have a good place for Japanese beetles to occur." 
Because of this habit, and because the beetles migrate readily, control 
is made more difficult. 
"And since this is an introduced organism, it does not have natural 
predators or parasites here," Dr. DeMoss says. "Not many birds, except 
starlings and chickens, will eat them." 
A dust of milky spore bacteria, which kills the larvae, can be sprayed 
on turf as a control. The problem with controlling Japanese beetles is that 
unless a wide area is controlled, it is a waste of time. 
"If I treat my yard and you don't treat yours •. I've wasted my time," 
Dr. DeMoss says, adding. that spraying will improve the appearance of a lawn. 
Another method of control is to trap the adults. Sharon Stahl Cox, 
a 1980 graduate student in biology at MSU, collected 440,000 beetles during 
a study on the effectiveness of certain traps and lures. 
One type of trap is a reusable cannister type which uses floral lures. 
The other trap tested is a disposable bag trap, which uses a combination of 
floral lures and sexual attractants. 
Study results indicated the bag trap attracts more beetles during the 
peak periods of activity in June and July, but the reusable cannister trap 
costs less to use. 
"The traps need to be supplemented with spraying to really make a dent 
in the beetle population,". Dr. DeMoss adds. 
Meanwhile, the pests are spreading. From their initial introduction into 
New Jersey, they have spread as far north as Canada, as far south as Georgia, 
and as far west as Illinois. But Dr. DeMoss does not see them stopping there. 
"Great pains have been taken to prevent infestation to the Western states, 
yet they have been collected in California," he says.--"So they have spread 
across the North Amer,ican Continent." 
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NEWS MEDIA ADVISORY ---------------------NOT FOR PUBLICATION OR BROADCAST 
EVENT: Appalachian Celebration 
June 20-26 DATE/TIME: 
SITE: Morehead State University 
SCHEDULE: 
·--
Concerts and dances: 
Loyal Jones, Tuesday, __ .:[_une 22, 7 p.m., Crager Room, ADUC 
John McCut~cyeon, Thursd~y, June 24, 7 p.m., Crager Room, ADUC 
Leo Blair, ljFriday}) June 25, Noon, Camden-Carroll Library lawn 
McLain Family-Band~'Friday, June 25, 8 p.m., Crager Room, ADUC 
Mountain Music Concert, Saturday, June 26, 7 p.m., Crager Room, ADUC 
Lectures: 
Loyal Jones, "Appalachian Ba1lads," Tuesday, June 22, 7 p.m. Crager 
Room, Adron Doran University-Center. 
Jennings Mace, "Jesse !3t;u11:r:.t:'EJ Huinor," Wednesday, June 23, 7:30p.m. 
Crager Room, Adron Doran University Center 
Exhibits, Displays, Demonstrations: 
Throughout the week in the Drill Room of the Button Building. 
Heritage Arts Workshop: 
Classes in Appalachian music, literature, dance and crafts held 
throughout the week. 
Jesse Stuart Symposium: 
; Scheduled June 23-24, features lectures, panel discussions, __ 
readings, featuring Jim Wayne Miller, Jennings Mace and Ruel 
Foster. 
June 24 features a guided bus tour of W-Hollow. Bus fee is $3.50, 
lunch not included. 
Natural Heritage Tour and Hike: 
Scheduled June 26. Participants accepted on a first-come, 
first-served basis. A fee of $5 charged for transportation 
to Cave Run, Red River Gorge, Natural Bridge and Sky Bridge. 
Appalachian Crafts Market: 
Saturday, June 7 '2-6,- f:r:om 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. in Laughlin Health 
·Buflding. 
(more) 
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PRESS PARKING: 
FACILITIES AVAILABLE AT OR NEAR SITE: 
MSU COVERAGE: 
One block east of the Adron Doran 
University Center 
Xerox telecopier, telephones, 
typewriters, electrical outlets 
Black/white photographs, 
videotape audiotaped interviews 
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Hews OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES ,-----SHARON CROUCH-FARMER, COORDINATOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's Department of Psychology, 
in cooperation with the WHAS Crusade for Children, is offering a limited 
number of scholarships for a special class in MSU's second summer term 
starting July 6. 
The course, Psychology 575, is entitled "Selected Topics: Programming 
for the Handicapped Student," and may be taken as an elective in all 
graduate programs in education, subject to the advisor's approval. It 
carries three semester hours of credit. 
Topics include the characteristics o.f exceptional children, 
identification and placement requirements and curriculum modification 
required by exceptional children. 
Scholarships in the amount of $105 are available to teachers and 
school principals. 
Additional information is available from Dr. George S. Tapp, Head, 
Department of Psychology, MSU, UPO 784, Morehead, KY 40351. The telephone 
number is (606) 783-2187. 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A j)Uhlication party in honor o:e Jesse 
Stuart's newest book. wi.ll be staged here Wednes'day afternoon 
in conjunction with MSU' s Jesse Stuart Symposium, ,a part of th.e 
sixth annual Appalachian Celebrati.on. 
"Land of the Honey-Colored Wind," a collection of Stuart's 
poems and short stori.es, was published by Remley of New York 
under the auspices of the Jesse Stuart Foundation, Inc. Dr. Jerry 
Herndon of Murray State University was the editor. 
"We are looking forward to recognizing those involved in 
bringing this outstanding volume to the homes, libraries and 
schools of Kentucky and the nation," said MSU President Morris L. 
Norfleet, chairman of the Stuart Foundation's Board of Directors. 
In addition to Dr.- Herndon and the publishers, _the part·y --- --- -
also will -include Doug and Karen Adams of Morehead who illustrated the 
• .!.-~-- -- ----- -- ----
book and those in the Kentucky Department of Education who. 
assisted in making the book available to school libraries throughout 
the state. 
The Stuart fami.ly will be represented by the auth.or' s brother, 
James Stuart of Greenup County. 
The event is scheduled from 4 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. in th.e Eagle 
Room of the Adron Doran University Center. 
Copies of the book will be avai.lable to those who become 
associates of the Jesse St.uart Foundation through cash gifts. 
###### 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. Morehead State University--of-f-ice~'! will be closed 
: 
on l1onday, July 5, in observance of Independence Day. 
Offices will reopen and r~gistration foJ:". th~ Summer Session II will 
begin at 8 a.m. on Tuesday, July 6. 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University is offering seven 
additional courses through the Appalachian Graduate Consortium at 
Pikeville College this summer. 
Registration begins at the Armington Science Building on the 
PC campus at 2 p.m. on Tuesday, July 6. Classes start July 7. The 
last day to register for classes is Friday, July 9. 
Scheduled courses include: 
EDUCATION -- EDAD 691, School and the Public; EDAD 599, Workshop; 
Community Relations; EDUC 610, Advanced Human Growth and ~evelopment. 
SCIENCE SCI 590, Science for Elementary Teachers. 
ENGLISH ENG 544, Folk ~iter~tu~~; ENG 598, Logical Reasoning 
for Aptitude Exams. 
ART -- Art 521, Art Workshop. 
6-22-82scf 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783-3325 
Monthly Preview for July 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The opening of Summer Session II, Elderhostel and 
summer camps highlight the July calendar of events at Morehead State 
University. 
Registration for Summer Session II begins at 8 a.m. on Tuesday, July 
6, in the Crager Room of the Adron Doran University Center. Classes will 
begin at 8 a.m. on July 7, continuing through August 6. 
The second session of MSU's Elderhostel program is scheduled to begin 
Sunday, July 11, running through July 17. 
Camps and workshops scheduled at MSU during July include Computer 
Camp I, July 5-10; football camp, July 11-14; Computer Camp II, July 11-16; 
Vocational Education Computer Workshop, July 12-16; Horsemanship Camp and 
Computer Camp III, July 18-23; Mid-Eastern Camp, July 25-28; Men's 
Basketball Camp, July 25-30; and Band Camp I, July 25-31. 
The Mormon Youth Conference also is scheduled on campus beginning 
July 15. 
lflf II# If 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Registration for Morehead State University's 
Summer Ses~ion II is scheduled Tuesday, July 6, in the Crager Room of 
the 1 Adron Doran University Center, beginning at 8 a.m. 
Classes begin at 8 a-.-m. on Tuesday, July 7; The last day to 
register for Summer II classes is Thursday, July 9. 
------ - ---- -- ----- __ .__ --
The term ends Friday, Aug. 6. 
iflfllff 
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OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
June 23, 1982 
Ms. Camilla J. Belcher 
P.O. Box 525 
Elkhorn City, KY 41522 
Dear Carnilla, 
317 AlliE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE 606-783·3325 
Congratulations on being chosen a recipient of Morehead State University's 
Presidential Merit Scholarship! We are looking forward to having you on 
campus. 
We plan to p~blicize your achievement through a news release to your 
hometown newspaper, and we need your help. If you have a black and white 
photograph on hand, please return it to us in the enclosed reply envelope. 
We will then send a news release to your hometown newspaper, along with 
the picture. 
Congratulations again on your achievement and good luck in your future 
ende·avors at Morehead State University. 
Sincerely, 
': II · / 
,_1,;2:;;.Jl1 l. £/ ... 1 c~·/;- . .Pa·///!<.£<--
Sharon Crouch-Farmer 
Coordinator of News Services 
SCF /wlj 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Kevin Eldridge and John S. Vanhoose of Morehead have 
been awarded a Presidential Merit Scholarship to attend Morehead State 
University during the 1982-83 academic year. 
Recipients of the academic scholarship must be entering freshmen with 
a high school grade point average of at least 3.8 on a 4.0 scale, an ACT 
score of at least 26, and outstanding achievement in co-curriculur activities. 
\ 
"The University is proud to recognize these outstanding young scholars 
who have demonstrated their potential for superior academic achievement 
to collegiate studies," said MSU President Morris L. Norfleet. 
·-The scholarship in9ludes tuition, residence hall rental and books for 
the academic year. It is renewable annually if the recipient maintains at 
least a 3.5 cumulative grade point average. 
Eldridge, a graduate of Rowan County High School, is the son of Mr. 
I 
and Mrs. Jerry Eldridge of Rt. 6, Morehead. 
Vanhoose, a graduate of University Breckinridge School, is the son 
of Mr. and Mrs. John Vanhoose of Wilson Ave. in Morehead. 
~-
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MEDIA ADVISORY -----------------------::.:.:..-.:.NOT FOR ·PUBLIGAl'ION OR BROADCAST 
EVENT: 
DATE/TIME: 
SITE: 
SCHEDULE: 
Press Announcement 
Jply 1,, 1982,, 1 p.~. 
President's. Conference Room,. Howe;Ll-McDow~ll 
Administration. Building 
Representatives of Morehead State University an.d the Morehead-Rowan 
County Arts Council, Inc. , will make a significant announcement concerning 
the future of performing arts programs in the Morehead area, including a;ll 
adjoining count~es. 
An impromptu'press conference wi;Ll fq;Llow and a detailed press packet 
will be available for the media. 
PRESS PARKING: 
FACILITIES AVAILABLE AT. OR NEAR SITE: 
MSU COVERAGE: 
Located direc:tly behind the 
Howell-McDowe;Ll Building on 
University Street. 
Xerox telecopier, telephones, 
typewriters, electrical outlets 
Black/White photography, news 
release,.videotape 
-&T ~-~s OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES ~~~ 1f1MJ I --------------------~s~H~A~RO~N~C~R~o~u=c~H-~FAR~.~M7-E=R-.c~o~o;R~D~IN~A~T=o~R 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky _ --- "I 11lready have four dulcimers," the dark-haired 
woman says, tightening C-clamps on what will soon be her fifth instrument. 
"But this is the first I ·~~ad~~·~ I 
Making one of Appalachia's. trad:i.tion.al musical instruments may sound 
like hard work but for Jacqueline. Hurit of .Ashland, Morehead State University's 
Appalachian Celebration "is iny first vacation ever_" 
A secretary and occasional ceramics teacher, Mrs. Hunt worked five hours 
a day making the stringed instrument in a dulcimer construction workshop 
during the weeklong celebration. 
"Playing a dulcimer is very good therapy after a day at work," she notes_ 
ni play and sing for my grandchildren. I love the oldtime music. I.t' s a 
shame it's not been passed on more." 
At the.next woodworking table, Don Bowlby of Greencastle, Ind., is 
waiting for the glue to dry on his instrument. It's his third dulcimer from 
scratch--"I also made a couple from kits"--and his third· year at the annual 
MSU activity. 
Bowlby says learning to play a dplcimer is easy. "I was 40 years 9ld 
and had never played an instrument when I started. I took the dulcimer 
playing class here last year and my .wife's in it this year." 
Lettie Lepanto, a retired librarian from Middletown, Ky., is also 
attending the dulcimer-playing class, "but I don't have anything to play yet," 
she says, looking down at the clamped-together pieces of wood which will be 
making music by the weekend. 
"This is my first time here," she says. nit's great, the campus is 
beautiful and we have a very good instiuctor. 
(more) 
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Bill Bryant, who has taught dulcimer construction at Appalachian 
Celebrations for six years, leans over to help one man curve a sidepiece to 
fit the face of the dulcimer. Bryant taught art at Jv!SU from 1974 until 1976, 
and is now head of the Northwestern State University art faculty in 
Nachitoches, La. 
"I can't wait to hear it play," Bryant says when_c:()~_ver~_at0io!l_ turns to 
Richard Stephens' unusually shaped dulcimer. 
Stephens, a 16-year-old from Centralia, Ill., has designed a dulcimer 
which resembles a miniature V-shaped electric guitar. "I got the idea from 
a rock concert I went to," says Stephens, who also has built dulcimers along 
more traditional lines. 
Stephens, whose father, Ed, teaches the celebration's dulcimer-playing 
course, plays the instrument while holding it like a guitar rather than 
laying it across his lap. His dulcimer niusic i-s also sometimes 
non-traditional. "I play anything," he says. "A friend's teaching me to play 
a rock and roll song on one." 
This is Stephens' second year at the Appalachian Celebration. Other 
participants are planning to return next year. 
"I may take my second vacation here next year," says Jvlrs. Hunt. 
#II #II 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. Morehead State University is offering a course 
entitled "English for Standardized Tests," ENG 598, at Pikeville College 
during Summer Session II which starts Tuesday, July 6. 
Coursework includes sample work with SAT, ACT, GRE, GMAT and other 
standardized tests, vocabulary development, reading comprehension, 
methodology in taking objective examination and Venn diagrams. 
The class is scheduled Thursdays from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m., and Fridays 
from 8 a.m. to noon. It carries three semester hours of credit. 
Additional information is available from Dr. L. W. Barnes, professor 
of English, at (606) 783-3166. 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's Department of 
Information Sciences is sponsoring a workshop in educational data·:processing 
from July 19 through July 30. 
The course, DATA 516, is geared primarily toward teachers with no 
previous training in data processing. Participants will be involved in 
practical use of microcomputers and will receive three hours of graduate 
or undergraduate college credit. 
The workshop meets Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. 
Additional information is available from Mrs. Bonnie Bailey at 
(606) 783-2171 or Dr. Louise Hickman at (606) 783-3278. 
6-29-82scf $$$ 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. Morehead S.tate University's new "Coal Bibliography, 
Part 1," a 60-page Appalachian coal energy reference manual, now is 
available to the public. 
"It includes every topic related to coal and coal mining from A to Z 
·that we· have listed in our Camden-Carroll Library, including books, 
pamphlets, periodicals and government publication~," says Faye Belcher, 
MSU' S·- associate director of libraries. 
MSU's library staff developed the Coal Bibliography as part of the 
Kentucky Coal Information Network (KCIN) with funds from MSU's Energy 
Research Laboratory. 
The Coal Bibliography will be useful to strudents,,coal miners and 
operators, landowners, environmentalists and other Kentucky groups, 
according to Ms. Belcher. 
"We also plan to update the bibliography' II Ms- Belcher added, "because 
it only reflects the holdings we have up to a certain time. We will 
publish a second part and·later expand it into fossil energy." 
The Coal Bibliography's materials are available at MSU or the nearest 
library where an inter-library loan can be initiated. 
The Coal Bibliography will be distributed free to KCIN members and to 
various coal companies. Sales of the bibliography at $5 per copy will 
be used to fund additional copies. 
Additional information is available from Dr. Jack Ellis or Ms. Belcher 
at (606) 783-2143 or 2142. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky·, 11orehea.d State Un;i:.vers;i.t:y·'· s· Del:'p,rtment oJ; ::,.t 
Information Sciences is sponsoring a workshop in word p;r;oce!J's;lng, begi.nn:i;ng 
July 6 and running through Aug. 9. 
Course work will include an introducti.on to wora proces~?i.ng, pha;se~, 
competencies, equipment, application, ca.reers a.nd models. Students ent0.1led 
in the course will have access to wor·d process;i:ng equi.pment J:'or hp,nds-on 
experience. 
Enrollment for the class is l:i,m;i.ted to teachers, g:t:adua,te students, 
and seniors. The workshop will meet ea.ch Thursday :Fxom 6 p ,m, unt:i;l 9 p ,m. 
Addit;i.ona,l ;i.nJ;ormation i.s a,ya,ilable :!;rom Dr. L.ou;i.se H;i,ckman at 
(606) 783-3278. 
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